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Abstract

This thesis proceeds from the premise that motherhood ideology in western

culture has been constructed historically in terms of a good/bad binary. Divided

into two sections, the fìrst part of the thesis explores the way that feminist theory

and fiction have used the model of the "Good Mothed' as a starting point to re-

theorise and re-imagine maternity. Part Two presents "transgressing mothers"

who resist the binaries of motherhood ideology and ultimately redefìne

motherhood on their own terms.

The thesis is not based on any one theoretical perspective, but rather a range of

feminist theories - post-structuralist, phenomenological, psychoanalytic and object-

relations - as they relate to the representation of motherhood. Rich's hypothesis

that motherhood can be divided into two distinct areas, the institution of

motherhood and the experience of motherhood, provides a framework of sorts.

Each section of the thesis maps the socio-cultural terrain of particular mothers,

and then explores the opportunity provided through fiction for women to challenge

the limitations of that landscape.

The underlying assumption of the thesis is that writing is a means of constructing

subjectivity. In imagining new and complex maternal subjectivities fiction is able to

take a part in shaping social reality. As a feminist project the thesis aims to

contribute to a process of social change wherein the work of mothering, including

the early work of pregnancy, childbirth and breastfeeding, along with the long-term

work of raising a child to adulthood, will be re-evaluated and revalued. When the

binaries of motherhood ideology are dismantled and replaced with a respect for

individual, evolving and sometimes contradictory experiences, motherhood will

cease to be idealised or demonised.
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Preface

As a feminist project, this thesis explores representations of motherhood in fiction

wh where,,women's identities may be constructed in different

ways which do not cast out or denigrate maternity or femininity" (Grosz 1989: 132)

These spaces may be created through the strategic use of a "maternal

perspective"; they may open up when alternative narrative strategies are

employed (such as non-linear plots, multiple narrators, ironic inversion, and the

inclusion of traditionally undervalued "women's writing" [such as diary entries,

letters, listsl); or they may emerge through the intermixing of feminist theory and

fiction. lmportantly, the thesis posits that fiction is one means of creating

representations of motherhood that resist the good/bad binary of dominant

motherhood discourse. ln recognition of the impact of different cultures on the

experiences of motherhood, and of the limitations of addressing them all, this

thesis only investigates work by western, first world women writers.

The fourteen texts discussed in the thesis come from a "pool" of around 150

novels/ collections I have read by writers from countries including Australia, New

Zealand, England, Canada, and the United States, written during second wave

feminism (1970-present). The individual stories, novels and, in one case, a play,

were chosen because of the way these texts subvert dominant ideology and re-

imagine motherhood. I was particularly interested in fiction which explores

maternal bodily experience, and not least of all, in those works for which I felt a

degree of personal empathy and recognition.

Although Julia Kristeva (1981) argues that men can and do challenge the

dominant discourse, Myra Macdonald (1995) contends that female control of

textual production is vital if women's voices are to interrupt the circulating

discourses that constitute motherhood ideology. This thesis therefore addresses

the work of women writers exclusively. Furthermore, responding to Chris
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Weedon's argument for a "politics of identity'' as a strategy of resistance (1987)'

this thesis looks only at particutartexts by women that resist ltrotherhood ideology

as a political strategy. Not allfemales use a "resistant" voice. Not all writing by

womenjq feminist. Not allfem¡ ing is by women. Not all mothers write with

a ,,maternal" perspective. This thesis explores particular texts (by women) which

exist in the "cracks" which open up when individual interest does not "fit" the

position of the subject offered by the dominant discourse (Weedon 1987 112-13)'

Although the thesis'does not suggest that there is a distinctly "feminine voice"

which can be articulated and mapped, it does argue that many contemporary

women writers challenge motherhood ideology by strategically figuring a

,,maternal perspective". This perspective, informed by over fifty years of feminist

theorisation, dares to explore corporeal connection in relation to maternal

subjectivity. Despite patriarchy's historical association of mothers with the body, a

maternal perspective might unashamedly look at the complex, on-going effects of

in-body gestation, birth-giving and breastfeeding. lt does so however, with one

eye fìrmly on the cultural, social and political context in which all "mothering"

occurs.

Written in 1976, at the height of second wave feminism, Adrienne Rich's Of

Woman Born is one such text. ln advocating the dismantling of the institution of

motherhood, while emphasising the body of the mother in a new and liberating

way, Of Woman Born provided a model for both feminist theory and fiction in the

1980s and 1990s. Rich wrote:

There is...a possibility of converting our physicality into both knowledge and

power. Physical motherhood is merely one dimension of our being. We

know that the sight of a certain face, the sound of a voice, can stir waves of

tenderness in the uterus. From brain to clitoris through vagina to uterus,

from tongue to nipples to clitoris, from fingertips to clitoris to brain, from
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nipples to brain and into the uterus, we are strung with invisible messages

of an urgency and restlessness which indeed cannot be appeased, ancl of a

cognit¡ve potentiality that we are only beginning to guess at' We are neither

'inner' nor'outer'construcfed; our skin is alive with signals; our l¡ves and

our deaths are inseparable from the release or blockage of our thinking

bodies. (1976: 284,mY emPhasis)

part one of the thesis, entitled "unsettling the Good Mothe/" includes two

chapters. The first chapter traces the shifts in the feminist theorisation of

motherhood from simone de Beauvoir to the present day. lt concludes that some

feminist theory has unconsciously reinforced the binaries of motherhood ideology

but that recent theory is re-emphasising the importance of maternal bodily

experience as one means of challenging that binary. The second chapter explores

the strategies used by some women writers to unsettle the representation of

seemingly traditional mother figures. while apparently fulfilling the expections of

Good Mother ideology, the protagonists subtly subvert and defy that role. Very

often the binaries of motherhood ideology are replaced with a representation of

maternal subjectivity as complex, fluid and ultimately resistant to ready

categorisation.

while Part one examines some of the ways in which dominant motherhood

ideology might be negotiated and mediated, Part Two looks at some socially

specific contexts in which that ideology is flagrantly transgressed and finally

redefìned. The Criminal Mothers in Chapter Three transgress by killing another

person, often their own child. This chapter argues that criminal mothers have

historically been judged to be under the control of their reproductive bodies -
hormones, uterus, ovaries, breasts - and that the socially endorsed punishment

for their crimes has been the removal of their reproductive rights. One strategy to

rewrite the representation of a criminal mother is to enable her to reclaim her

maternal corporeality and the accompanying connection between herself and hei
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child. The reproductive body ceases to be portrayed as a demon that possesses

the mothef, but rather becolnes lrer source of strength and comfort.

Despite the insistence in recent feminist theory on the relevance and importance

of the embodied experience of maternity, this thesis is wary of essentialising

women/mothers or suggesting that women cannot "mothei' if they have not

experienced pregnancy and childbirth. Chapter Four explores new reproductive

technologies (NRTs), and the potential of such technologies to explode the

binaries of good/bad and natural/artificial which structure traditional discourse on

motherhood. On the other hand, NRTs risk reinforcing the homogeneity of

maternity (the role of all women is to mother), and negating maternal bodily

experience by dismembering women into compartmentalised reproductive

functions. No longef a "mothe/', a woman can be a "gestating uterus", an "egg

provide/', a "foetal environment", or a "surrogate". Ultimately, the contradictions

and doubts in feminist analysis surrounding the NRTs indicate the impossibility of

pinning maternity to a particular category. Fictional images of mothers who use

NRTs reflect the debate within feminist theory and oscillate between viewing the

new technologies as either transgressive or reinforcing of motherhood ideology.

Although reproductive technologies raise a number of contradictory issues, they

do provide lesbians with the opportunity to participate in the experience of

motherhood without engaging in heterosexuality. Given that the Good Mother is ..

heterosexual, married and monogamous, any representation of lesbian mothers.is

a direct challenge to motherhood ideology. The final chapter interrogates the

cultural stereotype that lesbian sexuality and motherhood are antithetical. The

fictional texts explored erase the plot of heterosexual romance, thereby allowing

for the articulation of a lesbian maternal perspective.

A number of other themes might have been investigated here, including

representations of "alternative mothers" (such as step-mothers, adoptive mothers,
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and foster mothers), black mothers (Australian Aboriginal, West lndian-British,

African-American), relinquishlng mothers (those who abandon or give children up

for adoption), single mothers (including teenagers, divorced women and women

who choose to have and raise a child alone), abusive and complicit mothers. But

this thesis is not a survey. lt is an exploration of some particular representations

of motherhood as they challenge the good/bad binary of dominant ideology'
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INTRODUCTION

Motherhood ldeology ¡n Western Culture

The word mother conjures up in our minds thoughts of propagation of life,

self-sacrificing efforts spent in the interests of husband and children, long

hours of work spent each day for which there is no monetary gain'

examples of gentleness and advice freely and generously given. (Extract

from Ihe Hornsby District TimesUSTE, as cited in Wearing 1984: 9)

The idealisation of the mother has remained virtually unchanged (although not

unchallenged) since the Victorian era. ln 1833 Peter Gaskell described "maternal

instinct" in the following waY:

Love of helpless infancy - attention to its wants, its sufferings, and its

unintelligible happiness, seem to form the very well-spring of a woman's

heart -fertilizing, softening, and enriching all her grosser passions and

appetites. lt is truly an instinct in the strictest acceptation of the word. A

woman, if removed from all intercourse, all knowledge of her sex and its

attributes, from the very hour of her birth, would, should she herself become

a mother in the wilderness, lavish as much tenderness upon her babe,

cherish it as fondly... sacrifice her personal comfort, with as much ardour, as

much devotedness, as the most refined, fastidious, and intellectual mother,

placed in the very centre of civilised society. (as cited in Poovey 1988: 7)

According to Jill Julius Matthews, the model of the ideal mother in contemporary

Western society involves, not just maternal instinct and "womanly virtues", but

practical lived realities. Today's ideal mother is heterosexual and monogamous,

happily married, comfortably off, and lives in her own home. She may work, but

ideally in a service occupation, and not while the children are young; she is clean,
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tidy and careful with her appearance; pretty, but not overtly glamorous; moderately

religious and abstemious but hospitable (Matthews 1984: 15).

Betsv , in her 1984 study, describes the "good mothe/' of motherhood

ideology as

one who puts her children first at all times, one who is unselfishly available

to them to listen, support, comfort, guide and correct them, one who never

loses her temper, who consistently loves and cares for her children

physically and emotionally and who provides a clean, healthy home

environment for them. She believes that her children's mental and

emotional health depend on her constant presence with them until they go

to school. (1984: 76)

This Good Mother is held up in Western society to be the pinnacle of female

maturity. She is the goal to which all women are expected to aspire. And not

surprisingly, she is the example against which all women are invariably judged,

and judge themselves, to be inadequate or failures. lf it impossible to achieve the

status of Good Mother, does it then follow that every mother is "bad"? How can

such an ideology have develoPed?

ldeology is a set of beliefs and ideas that "are given concrete form in the practices

and social institutions that govern people's social relations and that, in so doing,

constitute both the experience of social relations and the nature of subjectivity"

(poovey 1988: 3). From a feminist perspective, ideology is the presentation of a

culturally constituted structure, institution or characteristic as "nature". Lefebvre

posits that the function of ideologies is to secure the complicity (even the support)

of the oppressed and exploited with the goals of the dominant group (Lefebvre

1968: S9-BB). The ideology of motherhood is premised on the assumption that

women, because they give birth to and suckle their children, are "naturally" more
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nufturant, "naturally" better suited to the role Of Carer, "naturally" more able to

perform the domestic labour associated with childrearing, and "naturally" better

able to efface their own personal needs and desires than men. The ideology of

motherhood includes norms, ideals, duties, and rewards, status and prestige' lt

also describes the beliefs and lived experience of women

ln recent decades, various writers have attributed the development of motherhood

ideologies to specific historical periods. E. Ann Kaplan posits that there have been

,,three major economic/political/ technological eruptions that affected the historical

mother and produced corresponding changes in mother-discourses" (1992: '17).

She suggests that the lndustrial Revolution marked the first eruption with the

transition of the mother from producer in the old pre-industrial economy to that of

consumer in the new middle-class home. The First World War marked the next

stage with the nuclear family severely threatened by large numbers of women

entering the workforce. Kaplan refers to the period following \ /Wll as the

"electronic revolution", which incorporated increased female participation in waged

work, the various liberation movements of the 1960s, the development of new

reproductive technologies and the impact of feminism on the late twentieth century

nuclear family.

Ann Ferguson (1984) draws parallels between the development of western

patriarchy and the emergence of specific motherhood ideologies. Ferguson

concentrates on the formation of motherhood ideology within three distinct

historical periods.

During ,,Father patriarchy" (or the Puritan era from 1620-1799), "the conception of

motherhood...was derived from old testament beliefs that women were weaker in

reason and more emotional and therefore in need of practical moral and

intellectual control by men" (Ferguson 1984: 166). As late as the 1740s women

were seen as sites of "willful sexuality and bodily appetite" as a result of the
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Christian myth of the Garden of Eden and Eve's responsibility for "The Fall"

(poovey 1988: 9). Fathers therefore wielded the religious and moral power within

the family, and maternalfeeling was regarded as suspicious, dangerous and

without moral authority. Mothers who showed too much affection to their children

were chastised and corrected. During this time, mothers had less power than in

subsequent periods, not only because of the ideological hegemony enjoyed by

fathers, but because children were usually sent away from home at an early age,

which prevented close bonds between mother and child developing.

"Husband Patriarchy'' coincides with the Industrial Revolution, which as Kaplan

also notes, resulted in a shift from rural production to commercial capitalism, and

consequently in a separation of the domestic sphere from the public. Aminatta

Forna (1998) suggests that the philosophy of Jean-Jacques Rousseau was

responsible for the emergence of the "moral motherhood" or cult of domesticity

paradigm in which the new class of white, middle-class women were assigned

status as spiritual custodians within the protected sphere of the home. Rousseau

wrote in 1762:

But let mothers deign to nurse their children, morals will reform themselves,

nature's sentiments will be awakened in every heart, the state will be

repeopled. This fìrst point, this point alone, will bring everything back

together. The attraction of the domestic life is the best counterpoison for

bad morals. (as cited in Forna 1998: 35)

It should be noted that working-class women, minority and migrant women, and

women of colour did not enjoy the status of "moral mothe/' because their

participation in paid labour prevented the separation of the public and private

spheres. The contradictions of a motherhood ideology supposedly based on

"natural laws" were already clearly apparent. Full-time mothering within the

domestic sphere evidently had more to do with class and race (or as Forna
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argues, more to do with money and having a waged husband [1998: 39],) than

with what was "natural"

During ,'public patriarchy" in the nineteenth century a form of "domestic feminism"

arose through which women gained increased control over sexuality, reproduction

and childrearing. With reduced fertility rates, middle-class women were able to

devote more attention to each individual child, and because fathers were

unavailable due to commodity production, the mother-child bond was given priority

over the father-child relationship.

Ferguson suggests that women's insistence on controlling sexuality (both within

the home, and as a campaign to eliminate prostitution in the public sphere)

contributed in part to the connection of moral motherhood with asexuality (1984:

169). Reynolds and Humble argue that in fact, it was women's sexuality which

was being regulated during this time because of the increased prosperity of

industrial capitalism: "since property was passed on by the father, paternity could

not be in doubt" (1993:6). lnfidelity was viewed as a threat, not only to morality,

but to economic stability. According to Martha Vicinus, the ideal of the middle

class "Perfect Lady" (which emerged as a result of eighteenth century notions of

the "Perfect Wife") had a profound impact on the development of the asexual

Good Mother.

Before marriage a young girl was brought up to be perfectly innocent and

sexually ignorant. The predominant ideology of the age insisted that she

have little sexualfeeling at all, although family affection and the desire for

motherhood were considered innate...ln her most perfect form, the lady

combined total sexual innocence, conspicuous consumption and the

worship of the family hearth. (Vicinus 1972ix)
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Whether the result of women's agency, patriarchal economics or historical models

of femininity, the associatlon of motherhood witlr asexuality ultimately developed

into an ideology which conceptualised "good" women as asexual and "bad"

women as sexual.

ln western culture more broadly, the popularisation of Freudian ideas in the 1920s

and 1930s resulted in a new ideal of mothers as responsible for the mental health

of their spouses and children. Women now had to balance affection for their

children and sexual intimacy with their husbands with a Freudian discourse which

labelled them as "frigid", "castrating", "narcissistic", "sexually repressed" or having

"separation problems". The social categorisation of the modern mother through the

filter of psychoanalysis is mapped by Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre English

(1g7g), who suggest that since the 1940s the mother figure has been viewed as

either "rejecting" or "overprotective".

Especially influential were David Levy's book Maternal Overprotection (1943) and

John Bowlby's book , Maternal Care and Mental Health (1950). Levy argued that

by immersing themselves too much in motherhood, some women were taking

advantage of their domestic isolation to increase their own power over the

children. These women were accused of "castrating" men and boys - making

them unfit for independent life beyond the domestic sphere. Bowlby's book,

seemingly in contrast, advocated that mothers provide their children with constant

attention "day and night, seven days a week and 365 days in the yead' (as cited in

Ehrenreich and English 1979: 230). He proposed not just that mothers should

provide such attention, but that they should derive "profound satisfaction" from

doing so. However, according to Bowlby, trying or pretending to enjoy such a

devoted occupation could also cause the child psychological damage.
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ln effect, popular discourse during this period, represented by such texts,

suggested that women could be both the "overprotective" and the "rejecting"

mother. Betty Friedan writes of the 1940s, 50s and 60s:

It was suddenly discovered that the mother could be blamed for almost

everything. ln every case history of the troubled child; alcoholic, suicidal,

schizophrenic, psychopathic, neurotic adult; impotent, homosexual male;

frigid, promiscuous female; ulcerous, asthmatic, and otherwise disturbed

American, could be found a mother....A rejecting, overprotecting,

dominating mother. (as cited in Ehrenreich and English 1979:235)

ln the late twentieth century, motherhood ideals have gone largely unchallenged in

the mainstream, despite the gains won by feminism. Mothers in the workforce still

face not only a double shift, but social and cultural criticism of their mothering role.

ln his 1g5O analysis of why families fail, John Bowlby listed "mothers who work

full-time" alongside such items as "death of a parent", and other major social

calamities. ln the 1990s such an analysis seems simplistic, but working mothers

are still bombarded by images in the mass media of "bad mothers" who somehow

fail to fulfil the ideal of the omnipotent, omnipresent and totally responsible mother.

Ann Ferguson suggests that this "crisis of motherhood", as she calls it, is further

exacerbated by the phenomenal increase in the divorce rate in the twentieth

century. Marriage no longer guarantees stable family and fìnancial support, and

given the inadequacy of the law to enforce child maintenance, many women do

not see resignation from paid work and full-time motherhood as an option.

Motherhood ideology from the Victorian era to the present has largely developed

along similar lines in most western countries. However, in America the binaries of

good and bad mothering have been further compounded by the polarisation of

white and black. For black women, the historical legacy of slavery had meant that
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motherhood was rarely a "chosen" vocation. Raped by white landowners or

forcibly coupled with black slave men to "produce" more slaves, there was

,,created the material base for a racial-sexual stereotype of black women as bestial

an 1984:17O Viewed as "beasts of burden" rather than free

citizens, black women could not be attributed the status of "moral authority". Their

mothering role was limited to physical care (not spiritual guidance) of the white

mistress' children. Ferguson concludes that racial/sexual stereotypes emerging

from the ',moral motherhood" ideology set up a further dichotomy of white (good,

virginal mother) versus black (evil, sexual, bestial, whore) (1984: 171). This binary

is also apparent in the Australian context, where Aboriginal children were forcibly

removed from their mothers and raised in institutions run by Europeans up until

the 1960s

Motherhood ideology has had a somewhat shorter history in Australia. Jill Julius

Matthews, in her book Good and Mad women (1984), traces the development of

femininity norms in Australia. She argues that the demographic transition which

began in 1860 and ended a century later, marked women off from "both the

generations of women before and the generations after: changed attitudes to her

body, changed expectations of her life patterns, changed relationships with all the

people in her intimate life" (1984: 34). Prior to 1860, married women could expect

to raise seven children, but the birth rate gradually decreased due to changing

marriage patterns and behaviours, so that by 1954, the average Australian family

contained 2.43 children

Although women were ostensibly free from enforced pregnancies, ill-health and

marital dissatisfaction (the No Fault Divorce Law was introduced in 1975), the

motherhood ideology did not radically change in the century from 1880 to1980.

The core female experience continued to be confined to the interlocking realms of

heterosexual relations, marriage and child bearing (although not always in that

order).
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By the late nineteenth and early twentieth century tlre mother was firmly

ensconced in the home. public concern over the declining birth rate resulted in

mothers iecamlng !þe la¡get qf¡¡grnþgfg19?[nPaigls aimed at improving publi c

health, infant welfare, education, child welfare and "social purity". New standards

of cleanliness were imposed upon the domestic sphere, and mothers received

tutelage from numerous "experts" (doctors, nurses, welfare officers) on the correct

way to feed and care for infants, in an attempt to reduce high infant mortality.

Mothers were bombarded by the mass media on their responsibilities for every

aspect of infant care. No longer were infant deaths attributed to fate, but were

directly related to the quality of care provided by mothers. As Matthews

concludes: "lf anything went wrong it was the mother's fault. The concomitants of

maternity for Australian women became fear and guilt" (1984: 79).

Surveillance of the family by "professionals" (teachers, doctors, nurses, social

workers, truancy offìcers, labour inspectors) ensured the adherence of mothers to

stricly defined, middle-class values. Beginning in 1896 (in South Australia) a

variety of legislation was introduced to protect children, and to prevent them

becoming a threat to society. The legislation prescribed middle-class ideals such

as honesty, industriousness, respectability, sobriety and independence, and

proceeded to target those families whose behaviour challenged such norms. ln

the "ideal" family, the father was breadwinner, the mother stayed at home full-time,

and the children moved only between home and school.

[S]uch laws established that women, whose primary duty was mothering,

must do so only within this circumscribed way, or face severe financial and

legal punishment, often to the extent that they were denied' or forced to

relinquish, control over their children. (Matthews 1984: 86)
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Despite the pervasive nature of the motherhood ideology, Matthews suggests that

it Was more real irr theory than practice, although in the years between the wars, it

achieved "a triumph of general acceptance" (1984: 88)

Like her Victorian counterpart, the physical ideal of the modern-day Australian

woman was "not only one of beauty. For adult women it was also an ideal of

physicalfitness for maternity. The good maternal body would produce the good

child,' (1gg4: 175). Women were seduced by the medical profession's definition of

and increasing monopoly of "good" child birthing practices.

The adult woman, before and during her pregnancy and at birth, became a

walking pharmacopoeia, taking drugs for contraception' weight control,

insomnia, fertility, nutrition, blood pressure, anti-emesis, purgation,

anaesthesia, labour induction, milk production. (Matthews 1984: 175)

ln addition, birthing itself became a highly medicalised procedure, with (often

unnecessary) surgical intervention a common practice. Medical practitioners

(mos¡y male) took centre stage in what had previously been perceived to be a

distinc¡y feminine sphere. Despite the new role played by "progressive" medicine,

women still took the blame for what was viewed as individual failure. The safety of

mother and child was guaranteed onty if the woman adhered strictly to the (ever-

changing and often contradictory) tenets prescribed by the medical "experts." The

introduction of legislation to protect children, which in practice penalised women

who'Tailed" to fulfil ideological standards of motherhood, was further reinforced by

increased medical surveillance during and after childbirth. Through the myriad of

social requirements, and state interventions,

the physical ideal of the good mother was built up within the gender order

Its standards became expectations internalised by women. Failure to
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ach¡eve those standards induced guilt. Failure to pursue them brought

down punishment, (Matthews 1984: 177)

But it was nqt only the State thatlyas punitive. Women accused themselves of

being unfit mothers, sent their children away, "chose" to have hysterectomies or

sterilisation. lt was (and is) the ubiquitous, contradictory and illusory nature of

motherhood ideology which makes all women vulnerable, and a mother her own

worst judge. Jill Julius Matthews concludes that it is the "inevitability of failure

[which] debilitates womerì" (1984: 2O1).

Motherhood ideology permeates western culture. lt has developed along similar

lines in North America, Europe and Australia. During the 1700s women aspired to

be the Perfect Wife; during the 1800s they looked to the model of the Perfect

Lady. Coinciding with the lndustrial Revolution and the separation of the domestic

and public spheres was the emergence the Moral Mother. This Moral Mother

found herself and her children under strict surveillance by a variety of social and

political institutions in the twentieth century. ln 1999 women still do the work of

mothering in a cultural atmosphere which esteems a very particular type of

nurturer: the middle-class, married, selfless, loving, attractive, heterosexual, child-

centered mother; that is, the Good Mother.
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PART 1

Unsettling the Good Mother
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Chapter 1

Feminist Challenges to Motherhood ldeology

Mothering has been, and continues to be, a central issue for feminist theory.

Simone de Beauvoir's now famous book The Second Sex (1953) may be

considered to be the starting point for second wave feminist theorising about

motherhood. Until The Second Sex there had been little written by women to

challenge the presumed "naturalness" of maternity for all adult women. lt could be

argued that De Beauvoir was the first theorist to attempt to break the inherent

binaries of motherhood ideology. She wrote:

No biological, psychological or economic fate determines the figure that the

human female presents in society; it is civilisation as a whole that produces

this creature... (273)

Despite her insistence on the social construction of womanhood, de Beauvoir

simultaneously emphasised the "special nature" of women's relations with their

bodies and with their children (686), but as she was careful to point out, just as a

woman has a uterus and ovaries, a man has a penis and testicles. Neither one is

"imprisoned by their glands" and neither one can claim a "true" objective

connection with the world (15). De Beauvoir's challenge to motherhood ideology

paved the way for two generations of women to intenogate motherhood in (varied

and often contradictory) feminist terms.

During the 1g7Os and 1980s there was a plethora of feminist theories of

motherhood, some celebrating women's unique experience of maternity, and

others blaming motherhood for women's continued oppression. Shulamith

Firestone, in her book The Diatectic of Sex (1970), argues that women's

reproductive capacity is responsible for female oppression. According to
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Firestone, liberation could be achieved by removing women's biologically

determined role through teclrrrologically assisted, extra-uterine gcstation (1971: 4).

ln Firestone's utopia, men and women would be free to pursue individualistic

sexual fulfilment, untied to reproduction.

Jeffner Allen argues that motherhood should be rejected completely; that we as

women should remove ourselves from allforms of motherhood in order to claim

our lives, our bodies and our places in the world (Trebilcot [Ed.] 1984: 316). Allen

maintains that it is impossible to challenge patriarchy as long as women are

engaged in the labour and practice of mothering. Martha Gimenez concurs with

Allen and suggests that most feminist theorists are pronatalist in that they presume

that all women want to mother. She concludes "the right of women not to have

children [is] not clearly and specifìcally incorporated in the feminist analysis and

critique of reproduction" (1984: 290).

From the early 1970s until the mid-late 1980s many feminist writers inadvertently

reinforced the notions of the "good" and "bad" mother. Nancy Chodorow and

Susan Contratto argue that in some feminist writing there has been a subtle

reinforcement of the idea that mothers are totally responsible and all-powerful.

They point out that there has been a "tendency to blame the mother on the one

hand, and a fantasy of maternal perfectability on the other" (1982: 55). For

instance, they see Judith Arcana's Our Mother's Daughfers (1979) as blaming the.

mother for "everything from her daughter's limitations to the crisis of human

existence" (1982: 55), and Dorothy Dinnerstein's The Mermaid and the Mínotaur

(1976) as emphasising the "absolute power" of the "mother's life and death control

over helpless infancy" whose "intentionality is so formidable" (Dinnerstein 1976'.

161 and 164). Chodorow and Contratto take to task the fact that Dinnerstein (and

Arcana) seem to be confusing infantile fantasy with the actuality of maternal

behaviour. According to Dinnerstein, it is not just that children see their mothers
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as terrifying and all-powerful, mothers are in reality omnipotent and shape the

child's entire psychological, social and polltical life.

and Contratto a that the tendency to mother-blame, even in

feminist writing, establishes the possibility of idealising her, if only she could

change. They suggest that while most feminist writers contextualise "bad

mothering" within patriarchy, this implies that if patriarchal constraints could

somehow be removed, then mothering could be "perfect".

Chodorow and Contratto also point out that much feminist writing has emphasised

and validated the needs of children without questioning the legitimacy of those

needsl. For many theorists, it appears to be a "given" that within the mother-child

relationship, the desires/needs of the child must be met. Jane Flax's 1978 article

"The Conflict Between Nurturance and Autonomy in Mother-Daughter

Relationships and Within Feminism" does not interrogate the difference between a

child's felt desire and what might constitute absolute need. The article implies the

possibility of "perfect mothering" (that is, meeting all the "perceived" needs of the

child) if the psychological conflicts and constraints of patriarchy were somehow

removed.

Chodorow and Contratto conclude that these feminist representations of

motherhood during the 1970s and 1980s did little to challenge prevailing cultural

stereotypes that either idealised or demonised the mother. Despite the

acknowledgment of a patriarchal context, such feminist views of mothering

... united infantile fantasies and a culturally child-centered perspective with

a myth of maternal omnipotence, creating a totalistic extreme, yet

fragmented view of mothering and the mother-child relation in which both

mother and child are paradoxically victim yet omnipotent. (1982:71)
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Toni Bowers, in her book The Potitics of Motherhood, regards this tendency of

thought to be located in l-reudian psychoanalytic theory which "privilege[s] the

formative influence of the pre-oedipal mother to the exclusion of nearly all other

earlv influences, but tendlslto deny the subject status equivalent to that of the

child for whose development she exists" (1996: 19). Bowers further suggests that

psychoanalytic feminist theories of motherhood make "it too easy to proceed as if

motherhood were a finite category, constant in history'' (1996: 24), ralher than "a

moving plurality of potential behaviours always undergoing supervision, revision,

and contest, constructed in particularity" (1996:19)'

Adrienne Rich (1976) and Alice Rossi (1977) are two feminist writers who

concentrate on the mother, not the child. Rather than suggesting that mothers are

all-powerfulfigures, Rich and Rossi argue that mothers are powerless under

patriarchy. ln her book Of Woman Born (1976) Rich separates the "experience" of

motherhood (pregnancy, childbirth, breastfeeding, nurturing) from the "institution"

of motherhood (patriarchy), and in so doing is able to suggest that women can be

"transformed" by the mothering experience.

Rich's conclusion that women need to "think through the body" (1976' 284), points

to the more recent theorisations of motherhood that emphasise corporeal

experience. Rich suggests that women are able to question positive-negative

polarities because of their unique experience of pregnancy and childbirth' She

says:

The child that I ærry for nine months can be defined neither as me or as

not-me. Far from existing in the mode of inner space', women are

powerfully and vulnerably attuned both to'inner' and 'outer' because for us

the two are continuous, not polar. (1976: 64, author's emphasis)
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Rich's emphasis on the blurring of "inne/' and .oute/' of maternal subjectivity

(1976: 634,284) has also been taken up in the 1990's by lris Young, Sarah

Ruddick and other theorists.

Nancy Chodorou/s own contribution to the fìeld is a psycho-sexual perspective. ln

her book The Reproduction of Motheríng (1978) she uses object relations, based

on psychoanalysis, to suggest that a woman is ultimately impelled towards

motherhood because of a pre-oedipal attachment to her own mother. She posits:

...growing girls come to define and experience themselves as continuous

with others; their experience of self contains more flexible or permeable

ego boundaries. Boys come to define themselves as more separate and

distinct, with a great sense of rigid ego boundaries and differentiation. The

basic feminine sense of self is connected to the world, the basic masculine

sense of self is separate. (169)

Although Chodorow's notion of women's "fluid boundaries" is based on

psychoanalysis, it is suggestive of more recent theorisations which emphasise the

unique interconnectedness between mothers and children, which (usually) begins

during pregnancy (lris Marion Young [1990], Sarah Ruddick [1994], Brenda Daly

and Maureen Reddy t19911).

ln her early work, Sarah Ruddick (1982), on the other hand, wanted theorists to

focus less on women's physical childbearing and more on the "maternal thinking"

which arises from mothering practices. Ruddick argued for the transformation of

"maternal thought", which is necessarily embedded in male-dominant culture, by a

new "feminist consciousrìess". Somewhat idealistically I think, she suggested that

such transformed maternal thinking could radically alter the public realm, making

the preservation of children a community responsibility.
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Rachel Blau Du plessis, the editor of the 1978 Feminist Sfudres Special/ssue on

motherhood, suggested that feminist writing had yet to establish a synthesis of

motherhood representations. The idealised nurturing mother and the terrifying bad

arised and accordi to Chodorow and Contratto, there had

been "lit¡e attempt to investigate reality in its complex subjective and objective

breadth" (1982: 61).

Julia Kristeva, in her article "stabat Mata/' (1977), an exploration of the cult of the

Virgin Mary, calls for a "rìew ethics" of "aesthetic practices" to replace the idealism

and denigration of the maternal. she suggests that it is possible to reject

motherhood ideology while simultaneously acknowledging many women's

profound pleasure in motherhood (1981 as cited in Moi 1986: 205)'

Heather Jon Maroney posits that feminist theory is engaged in a process of

,,rethinking motherhood". lnstead of working within a patriarchal context, with its

implicit adherence to historically constructed motherhood ideology, "rethinking

motherhood" utilises feminist, not androcentric theory to define what is good

mothering and good in mothering (Maroney 1986: 421). E. Ann Kaplan (1992)

agrees that a "new motherhood discourse" is emerging. ln the 1990s childbirth

and childc are are no longer an automatic part of a woman's life. Anxiety emerges

because mothering is no longer a "given", but a "question" - should a woman

mother, and if so, how and in what context?

A number of French feminists, commonly aligned to a post-structuralist school,

have contributed to a contemporary "return to the body'' in feminist theorisations of

motherhood. Luce lrigaray (1985) maintains that women have a specificity that

distinguishes them from men. She suggests that female self-consciousness

begins with women's bodily experience. Helene Cixous also celebrates the

uniqueness of women's psycho-sexuality, emanating as it does from the female

body. She calls on women to write a new liberatory female discourse based on
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bodily experience. Despite vociferous criticism that lrigaray's and Cixous' ideas

border on ,,essentialist', that they overlook social, racial and cultural contexts, or

that they inadverten¡y contribute to binary logic, their work provides a strategically

for women to develop self-representations which challenge

phal locentri c discourses2

Emerging from post-structuralist thinking is both French theory's emphasis on

bodily self-consciousness, and a new wave of American theory which has also

begun to re-emphasise the bodily experience of motherhood. lris Marion Young

uses feminist phenomenology to provide an alternative perspective on

motherhood, women's bodies and relations with children. lncorporating Adrienne

Rich's work into her own, Young theorises that the embodied experience of

pregnancy provides women with a unique standpoint from which to challenge

masculinist constructions of motherhood. She writes:

...in pregnancy...l experience the embryo...as something inside and of me,

yet becoming hourly and daily more separate, on its way to becoming

separate from and of itself..."Far from existing in the mode of inner space',

women are powerfully and vulnerably attuned both to'inner' and'outer'

because for us the two are continuous, not pola/'. (1990: 163, with the last

sentence a quote from Rich 1976: 64)

young's view of pregnancy, extended to the theorisation of motherhood in general,

would incorporate an analysis of the mother-child relation, but not as the

dichotomy of subject versus object. Rather, in this analysis, motherhood is

focused on neither mother nor child, but on both, as central to an evolving, fluid

relationship. The motherhood ideology which has historically emerged from

culturally defined binaries - man/woman, mind/body, self/other, reason/emotion,

work/home - is disman¡ed and replaced with a more complex and fluid notion of

motherhood.
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could also learn and become comprlgqllf this work)from the PhYsical

Sarah Ruddick, best known for her hypothesis of "rnäternal thinking", which largely

separated lhe workof mothering (or parenting, since she suggested that men

experiences of motherhood, is now re-theorising her own argument. ln her essay

"Thinking Mothers/Conceiving Birth' (Bassin et al 1994) Ruddick writes:

The most obsessive attention to cultural and individual variability of

bifthgiving cannot disguise the fact that all mothering, whether done by men

or women, depends on some particular woman's labour... Notwithstanding

scientific and philosophic fantasies to the contrary, to be 'pregnant' with

new life is still and only to be a woman whose body and embodied

willfulness is the ground and condition of each new and original being who

lives. (36-7)

Ruddick is not positing a return to essentialism where "woman" can only ever

equal ,,mothe/" and where only women who have given birth can "mothef''.

Rather, she is attempting to address the "blindnesses and contradictions" (36)

(resulting from a mistrust of the patriarchal/historical association of "woman" with

,,body,,, and the ensuing justification for women's ostracism from public life) that

have haunted feminist theorisations of motherhood. With the benefit of nearly two

decades of feminist scholarship, Ruddick now states that it is simply impossible

not to acknowledge'the ubiquitous and tenacious connections among being

female, giving birth and mothering" (1994:37).

Ruddick recognises that her earlier theories of motherhood were influenced by

western philosophy, which is based on culturally endorsed binaries privileging the

mind over the body. Retrospectively, she believes that her idea of "maternal

practice" replicated misogynist divisions between "breeders and moral mothers"

(199a:38). This distinction is particularly apparent in contemporary debates
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process, but

concerning reproductive technologies. Birth mothers, surrogate mothers' co-

mothers, biological mothers, adoptive mothers and step-mothers are all terms

which seek to define a particular woman's involvement in the reproductive

exity and activitY of childbirth

Barbara Rothman is also concerned with liberalfeminism's implicit acceptance of

the mind-body dualism in western philosophy. she insists that feminist theory

should re-situate "the inherent physicality of gestation and lactation"' and the

motheringwork of early childhood" (1989:249). Ruddick wants to re-connect birth

to mothering but in doing so, she consciously avoids naturalising or

sentimentalising the birthgiver,s "bonding" to her infant. The task as she sees it is

to:

Represent birthgiving as distinguished Írom and connected to mothering in

ways that allow us to honor both of these activities as they play themselves

out in women's and men's lives. (1994:38)

Ruddick formulates a new concept, "natal reflection", which allows for a mother's

intellectual transformation through the experience of pregnancy and childbirth'

,,Natal reflection", like lris Young's "pregnant embodiment" and Adrienne Rich's

hypothesis of women's experience of "inner and oute/', centres on a distinctive

construction of self and other. Boundaries between the self and other are uniquely

undefìnable; separation and connection are simultaneously affirmed.

Kathyrn Allen Rabbuzi, in her work Mothersetf. A Mythic Analysis of Motherhood,

argues that it is the capacityto mother which separates most women from all men

(1988: 12) and that this unique bodily experience is integral to representations of

women/mothers. ln the same way that other theorists are exploring maternal

subjectivity, Rabuzzi argues that "selfhood in the mother consists of a binary-unity

It is therefore simultaneously two and one at the same time'.. "(1988:1 '1 )'
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Rabuzzi's project is to emphasise the evolving, relational process of the mother as

subject.

in the 1990s

are changing. In particular, she argues, women writers are giving mothers a "new

voice,, - one which "pays careful attention to the maternal perspective" (1994:299)

other contemporary theorists, including Brenda Daly and Maureen Reddy, aim to

redefine motherhood with "consciously taken maternal perspectives" (1991:3), but

without "falling into essentialism" (5). Donna Bassin, Margaret Honey and Meryl

Mahrer Kaplan's collection Representations of Motherhood likewise aims to

focus attention on the complex issue of how motherhood is represented. ln

particular...how women appropriate, resist, and create a multiplicity of

meanings about motherhood... tltl acknowledges the constructed, complex,

and often contradictory nature of maternal images and maternal practice.

(1994:8)

ln keeping with the contemporary atmosphere of diversity in feminist theory,

Representations of Motherhood focuses on "maternal experience" and the

articulation of the mother "as a subject in her own right" (9). ln doing so' each of

the writers in the anthology contributes to the process of "altering myths and

changing social realitY" (3).

It is apparent that many recent feminist theorisations of motherhood emphasise a

"maternal perspective". This perspective refutes the good/bad binary of

motherhood ideology and allows for complex characterisations that include, most

notably, ambivalence. According to the Concise Oxford Dictionary, ambivalence is

"the co-existence in one person's mind of opposing feelings" (Allen (Ed ) 1990)'

However, contemporary usage of the word implies, not a peacefulco-existence of

opposing ideas or feelings, but rather, a situation of contest and conflict- To be
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ambivalent is to be unsettled and unsure. Revisionings of motherhood

representations need to incorporate "ambivaletlce" less as a struggle, and more as

an inevitable aspect of a fluid, shifting subjectivity.

ln the last 30 years feminist theory has oscillated back and forth between a desire

to celebrate the unique female experience of motherhood and a need to reject its

social, political and cultural limitations. A generation of feminist activism has

resulted in women making unprecedented advances in education, employment,

health, sexual practices and family planning. With these achievements in hand,

feminist theorists in the 1990s are daring to recognise the importance of women's

bodily experience, despite the dualistic construct which has always associated

woman with "body" and man with the more privileged term "mind". From Adrienne

Rich to lris Marion Young, to Sarah Ruddick's most recent formulations, it is clear

that in recognising the "blurred boundaries" of maternal bodily experience, women

can admit to the complexity and contradictions of their lived experience of

motherhood. Just as it is possible to consciously embrace maternity while

simultaneously resenting the loss of personal freedom, so it is possible to be bofh

the Good Mother and the Bad Mother, while paradoxically being neither.
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Chapter 2

Women Writers Ghallenge Motherhood ldeology

New and subversive fìctional representations of motherhood can challenge

dominant ideology and its inherent binary oppositions. Feminist theory suggests

that the embodied experience of motherhood, a distinctly female potential, is

characterised by fluidity, interconnection and ambiguity. Such a "maternal

perspective" renders meaningless the terms "good" and "bad". Motherhood begins

with the body. lt is appropriate that writers of fiction also begin with the body to

create complex representations of motherhood.

Who is "entitled" to speak/write about motherhood? Everyone, because we have

all been mothered? Only women who have given birth because only they

understand the unique experience of pregnancy and childbirth? Only "mothers"

who have raised children because they have experienced the mother/child

relation? All women because women's lives are largely dictated by their potential

to mother?

Luce lrigaray argues that "it is necessary for us to discover and assert that we are

always mothers once we are women" (Whitford (ed) 1991: 43). Given women's

physiological make-up which contrives on a monthly basis to remind us of our

reproductive potential, and given the socio-cultural context which prescribes a

"femininity'' largely based on so-called "maternal" qualities, such as nurturance,

self-sacrifice and altruism, lrigaray's argument is well-founded. This is not to

suggest that female subjectivity is solely determined by the potential for maternity.

Rather it is to acknowledge the physiological difference between men and women,

while consciously avoiding an analysis based essentially on biological difference.
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As Sarah Ruddick has most recently contended, it is simply impossible to ignore

the fact that all human life depends on the body of a woman to gestate and to be

born. But this ,,common sense" recognition of the maternal body does not define

embedded in a social/cultural/tl V

political context. Nor does it allow for the often conflicting experiences of

individual women.

Chris Weedon, in her book Feminist Practice and Posfstructuralist Theory,

stresses the importance of the social and institutional context of textuality. She

persuasively argues that subjectivity is the product of society and culture'

Weedon's post-structuralist approach centres on

a concern for the disruptive construction of subjectivity, with the role of

social institutions and the heterogeneous forms of power governing social

relations [which is] motivated by a primary concern with understanding the

position of individual women in society and the ways in which they are both

governed by and resist specifìc forms of power. (1987 74)

According to Weedon, language is a place of definition and contestation, and of

the construction of a socially specific subjectivity (1987: 21). "Discursive fields"

such as law, medicine, education, church, politics, family, media and social policy

compete, unequally, to give meaning to the world (1987: 35). Despite the

hierarchical nature of competing discourses, Weedon suggests that it is possible

to use language as a means of challenging dominant discourse (37), but for

women to do so, it is often necessary to assume a politics of identity without

acceding to a biological or essentialist universal position.

Weedon posits that "women's writing" may be one means of challenging or

resisting patriarchal discourse. Other feminist theorists agree. As early as 1978

Mary Daly was exhorting women to move beyond masculine definitions of female
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experience. She self-consciously used "gynocentric writing" in her book

Gynecology: The Metaethics of Radical Feminism to challenge the hegemorty t-rl

patriarchal discourse. This style of writing, she maintained, is characterised by

" ri s k" - i nventin g,redt gcqver n g, rewriti n g¡n dp lgying with words. Daly's idealistic

and somewhat problematic conclusion (given its potential to further endorse

familiar binaries) was that unweaving patriarchal deceptions allows women to

"name our Truth" (1978:423).

ln 1985 Rachel Blau du Plessis argued that women writers use "strategies that

sever the narrative from formerly conventional structures of fiction" (1985: ix). She

suggested that such subversive writing would have as its goal " a rewriting of

gender in dominant fiction" (43). Like other theorists Blau du Plessis noted a

"feminine form" of writing which directly challenges male-centered discourse.

Paulina Palmer describes it as:

an experimentally fluid form of writing which subverts the reader's

expectations of linear, rational discourse, merging identities and ego-

boundaries in a manner similar to that which occurs in the pre-oedipal

mother-infant bond... (1989: 97)

E. Ann Kaplan's work, which interrogated "complicit" and "resisting" literary and

film texts (1992:10), concluded that a "female", as opposed to a "feminine"

discourse is beginning to emerge. This "female" discourse manifests itself, not in

an essential, biologicalfemininity, but in the struggle against dominant discourses.

She argues, as many theorists do, that a distinctive female voice can be found in

the "gaps of patriarchal hegemony discovered in moments of struggle, disruption

and rebellion" (16).

Patricia Yaegar regards the novel as a potential vehicle for such a disruption. She

posits that
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...the novel,s multivoicedness allows the woman writer to interrogate and to

challenge the very voices that tell her to conform...ttte tlovel's polyphonic

structure allows the woman writer to attack and revise the male tradition on

levels 1988:

yaegar argues that women can use the novel to "splintef'" "re-write" (68),"violate",

"eXperiment With", "appfOpfiate" (73), "disrupt", "shatte/', "dismantle" (107), and

,,reconstruct' (1 1 1) the dominant discourse, with its repressive images of

women/mothers. She says that the novel is a form that invites women to depict a

range of responses to conventional problems, and in so doing, violate socially

prescribed roles (1988: 186).

Unlike the French feminists (Cixous, lrigaray, Wittig) who evangelistically call on

women to "write the body''to subvert phallocentrism, Yaegar maintains that

women have historically been doing just that, through an on-going interaction and

struggle with the dominant discourse. Yaegar suggests that a useful strategy for

,,women's writing" would be to combine the distinctly feminine voice advocated by

l,Ecriture feminine with the "archeological know-hov/' of American feminists (1988:

20). yaegar maintains that there is already "an unrecognised process of liberation

at work in women's texts" (26).

Susan Stanford Friedman, in an article in Feminisf Sfudies (1987), suggests that

one such unrecognised strategy used by women writers is the childbirth metaphor

Its attendant emphasis on bodily experience challenges "the fundamental binary

oppositions of patriarchal ideology" (51). Rather than a retreat to biologism, this

emphasis on the maternal body is "genuinely subversive or'disruptive'' (59),

because it reclaims and celebrates that which has historically been a:sociated

with pathological weakness.
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Narratives that define mothers as both "good" and "bad" articulate the conflicts of

an ideology that has traditiorrally characterised her as either good or bad. Roberta

Rubenstein posits that "[t]he willingness to accommodate rather than resolve

contradiction... indicates the characters' refusal of dualistic modes of thought

themselves" (1 987: 238)

Helene Cixous, in "The Laugh of the Medusa", suggests that:

...writing is precisely the very possibility of change, the space that can serve

as a springboard for subversive thought, the precursory movement of a

transformation of social and cultural structures. (as cited in Yaegar 1988:

24s)

The project of re-writing motherhood is clearly more than just an intellectual pursuit

or a flight into the imagination. lt is a starting point for re-thinking and ultimately

re-creating the role of the mother in society. Women's new stories need not

replace the old stories as universal or eternal truths, but new, complex

representations can be explored and developed, written and crossed out, created

and destroyed.

Although each of the texts examined in this section - various short stories by Alice

Munro, The Mint Lawn by Gillian Mears, The Good Mother by Sue Miller, and

Leaning Towards tnfinity by Sue Woolfe - are very different from each other, in

their plots and their portrayal of motherhood, they all subvert and defy the binaries

of motherhood ideology. Each of the narratives self-consciously draws attention to

the constructed nature of the goocUbad mother model. Even when apparently

adhering to an image of the Good Mother they allow "cracks" to emerge in the

characters' public or private image which allow these characters to enjoy various
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small escapes, contradictions and ambiguities in theír lives. ln this way the

binaries of motherhood ideology are replaced by representations of motherhood

which are beyond categorisation.

ln these texts which unsettle representations of motherhood, common narrative

strategies include: the use of irony and satire; a focus on self-conscious role-

playing which reveals the ambivalence rather than the 'naturalness' of the

motherhood experience; and the use of fragmentary or intermixed narrative voice,

which challenges the stability of the Good Mother figure. lmportantly, the short

stories and the three novels discussed in this chapter all use the Good Mother as

a departure point to create complex, multi-voiced and individual representations of

motherhood.

Alice Munro rewrites motherhood in her numerous short stories by presenting

characters who reject the boundaries of motherhood ideology. There is Aunt lvie

who refuses to stay "hidden in the house" and instead takes responsibility for the

outside manual work ("A Queer StreaK' 1987: 213). There is Mrs Streeter, the

loud, untidy, funny, unforgiving post-graduate who dares to call her husband's

surgery and ask for "The Great Heale/' ("Eskimo" 1987: 191). There is Beryl, who

defiantly keeps her own name, in contrast with her sister Marietta who, as soon as

she enters maternity, becomes simply "Mothe/' ("Progress of Love" 1987:.9 and

14). This same Beryl provides Marietta's daughter Euphemia with a different

slant, "a new angle" on the "truths" her own mother has told her (1987: 23). The

new version never supersedes the old, but it does open up a space where

Euphemia can create her own fictions, truths and fantasies.
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Redekop observes that Munro's mothers reject "the goal of primal maternal origin"

while cxploiting the potential for freedom offered by elements of the motherhood

discourse (1gg2: 34). ln the short story "Mischief" two post-partum mothers, Rose

and Jocelyn, use the precise wof{Q of qppressive discou¡qe playfu]ly to mocklhat

discourse's ability to subdue and define them. Surrounded by young housewives

in the maternity ward discussing the mundane details of their domestic routines,

Rose saYs to JocelYn:

"l hope you polish your stove knobs..."

"l certainly do!" said JocelYn.

"Do you polish them everydaY?"

"l used to polish them twice a day but now that I have the new baby I just

don't know if I'll get around to it."

"Do you use that special stove-knob polish?"

,,1 certainly do. And I use the special stove-knob cloths that come in that

special package."

"That's good. Some people will use anything."

"Old dishrags."

"Old snotrags."

"Old snot." (The Beggar Maíd 1991: 104)

Like two schoolgirls giggling in the playground, Jocelyn and Rose refuse the status

of "mature woman' (with its responsibilities, burdens and limitations) which

patriarchal culture bestows on mothers. The word'snot' causes them both to fall

about, laughing hysterically, much to the displeasure of the other women in the

maternity ward who have (apparently) embraced their traditional role. These other
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women may be discussing mucus, blood, faeces, saliva, milk' urine or pus, but

their conversation carefully negotiates the strict parameters of responsible

motherhood discourse. Rose and Jocelyn's satirical conversation is, however,

shocking in its total d is seem and riate.

Redekop's observation about Munro's fiction is supported by Patricia Yaegar who

suggests that women writers can create an "abnormal" discourse through a

dialogue with the dominant discourse (1988: 153). This tactic of play, Yaegar

argues, allows both the writer and the reader to resist the assumed closure of a

pre-written text. ldeology, which traditionally casts mothers as obsessed with

cleanliness, conned by consumerism and unable to converse on any topic other

than the domestic, becomes a "playground" where writer and reader can

appropriate, plunder and exPlore.

ln Munro's story "Miles City, Montana" (The Progress of Love 1987) the central

mother character admits to playfully inventing "characters" for her children. She

says that she and her husband "were entirely pleased with these characters,

enjoying the contradictions as well as the confirmations of them" (90). Similarly,

she enters into a type of role-play herself. At times she chooses to be the Good

Mother, preoccupied with her children's lives, and at other times, she chooses to

"woo" herself

The story suggests that for the large part, perhaps, playing the Good Mother role

is as simple as saying the right words at the right time, and knowing who's

listening. On a long trip with her family, her older daughter Cynthia says that three

year old Meg is hot. The mother replies, "l hope she's not feverish', without
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bothering to turn around. The appropriate words, in this case, are all that are

required to enact the role of the Good Mother'

Later on, Cynthia annoys her mother with her constant complaints about the heat.

She says: "l wish there was some more lemonade." To which her mother replies:

"l willjust wave my magic wand and produce some...Okay, Cynthia? Would you

rather have grape juice? Will I do a beach while I'm at il?' (1987: 97). The

mother's sarcasm is much more than a flippant remark. She is challenging the

ideology that presupposes the mother's ability (and desire) to fulfil all of the child's

needs. By responding with sarcasm, rather than solicitude or apology, the mother

stakes her claim as an individual who does not exist solely to fulfil every expressed

wish of her child. Magdalene Redekop suggests that such a scene "enable[s] us

to walk disrespectfully around our idealized images of maternity" ('1992:8).

ln another conversation between the wayward Rose and Jocelyn of "Mischief' the

sacred mythology surrounding mother's milk is challenged.

"l'Ve been wondering if maybe mine iS sour," Jocelyn said. "lt's an awfully

disgusting color."

"What color?" Rose asked.

"Well, sort of blue."

"Good God, maybe it's ink!" ('1991 [1977]: 105)

Using the same symbols, the same language that has inscribed motherhood

ideology, this discussion seems to suggest that women can revise the language of

representation. ln this satirical conversation, milk is no longer the life-affirming
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bond between mother and child, but a "souf'" "disgusting" and potentially

poisonous elixir. Representing milk as "ink" makes it possible for these characters

to write themselves a different script, which may speak of embodied connections

to theirehildren, but maY:lso articulate alienation, pain and disappointment.

The association between ink and milk is made again in Munro',s story "The

progress of Love". The narrator tells the reader: "Hatred is always a sin, my

mother told me. Remember that. One drop of hatred in your soul, will spread and

discolor everything like a drop of black ink in white milK' (The Progress of Love

19g7:6). The idea of milk being contaminated by ink, the traditional symbol of

writing, is an interesting one. lt suggests that "one drop" of difference is enough to

ultimately "discolour'' motherhood ideology. lt will create something less white or

black, and more grey, something more complex and uncontrollable. lt also points

to the potential power of writing to infiltrate and reshape motherhood ideology' ln

this scene, the narrator's use of the word "hatred" is an ironic one, given the

fictional mother's obsessional religious fervour. This mother refuses to allow any

inconsistency or perplexity in human relationships. For her, a person is either

saved or damned, right or wrong, loving or hateful. The narrator seems to be

suggesting that perhaps a little drop of hatred is not such a bad thing.

When the mother of 'Miles City, Montana" averts a near tragedy (her child nearly

drowns), her husband tries to explain the event in terms of her status as an

omnipotent mother, an explanation that she doesn't necessarily deserve or want.

'What I can't get over,' said Andrew, 'iS how you got the signal. lt's got to

be some kind of sixth sense that mothers have.'
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par¡y lwanted to believe that, to bask in my extra sense. Partly I wanted to

warn him - to warn everybody - never to count on it. (1987: 105)

Unlike Jocelyn and Rose, who satirically reject motherhood discourse, this mother

is ambivalent. On the one hand she wants to be considered to possess an "extra

sense", and on the other, she is apprehensive about the concomitant

responsibilities and limitations of such a status. In acknowledging and expressing

her ambivalence, she claims a space in which she is able to challenge her

representation as the Good Mother, even as she self-consciously accepts some of

the accolades associated with it.

Ambivalence also characterises this mother's relationship to her baby and to

breastfeeding. While she claims to dread the "milky-smelling fog" created by the

"trivial burdens...of a certain kind of mothe/' (90), she simultaneously delights in

the ,,milky smell" of her baby's body (99). ln this context, milk represents the

blurring of boundaries between mother and child, which can be both suffocating

and "transforming" (Rich 1976). For this mother, dread and delight in her baby co-

exist.

Although she embraces certain elements of her mothering role, the mother of

"Miles City, Montana" rejects dominant ideology. She insists on a complex,

evolving subjectivity which is at odds with Betsy Wearing's definition of the Good

Mother as someone who believes that "her children's mental and emotional health

depend on her constant presence with them" (1984: 76). Munro's mother wants to
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.hide so that [she] could get busy at [her] real work, which was a sort of wooing of

distant parts of [her]self' (1987: 88).

lnterestinglY, i n one of the first reviews of The Progess of Love (the collection from

which this story came), Michiko Kakutani argues that the mother realises it is her

self-preoccupation that nearly results in her daughter's death (1986: C22). Yel I

would argue that this character clearly resists a binarised view which would

categorise her as the neglectful, selfish (bad) mother, or the psychic, omnipresent

(good) mother. To use Kakutani's word, she "realises" that regardless of the role

she adopts, she is powerless to stand between her children and death'

ln simply being a mother, any sort of mother, she has implicated herself in her

children's lives and deaths. She is at once blameless, and yet guilty. lt is this

responsibility of reproduction that she had recognised in her own parents as she

observed them at the funeral of an eight year old friend:

They gave consent to the death of children and to my death, not by

anything they said or thought but by the very fact that they had made

children - they had made me. They had made me, and for that reason my

death - however grieved they were, however they carried on - would seem

to them anything but impossible or unnatural. This was a fact, and even

then I knew they were not to blame. But I did blame them. (1987: 103)

As Chodorow and Contratto (1982) have argued, to look at motherhood from the

child's perspective is to allocate blame. In "Miles City, Montana" the narrator (as a

mother speaking from a mother's perspective) understands that any "maternal
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powe/' she possesses beg¡ns and ends with her body's ability to procreate. She

cannot be the omnipotent Good Mother who will always be able to protect her

children. Conversely, she cannot accept the blame for "whatever was flippant,

arbitrary, careless, callous - and all [herl natural, and particular mistakes" (105)

The daughter-narrator in "something l've Been Meaning to Tell You" looks at the

mother from a child's perspective. She suggests that her own identity is

inextricably bound up in her mother's, and that the "edges which melt and flou/'

weigh her down, rather than liberate her' She says:

The problem, the only problem, is my mother. And she is the one of course

that I am trying to get; it is to reach her that this whole journey has been

undertaken. With what purpose? To mark her off, to describe, to illumine,

to celebrate, to get rid of her; and it did not work, for she looms too close'

just as she always did. She is heavy, as always, she weighs everything

down, and yet she is indistinct, her edges melt and flow. Which means she

has stuck to me as close as ever and refused to fall away, and I could go on

and on, applying what skills I have, using what tricks I know, and it would

always be the same. (1974:246)3

Although in one sense this passage reproduces the stereotype of the

overwhelming or dominating mother figure, it also works to free the mother from

easy categorisation. The daughter concludes that there is no end to the journey of

understanding and representing her mother. Unlike many other texts discussed in

this thesis, it is the daughter, not the mother, who speaks of boundaries that
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cannot be,,marked off'. She concludes that it is a fruitless exercise to attempt to

categorise her mother, once and for all.

ManY of Mun ro's mother characters challenge social (and I norms that often

represent women by classifìcations based on their sexual, marital or reproductive

status. lf a character is a mother, she is traditionally refened to in the text only as

"MOthe/' Of "MUm" Of "Mummy". The mOthef in "MileS City, MOntana" doeS nOt

name herself, but she does defy the silent position of "mothei' by speaking for

herself. Magdalene Redekop suggests that the affirmation and construction of

subjectivity (the ability to say'l' and'me', however self-consciously) is one means

of avoiding dominant representations and stereotypes (1992: 17)

Alice Munro uses satire and irony to mock the image of the Good Mother. She

uses the language that has traditionally inscribed motherhood ideology to expose

its shallow, artificial foundation. ln particular, Munro successfully creates

characters who refuse to "fit". From out of their socially imposed classification of

Good Mother these characters Seep, flow, struggle, escape, explode and

ultimately emerge with a more ambivalently articulated subjectivity.

Gillian Mears' novel The Mint Lawn (1991) explores motherhood as it is perceived

through the changing perspectives and memories of a daughter. Written from a

teenager's view and then from an adult's, the narrative looks at the past through

the fìlter of the daughter's present. The bluning of memory and ufact", and the

ability of time and experience to mould and reshape memory, become, in this

novel, the means of challenging motherhood ideology.
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Although the daughter clementine is never fully able to step outside the role and

cxpectations of ,,child", she does learn to re-imagine cairo's role as "mothe/', and

to see her small subversions of motherhood ideology as liberating as well as

á lienating Both mother and daughter oscillate in their subversion of and

adherence to social norms, and both learn to embrace their tangled, at times

chaotic, experience.

patricia yaegar questions an oft-held assumption within feminist criticism that

language ,,is so overpowering in its representations of reigning ideologies that the

woman writer must resort to unusual textual distortions to have her say, that she

can only disrupt the dominant discourse by employing deliberately avant-garde

practices" (1988: 30). Ihe Mint Lawn illustrates Yaegar's point as linear realist

text. Yet, it is not only that. The Mint Lawn is two stories, both narrated by

Clementine, with the adult's story told in the first person and the teenager's in the

third. Most reviewers (Bird [1991], England [1992], Elliot [1992], Veitch [1991] and

Trainor [1991]) focus on the memory aspect of the story, with veitch arguing that

Clementine ,,must shuck off her mother's loved but oppressive shadow before she

can come into her own womanhood" (1991 :9). I am intrigued that popular

consensus on mother-child relationships adheres to a cultural decree that maturity

is predicated on separation. The Mint Lawn, in contrast, could be read to be one

person's lament at the lack of merging between herself and her mother.

Clementine is only able to go forward once she has recognised that her motheds

individuality did not necessarily preclude a profound connection with her children.

The Mint Lawn repeatedly affirms the mother's complex sense of self. The mother

in this novel insists that she is not "Mummy", but Cairo - a somewhat eccentric,
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sensual, unrestrained individual. Throughout the narrative, she battles to maintain

her identity against a tide of motherhood ideology which daily threatens to engulf

her. Her own children, all daughters, constantly hold Cairo up against an invisible

in order to determine her worthiness as "Mothed'

Cairo's insistence on her own name establishes what Clementine sees as an

unbridgeable gap between her and her daughters. This distance is further

entrenched by Cairo's refusal to set aside her own needs in the fulfilment of her

daughters'fleeting interests and hobbies. "That she is not a mother who is up

before dawn to plait the horses' manes and tails or blue omo their white socks has

put a distance between her and Alexandra that neither of them seems able to

cross" (71).

Cairo defies a pre-defined motherhood role that her daughters imagine is "normal".

While outwardly appearing to fulfil motherhood ideology (she stays at home full-

time to care for her family and home), Cairo subtly challenges and subverts that

ideology. Clementine laments that "other girls' mothers make winged angel cakes

with puffs of cream and sprinkles of hundreds and thousands" for school fund-

raising events. By contrast, Cairo makes runny toffee and lop-sided wholemeal

patty cakes that no one buys. The narrative suggests that Cairo's culinary

disasters are less the result of her ineptitude, and more a product of her

ambivalent desire to meet her daughters' expectations while simultaneously

resisting the'perfect homemake/' image.

Clementine's recollections of her mother are often centered on the negative results

of Cairo's non-conformity. Both when Cairo is alive, and after her death,

Clementine can't help but cast her as the Bad Mother, an image which begins with
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her often unusual appearance, is enhanced by her inappropriate cooking and

exce6sive drinking, and is ultimately given expression in her adulterous behaviour

Clementine fìnds herself, at times, consciously seeking to "prove" her mother's

transgresslons:

My mother is no good in emergencies, Clementine realises, and dislikes her

a fraction more for this. She casts around for other examples of her

mother's ineptitude and soon has a large number of grievances dancing

inside her head. (225)

However, Clementine's memories of embarrassment are challenged when her

friend Beth recalls the pure delight that Cairo is capable of eliciting by this same

perversion of traditional motherhood: "l remember this cake your mother

made...atighf with sparklers. A fireworks cake. I thought what a wonderful thing

and how lucky I was to have chanced across it" (209). Beth's recollection of the

fireworks cake forces Clementine to rethink her own assessment. ln not being the

Good Mother, was Cairo necessarily the Bad Mother? Mears challenges such a

binarised representation in her characterisation of Cairo as a woman beyond

categories. Clementine's "re-memory' of her childhood is an ambivalent one. She

is at once embarrassed and alienated by her mother's unconventional behaviour,

while she is also retrospectively (and therefore painfully) proud of Cairo's small

escapes from the stifling atmosphere of the town.

The adolescent Clementine is most disturbed by Cairo's overt sexuality. Cairo's

sensuous body outlined by her transparent nightgown, her unselfconscious nudity

around the house (153), and her wild excesses and social flirtations, cause
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Clementine a discomfort which is, at times, offset by her pride in her mother's body

(93) However, while the teenage Clementine can almost accept a vague

sexuality, she will not forgive or understand Cairo's extra-marital affair with their

neighbour charlie Gummer. She thinks, "l will stop them, I will go with them, I will

hate her forever..." (22O). Clementine judges Cairo's extra-marital affair to be an

abandonment. She cannot understand that Cairo's sexual needs/desires exist

beyond her relationship with her children. lt is as if Clementine wants to claim

ownership of her mother's body, based on a culturally endorsed view which

dictates that Cairo commit herself exclusively to her family.

Miriam Johnson argues that it is not motherhood that is so confining, but rather the

role of "wife", with its associations of subservience to the husband, economic

dependency and secondary social status (1988: 37). lt is the marriage contract's

insistence on sexualfìdelity (and society's strict enforcement of it, particularly in

relation to the wife) which further reinforces the idea of the "asexual" mother-

Reviewer Helen Elliot says: "How a beautiful woman with the improbable name of

Cairo manages to live within the suffocating boundaries drawn by an Australian

country town is the question that Clemmie...is obsessively asking" ('1992: 9)'

However, it would seem that this is the question that Clementine refuses to

explore fully. ln her tortured memories, she agonises less over Cairo's

containment and more over her escapes and evasions. Most of the "boundaries"

of the town are, in fact, patrolled by Cairo's own daughters'

Although Clementine the child acts as an enforcer of motherhood ideology, as an

adult she explores the small cracks in the confines of her own life, particularly by

pursuing a lover, with whom she discovers a latent and empowering sexuality.
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Although this relationship acts as a trigger for Clementine to reassess Cairo's

affair with Charlie Gummer, she never comes to a genrline understanding of her

mother's sexual needs and desires. Some part of Clementine the daughter still

ideol

When Clemmie learns that her mothe/s infidelity with Charlie was nothing more

than the consummation of a long-standing flirtation she is relieved. She can

almost forgive her mother this brief transgression, provided she does not have to

acknowledge Cairo's more widespread dissatisfaction with the asexuality expected

of her mothering role. ln consummating her relationship with Charlie, Cairo is

affirming her own sexual subjectivity. She is in fact claiming her name. She is

Cairo, not simply "Mummy" or Mother.

Clementine, as an adult, also tries to rename herself in an extra-marital affair with

Thomas Flight. Although she no longer views herself as "Mrs Hugh Eastern", it is

only towards the end of the narrative that she is able to claim her own name and

not those given to her by the men in her life ("Honey" and "Lemon"). Helen Elliot

suggests that Clementine arrives at "some clarity of self-perception" regarding her

affair. lt could also be said that she moves beyond the chld's perspective as she

begins to recognise similarities between her own and her mother's life.

A recurring image throughout the narrative is an almost surreal painting of Cairo

breast feeding her youngest child, Sky. The picture, which was painted by Cairo's

gay friend Patrick, emphasises not the motheds adoring serenity, but rather, the

almost perverse escape of milk from the baby's mouth. Like Jocelyn and Rose's

ineverent conversations in the maternity ward, the milk in the painting, "so pale
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blue it is unearthly" (84), demystifies the mythology associated with the Madonna

image, whilc still providing a place where the pleasure of þreast feeding can be

celebrated. lt is not without some irony that cairo places the picture above the

stove in the kitchen, where Clementine remembers she was "always crying" (100)

Cairo's most despised domestic chore is the defrosting of the refrigerator, and

during one of her catastrophic de-frostings the Madonna painting falls to the floor,

but doesn't break. on the same occasion, sky steps onto some molten enamel

and seriously burns her foot. Until this accident, Cairo has been able to laugh at

the chaos of her kitchen and her own domestic incompetence. The pain

experienced by her child quickly changes her attitude and '[t]he word unworthy

comes into her mind. lam an unworthy mother, she thinks...' (100). Cairo defies

the ideology that equates cleanliness, order, nutritious food, asexuality and

selflessness with the Good Mother. Her own house reverberates with wild,

drunken parties, extravagant food such as chocolate ants, anarchy, sexual liaisons

and a dogged individualism. Yet, when her various small subversions directly

cause her children to suffer, she is attacked by remorse and self-judgement by the

very ideology she seeks to question.

However, just as the painting falls without breaking, the narrative suggests that

Cairo's ambivalence about her role as mother does not threaten her unique

relationship with her children. Clementine's grief after her mothe/s death is bound

up in her inability as a teenager to recognise this inimitable relationship. Her own

vacillating response to Good Mother ideology infantilises Clementine and keeps

her forever yearning for a mother of Madonna mythology. While watching her

pregnant sister Alexandra sun bake topless, she thinks: "A milk vein throbs so
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hard in her left breast I'd love to put my fingers there: to feel the rhythms of

motherhood, more certain than any memory of Cairo or childhood could be" (122).

This passage suggests that it is Clementine's memory that is uncertain, not Cairo's

motherhood or her relationship with her daughters'

The Mínt Lawn is a polyvocal novel that is comprised of diverse and often

contradictory meanings. Gillian Mears uses the novel, in her own inimitable way, to

interrogate culturally entrenched motherhood binaries. Despite Cairo's subversive

appropriation of motherhood ideology, she is not portrayed as the rejecting or

dominating mother of popular culture. Although often shown to be ambivalent, the

centrality of her mothering role is evident throughout the narrative. She watches

her husband Ventry holding their youngest child on his knee, and "[lor a moment,

all discontent leaves cairo. she feels replete and fond. Never again, she

believes, will she feel otherwise. Never again, she tells herself, will she cast

patterns of disappointment into the future" (94).

Seductive though such a scene is, the text defies such easy closure. Cairo is

prematurely killed in a car crash, and at the story's end, Clementine is alone,

unsure, but free to pursue a new direction. ln one Sense, The Mint Lawn may be

read in the context of Adrienne Rich's description of mother/daughter

relationships: "The loss of the daughter to the mother, the mother to the daughter,

is the essential female tragedy" (1976: 237). Yet to define the novel in this way

would be to undermine its liberatory aspects. I would argue that more important is

the ambiguous representation of motherhood as both relational and individual. lts

enduring image is of Cairo's mint lawn. Often beautiful and aromatic, sometimes
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scraggly, but always unusual, it requires constant tending if it is to replace the

standard gra66 which continually threatens to engulf it.

sue Mi ller,s nove I The Good Mother (1986) could be called a subversive realist

text. lt works to expose ideology, even as it adheres to certain elements of it' Like

the mother characters in Munro's short stories, Anna, the mother of this novel,

self-consciously participates in dominant motherhood discourse' even as she

strives to develop an alternative paradigm. Just as cairo defies motherhood

ideology through an insistence on her sexuality, Anna dares to seek sexual

pleasure and fulfilment outside her mothering role. The Good Mother suggests

that it is possible to resist and subvert motherhood ideology, but that such a

challenge may be viewed with hostility and potential punishment'

Miller uses a number of strategies to create cracks in the representation of the

Good Mother. The narrative focuses on the ambivalence implicit in being both a

mother and an individual. Miller uses the first person, with the mother as narrator

telling .hei' story - a story that focuses on maternal experience and the embodied

connection between mother and child. The plot explores the mother's sexuality as

well as her sensuous, non-sexual relationship with her child, and repeatedly draws

attention to the good/bad binaries of motherhood ideology. lmportantly, the

narrative makes it clear that the mother's loss of custody of her child has nothing

to do with how she mothers, but everything to do with how her mothering is

perceived when assessed according to traditional motherhood dogma'

Anna is judged to be a bad mother by the family court because she has

transgressed the boundaries of asexual, puritanical and selfless motherhood. Her
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attempt to claim a sex life results in her losing custody of her child Molly- Anna

come6 to recognise that any pafücipation in dominant motherhood discourse is

dangerous because of that discourse's binarised view of mothering. Anna can

only ever be judged to be the Good Mother or the Bad Mother. There is no space

to articulate a complex, evolving subjectivity, which is shaped by but not restricted

to maternal experience. Like Clementin e in The Mint Lawn she finds herself alone

at the end of the narrative, with everything "familiar, and also unknown"' (310), but

this new arrangement, the narrative suggests, will provide the opportunity for Anna

and her daughter to create their own value system'

Anna attempts to re-script good motherhood ideology, not only by admitting to her

own libido, but by allowing that desire to be expressed, apart from, and even in

preference to, her relationship with Molly. Anna recalls: "l think there is some

sense in which during my passion for Leo, I forgot Molly" (123). Admitting that

during her passion for Leo Molly was "forgotten" is not to say that Molly was no

longer important to Anna. lt is an attempt to claim some individual space outside

the mother/child relationship. Anna insists that she can be bofh mother and lover.

lf Cairo's sexuality is policed by her daughters in The Mint Lawn, Miller takes the

notion of control further in this novel by making the court judge Anna's sexual

behaviour as an abandonment of Molly. Paradoxically, it is Anna's newly

discovered sensuality that she believes enhances not only her relationship with

her child, but the relationship between Molly and Leo' Anna explains:

We seemed fused, the three of us, all the boundaries between us dissolved;

and I felt the medium for that. ln my sleepiness I thought of myself as
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simply a wayfor Leo and Molly and me to be together, as clear, translucent.

(124)

Sue Miller illuminates society's obsession with the maintenance of separate

subject boundaries by celebrating Anna's ability to merge with both her child and

her lover. Anna, who yearns to be a good mother, not fhe Good Mother, sees their

family as a "magically interpenetrated" unit (124). Al the same time, she respects

each individual's separate and complicated personalities (including her own).

Anna, in particular, is portrayed in the narrative as a complex individual. Until her

motherhood was put on trial, Anna was comfortable enjoying the apparently

contradictory experiences of a strong, embodied connection with her daughter,

and the assertion of her own separate needs and desires. The basis of Anna and

Molly's relationship is a sensual, physical one, with both Anna and Molly enjoying

a bond which weeks or months of separation cannot erase. Their reunification at

the novel's conclusion (in Anna's first access visit after the court case) affirms a

relationship that the family court's ruling of Bad Mother has not been able to

destroy:

...she ran to me. I kneeled, braced myself for her. She ran into my embrace

as she had those weeks ago in Cambridge, and I picked her up, held her

tight. Her hands rose to my face, stroked it, patted it, as though this were

part of her way of seeing me, as though she were blind. I swallowed hard

not to cry, and said her name over and over. Then her hands, smelling of

sweat, of soap, covered my eyes. 'H"y, I can't See you. Let me out!' I said.

'Let me out, let me out, let me out!' She laughed and brought her face up to
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mine. ln the secret dark circle of her hands her breath was warm and sweet

on me. she kissed me, carefully, daintily, lips pursed - four, five, six times -

exactly on the mouth. (310)

ln this carefully orchestrated scene, Anna and Molly defy cultural (and legal)

judgement that classifies physical intimacy and openness as sexual and therefore

"dangerous". Seemingly untouched by the judicial pronouncement on Anna's

sexual behaviour that has resulted in her loss of custody of her child, Molly

greedily explores her mother's body in mock-sexual style' The investigative

stroking, the mouth kisses, and the secret closeness - all displays of Anna's and

Molly's "merging" - can in no way be confused with sexual behaviour'

The binaries of motherhood ideology recur again and again in the story. when

Anna's friend Ursula says, "Everyone knows you're a good mothel' (211), Anna'

like the mother in Munroe's "Miles City Montana", is filled with gratitude for the

praise. At other times, the burden of responsibility attached to the role leaves

Anna feeling like a fraud. Leo believes that Anna has an innate knowledge of

,,good mothering" simply through her biological connection to Molly. Leo assumed

...always that [Anna] knew what [she] was doing with her. [Anna]fostered

it, tshel never articulated to him any of [her] anxiety, the sudden rush of

feeling [she] sometimes had with her that [she] was doing everything wrong

(122)

Anna's everyday anxiety is compounded during the custody battle, by the court's

insistence that she can only be one or the other - a good mother, and therefore
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deserving of legal custody of her child, or a bad mother who must be punished by

the removal of her child. Anna begins to lose conficlence in her own maternal

experience and starts to accept the blame placed on her for putting Molly "at risk"

(218). She retreats msrc and more into a parrot-style articulation of consensus

values. when Leo urges her to fight the system, to refuse to play the Bad Mother,

Anna responds: "lt depends on what you want, I think. ljust want Molly. I don't

care about dignity, or pride, or any of that stuff...ljust want Molly" (218).

Anna's acquiescence to institutional power, her complete subjugation of self, is

what ultimately dooms her to failure. Anna carefully rehearses the words she is

told to say. She betrays her lover and her own motherhood experience. ln short,

she believes that she must disown herself, if she is to regain her child. Anna's

actions, far from being successful as a means of regaining custody, are revealed

by her friend Ursula to be disempowering:

"Those fucking rules they were talking about apply to a tiny percentage of

the world's population. They were dealing with an incredibly narrow

definition of right and wrong...Why shouldn't you have insisted on other

terms?"

"Because the judge wouldn't have listened to a discussion on other terms."

"But you never even tried, Anna." (296)

patricia Yaegar argues that a preoccupation with the power of phallic language

ignores the "capacity for transforming boundaries, for defìning ultimately [women's]

own loci of powe/'(1988:5), and in The Good Mother, this preoccupation puts

Anna in the position of disempowered victim. Yet Anna's lack of resistance could
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also be read, not as an assumption of victim status, but as a strategy for survival

Kaplan asserts that "women, like everyone else, can function only within the

linguistic, semiotic constraints of their historical moment - within what is the

scourses available tp them'l (1992:16)

Ultimately, though, Anna's refusal to fight for her own beliefs is problematic. The

narrative suggests that is not Anna's unusual mothering style rn dse/f that

ultimately results in the loss of custody of her ch¡ld, but her failure to insist on

valuing her own motherhood experience, one based on complexity, contradictions

and individuality. ln paying lip service to a culturally endorsed ideology, she

submits to being evaluated in terms of a good/bad, fiUunfit binary. lf Anna had

gained custody of Molly through the abandonment of her own beliefs and values,

this novel would have to be viewed as a text complicit with dominant motherhood

discourse. As it is however, The Good Mother is what Rachel Blau du Plessis

calls a "revisionary project critical of existing cultural agreements" (1985: 107).

Of all the mothers in the narrative, only Anna's Aunt Edith (Babe) consciously

rebels against the hegemony of motherhood dogma. Babe, pregnant at nineteen,

revels in the full ripeness of her changing body (42). lt is this sensual enjoyment

of her pregnancy that defies the prescription for secrecy, shame and guilt

concomitant with her unmarried status. Despite the fact that she is in love and

determined to keep her baby, Babe's family force her to go to Europe where her

baby will be born in secret and given up for adoption. The narrative implies that

Babe's failed attempt to claim and celebrate her own maternal experience breaks

her will, and her life follows a downhill path of promiscuity, alcoholism and despair

She dies while still young, and it is only at her funeral that her family, for the first
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time, acknowledge her name - Edith. She becomes an individual in their eyes, at

preciscly the point at which they can no longer control her.

ti others in the texts ored in this chapter, claiming a name

is the fìrst step towards self-representation. Molly wants to refuse Anna's name,

by denying her sexuality (and therefore her separate subjectivity). When Anna's

ex-husband comments that Anna is looking "pretty'', Molly comments, "She'S not

pretty, she's Mom" (103). By daring to be anything other than "Mom", Anna steps

outside the rules and conventions which have hitherto governed her life. This

freedom is cut short, first in the pregnancy she must terminate, and second, in the

loss of her living child. Anna recalls: "l embraced the disaster, the sense of

punishment lfelt when I discovered I was pregnant. Ah yes, here was the price

that needed to be paid for happiness" (129).

Despite her position as a "failed" and guilty mother, Anna's relationship with Molly

is articulated in the novel as a powerful and unbroken one. This impression is

strengthened by the fact that it is Anna who tells the story. As the reviewer Michiko

Kakutani notes, "Anna...is both an articulate and persuasive narrator...[her] very

directness proves highly compelling - and we come to experience her life through

her own eyes" (1986: C20).

ln this sense, Anna attempts to claim both her name and her voice in The Good

Mother. However, her attempt at self-representation is interrupted when she gives

in to the "big machine" (218) and starts to speak the language of oppression-

Gone is the merging, the fusion, the inter-penetration, the mutual devouring and
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the joyful dissolution. ln its place is the language of boundaries, of walls, of

compromises and of separation: the institutional language of either/or.

Once she has "given in" Anna loses her name. She becomes "'Mrs Dunlap - the

Mother'', who can be held up, tried, judged and convicted. Anna's own rules about

nudity, sexuality and openness become minefields of misunderstanding. Her lover

Leo must pretend to have "misunderstood" them (178) and Anna herself must

confess and repent her "mistake" (237) in not setting clear boundaries. The

experts of surveillance (the court, psychologist, social worker, police, ex-husband)

turn her relationship with Molly into an aberration and take her child away.

It is this knowledge, that women "pay" for their sexuality, that makes resistance to

the court a non-option in Anna's eyes. She had witnessed the theft of Edith's

baby; she herself had had to abort her foetus; and now she is faced with the

possibility of having her child legally removed from her. Anna assumes a position

of subservience as her only perceived means of survival. This position is not,

however, endorsed by the narrative. Anna's inability to imagine her life without

Molly ("That was not possible" t1641) may be viewed as the ultimate engagement

with a motherhood ideology which ironically judges her to be lunfit". However, I

would argue that Anna's relationship with Molly, as depicted in the novel, is that of

a maternal experience separate from and yet embedded in patriarchal culture-

Anna learns to "make do with a different set of circumstances" (309) and her ability

to do so suggests that she has the potential to reshape motherhood ideology to

her own design.
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lf Sue Miller concludes that mothers need to speak in a different voice to resist

being enmeshed within dominant discourse, Sue Woolfe, in Leaning Towards

lnftnity (1996), aims to step outside that discourse to articulate a "tapestn/' of

resistant voices. A "radical departure" (xiii) from traditional narrative, the

interweaving of texts - including lecture notes, diary entries, letters, gestured

language, financial accounts, diagrams, wallpaper, recipes, scraps of notes and

scratchings in the dust - creates "a space that's honey warm" (339)for the narrator

Hypatia to tell the story of her mother's life.

Leaning Towards tnfinity could be viewed as a response to Luce lrigaray's

exhortation to women writers to formulate a new way of representing the mother-

child bond. lrigaray posits:

We must find, find anew, invent the words, the sentences that speak the

most archaic and most contemporary relationship with the body of the

mother, with our bodies, the sentences that translate the bond between her

body, ours, and that of our daughters. We have to discover a

language...which does not replace the bodily encounter, as paternal

language...attempts to do, but which can go along with it, words which do not

bar the corporeal, but which speak the corporeal. (1991 : 43)

This novel focuses on the profound effect that maternal corporeal experience has

on the long-term relationship between mother and child. The intertwining

narratives respond to lrigaray's suggestion that the bodily experience of

motherhood needs to be re-imagined and rewritten. The "autho/'/narrator Hypatia

maintains that telling the mother's story begins with admitting the centrality of her
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body, and of her marginalised position in dominant discourse. Frances reflects, "l

think it all began because of the shape of my mother's breasts. And it definitely

began with something my mother wrote on the margin of a page stuck on the

This theme links each of the stories told by the various mothers in the novel,

including Great Grandmother Johnson, Violet, Juanita, Frances, Hypatia and

Joanna. Frances suffers from what she believes is her mother's emotional

absence in her life. And yet the constant idea running throughout her "biography"

is that she is inextricably linked with her mother. Frances realises:

It wasn't only life I sucked from her breasts. lt hurt every muscle in my body

to say it, to say the abyss of it. I knew in that moment that to lose my

mother would be to lose my own cells, each one patterned with who she

was. I reeled with loss. (163)

Later in Frances' life, when her mother has a physical breakdown, Frances is

finally able to explore the sort of symbiosis she has yearned for all her life.

...at that moment I could no longer remember if I came out of her or she

came out of me. ln our touch, our differences merged...my mother was

giving her weight to me at last. Her trust. (290)

While Frances' life is characterised by her struggle to understand and embrace the

embodied connection she has with her mother, Juanita luxuriates in the sense of

"merging" she experiences with her newborn baby. She says:
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My baby has learned my breasts like a song, he folds himself in this flow

between us and sucks himself to sleep while his toes twitclr irr bliss....With

weaning, this flow between us will falter...(386-87)

Although this notion of an embodied connéction bétwèen mothèr and Chilcl if

highlighted in Leaning Towards tnfinity, the narrative does not suggest that this is

a universal or even constant experience for all mothers. The mother characters

tell often contradictory stories that change according to various factors including

time, place and who is speaking/listening. Following the birth of her daughter,

Hypatia writes a series of letters to her mother Frances, each an honest

expression of her experience, and each one completely at odds with the one

preceding it. Hypatia describes her relationship with baby Zoe in almost rapturous

ecstasy:

She's just looked up again. We hold a gaze. We shared it' I almost forgot

to breathe. The baby, the baby melts my bones. When I look up from her

at things, they seem to have the haze of possibility she has...they seem to

merge with me and lose their hostile edges. I think I might be in love for the

first time in my life...l wasn't expecting any of this. You always seemed so

miserable about having me. (83)

ln another letter Hypatia speaks a different truth, without denying the validity of the

first one:

But I have to tell you that though I adore her, walking around this house

with her is so lonely, there are times when I don't want her at all...l don't
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think I can take this loneliness. lt's rotting me. why didn't you say it was so

miserable? (130-131)

positioned alongside these contradictory texts are the words of other mothers,

who each have their own story to tell. The mother-child relationship is central to

them all, but it is never presented simplistically and without an element of conflict'

The validation and celebration of maternal bodily experience replaces the binaries

of dominant motherhood hegemony with something more fluid, more complex and

more difficult to classifY.

Without suggesting that women should give up "masculine" pursuits to stay home

and have babies, Frances eventually realises that the beauty of the maternal

relationship is just as important as "a pile of theorems" (335). Juanita, on the other

hand, discovers that "[to] be alone with a new baby in a kitchen takes all the

bravery there is" (360). she fÏnds a "new meaning" in her baby (358), the reason

for her life (3g3), but realises that having such a relationship necessitates a certain

giving up of ego, a letting go of boundaries, which she finds unbearable'

Her husband and acquaintances try to teach Juanita how to be a Good Mother,

through the sharing of recipes, women's magazines, knitting patterns, embroidery

hints, doctor's advice and cleaning tips. Like Anna in The Good Mother Juanita

learns how to say the words which will placate others, how to claim a certain

"mother's intuition' (382), and how to present a false facade. She learns that

Good Mothers relinquish themselves totally, and she makes a pact to abandon her

mathematics before her baby's first birthday.
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The sadness for Juanita is that she had already discovered for herself the

possibility that she could be both a great mathematician and a loving mother. She

has come to the conclusion that "motherhood and mathematics are both a grand

in a culture based on a either/or view of

mothering, where the seemingly contradictory practices of motherhood and work

cannot co-exist, Juanita feels compelled to staple down the lid on the box of her

mathematical notes. As a consequence, she does irrevocable damage to her own

sense of self, which in turn affects her capacity for intimacy with her daughter.

Predictably, her baby crawls away, not toward her (393)'

Traditional motherhood ideology is shown to have a destructive effect across the

generations. Violet mysteriously abandons Juanita. Juanita sacrifices her

mathematics because she has been repeatedly told that she is "not a woman"

(376), "not natural" (380) and not a "real wife"(384) if she pursues it. Frances

denies her relationship with her daughter, because her "real life" is finishing

Juanita's work. And Hypatia dangles her baby over a cliff in a nightmare choice

between writing and motherhood:

And just as I was bending over her, a bird fluttered its wings in a nearby

tree or maybe my heart and then it mounted into the sky and suddenly

because of that bird I grabbed my baby. I held her out. I held her above

the miles of silence below. Get out of my life. You chose to come into it.

Now choose to leave. Go on. FlY.

And you know what she did? She laughed at me. My laughing, wonderful

baby. You can have me utterly, my baby. I'm yours. I'll abandon what I
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wanted to do. Just like Grandma did. I can't live without my writing, I can't

breathe without my writing, btlt I'll do it, my love, my love, my love' (216)

Hypatia's story maY V ence. Complex,asa

it.

unpredictable and variable, this story refuses to "travel in straight lines" (250).

Hypatia learns to accept the ambiguities and uncertainties of a life in which "it's

possible to be both a mother and a great person" (125). She finally defies

dominant motherhood ideology which suggests that having a baby is tantamount

to .having a lobotomy" (246), and retrieves her manuscript to continue working on

Writing, recording and coding become the means for all the mothers in the novel to

challenge mainstream ideology. while trying to ignore the demands of her

screaming infant, Juanita grabs urgently for a pencil to "record the voice" (361) on

the only space available to her - the margins of that bastion of male knowledge

and power, the newspaper. Later in her life, she uses ostentatious red ink to

challenge the assumptions of her mathematician lover. St¡ll she confines her

argument to the margins of his academically endorsed and therefore "legitimate"

writing. lt is only when Hypatia discovers her mother's diary that Juanita's full

voice, in its own legitimate space, can be heard.

Mathematics, in the book, is a metaphor for the exclusivity of male-dominated,

institutional power (4). Mathematics is the language denied to allthe women in

the text, despite their earnest attempts to enter into a dialogue with it. lt is this

insistence on dialogue (with the potential for challenge or even subversion), rather

than adherence to strictly defìned parameters, which is ultimately most threatening

to the status quo. However, Hypatia's mother Frances discovers that "a new
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interweaving of voices where no text takes precedence over another

universe comes into being when a space is severed" (7). Leaning Towards lnfinity

does just that. lt experiments with layers of stories that jostle and vie with one

another for the reader's attention. ln the end, there is no dominant idea, but an

The image of "trapping infinity'' is central to the story. Juanita, at the age of nine,

intuitively understands that infinity lies between each number (16). The maternal

experience, the narrative suggests, exists in the undiscovered, or perhaps

unarticulated, spaces in mainstream ideology. Each of the women strives to

inscribe herself in these "cracks", more often than not failing to do so. The text

suggests that the con1ict arises because there is "[t]he desire on one hand to go

on and on, to lean towards infìnity. on the other hand, to be caught, completed,

with no more Yearning" (249).

"Leaning towards infinity", without trying to "trap" it, is one strategy of feminist

resistance to dominant ideology. Juanita explains to her lover that "[o]ften logic is

useless...lt gets in the way. There's another logic no one talks about" (145).

"lnfinity" becomes a baby's crying mouth (51), and the Mother's body (56)' lt is

also the endless possibilities of a perfect silver circle, "a circumference of

counfless arches" through which Frances hopes to "slip" (277).

Frightened of "open mouths, of speech, words, books, literature" (71), Frances

tries to negotiate the small openings, where her own story is possible. The desire

to trap infinity, to pin it down, is replaced with an excitement at the potential for

adventure, for illogical meanderings and exploration. lt is significant that it is

Hypatia, as the nanator of the story, who learns to appropriate the language of
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oppression, and to use it to articulate the "other child" inside her, her literary

heroine (125).

Hypatia claims the power that chris weedon suggests "is invested in and

exercised through her who speaks" (1987: 173). Similarly Joanna, another mother

in the narrative, fìnds a way out of the grief which has muted her by sharing her

own story with Frances. While peeling potatoes together, the women discover

they have only one word in common, "daughte/'. This one word is enough to open

the floodgates of Joanna's life, and she tells of her forced relinquishing of thirteen

daughters.

Daring to speak, to share an alternate "truth", becomes for all the women in the

text an act of challenging the status quo. Joanna's trembling display of her

daughters' christening gowns is as subversive as the urgent mathematical

equations that Frances scratches in the only place she can find to write, the dust

of a car park. The midnight glueing of lecture notes onto the walls of her dead

son's bedroom is as powerful a statement as J. Symonds' baring of her breasts in

a mathematics lecture. And Juanita's envelope equations are as eloquent as

Hypatia's revealing letters. ln speaking/writing each of the women moves from a

position of silent marginalisation and into a confrontation of and dialogue with

mainstream ideologY.

ln Leaning Towards lnfinity traditional "women's texts" (letters, diaries, notes) are

woven together to explore the strategic possibility of creating a distinctly maternal

voice. The novel points to the centrality of women's bodies in the exploration and
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articulation of maternal experience, and suggests that this is a crucial step in the

revisioning of the dominant maternal discourse.

The other texts discussed in this chapter use less obvious narrative strategies to

the same end. Alice Munro's short stories feature a variety of mothers, who all in

their own way challenge a binarised view of the "good" or "bad" mother. Munro's

characters "play'' with the dominant discourse, by either exploiting it for their own

ends, or by an ambivalent engagement with it. The mother of Gillian Mears' novel

strives to make her own voice heard, against a backdrop of oppressive ideology

that denies her the possibility of being both a mother and an individual. Sue

Miller's mother character attempts to create an alternative mothering paradigm

that values both a strong embodied connection between mother and child, and a

separate individual sexuality. She is ultimately punished and further alienated

when she retreats to a parrot-style compliance with mainstream ideology. But this

alienation, the narrative implies, provides the impetus for Anna to begin the

process of reclaiming her maternal experience from dominant maternal discourse.

Each of these characters articulates a multi-faceted and evolving subjectivity,

which is profoundly affected by her own motherhood experience, but not defined

by it. The binaries of motherhood ideology become unsettled when women are

finally given the space to speak for themselves.
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PART TWO

Transgressing and Redefining
the Good Mother
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Chapter 3

Criminal Mothers

,,Every mother is subconsciously trying to kill her child"

(Dr Joseph Rheingold, 1950, Harvard Medical School, as cited by Ehrenreich and

English 1979.234)

E. Ann Kaplan's book Motherhood and Representation (1992) focuses on three

kinds of discursive mothers: "the mother in her socially constructed, institutional

role", "the mOther in the unconsciOus" and "the mOther in fìctiOnal

representations"(6). Unlike Kaplan's book, this thesis does not concern itself

specifica¡ywith the subjectivity of mothers as articulated through psychoanalysis,

although the influence of psychoanalysis on motherhood ideology and theory is

acknowledged. lt is clear that any discussion of motherhood representation needs

to take into account the historical and social context in which mothering occurs.

ln this chapter representations of "criminal mothers" - those women who kill

another person, often their own child - are explored. I do not suggest that

representation and "real life" are necessarily reflective of each other' However, a

discussion of the way "deviant" women have historically been treated is the

starting point for an exploration of representations of mothers who commit violent

cnmes

As already noted, psychoanalytic theory has contributed to prevailing motherhood

ideology which characterises mothers as either "good' or "bad". During the mid-

twentieth century various academics, including feminist theorists, suggested that

,,having a child is enough to kill a woman or make a woman into a murderer"

(Chodorow and Contratto 1 982:62). Historically, those women who failed to fulfil

the parameters of "good motherhood" (and no-one'fails" more convincingly than
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those mothers who kill their own children) were punished by the removal of their

reproductive rights (Dally 1991)'

Women's physical potentiatfor motherhood, quite apart from actual mothering

practices (or the "lnstitution" of Motherhood, as defìned by Adrienne Rich in 1976),

has been been blamed for a smorgasbord of social, sexual and mental ills. For

centuries, insanity, depression, hysteria, nymphomania and even marital

dissatisfaction were blamed directly on the "womb" and more specifically the

ovaries. The removal of ovaries became a routine surgery for the treatment of

,'abnormal" female behaviour in the late 1800s, with the advent of anesthesia

(Showalter 1987).

During this time the sterilisation of insane women was advocated to prevent them

transmitting their illness to their children (Dally 1991: 153). Other "unfit" women

(particularly criminals and mental institution inmates)were sterilised as part of a

eugenics philosophy to prevent "inferio/' races breeding with "superíor" races.

Wholesale use of the operation continued until the end of the century, due to a

social mythology which implicitly believed in the power of the ovary over a

woman's whole being. ln addition, psychiatrists held that all cases of female

"insanity" were sexual in origin and could be improved by the removal of the

ovafles

Hysterectomy, or the surgical removal of the uterus, is another operation which

has been used to deal with a range of "women's problems", even if the diagnosis

has been vague or psychiatric. The first hysterectomy was performed in 1853,

although up to 1885, 50% oÍ the patients operated on died. In the twentieth

century hysterectomy replaced ovariotomy in popularity, becoming the most

routinely performed operation in the West. In some cases, doctors remove the

uterus for "hysterical" symptoms such as obsessive fear of pregnancy or

cancerphobia, rather than for the legitimate treatment of diseasea. lt should not be
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surprising then to realise that women who violate femininity norms, especially

mothers who willingly rebel against motherhood ldeals, are particularly vulnerable

to culturally-condoned "punishments" which include a threat to their reproductive

rights - most notably, the actual removalof their reproductive organs.

ln the contemporary western justice system, both men and women have, on

occasion, been "offered" sterilisation as part of their sentencing for crimes against

children. Paedophiles (usually males) may accept sterilisation as a means of

reducing their prison sentence; and women found guilty of killing or abusing (or

neglecting) their children (usually young infants or toddlers) may also accept

"voluntary" sterilisation (Coyle 1989). lt should be noted that sterilisation as

"punishment" is considered unusual and has been heavily criticised. ln general,

the approach to child abuse "has been based upon a belief that it is a social and

psychological problem that deserves therapeutic and non-punitive responses"

(Coyle 1989: 246).

However, in light of the history of gynaecological surgery, it would appear that the

sterilisation of criminal women as part of their punishment is not as unusual as the

courts would have us believe.ln 1942, Oklahoma's Habitual Criminal Sterilisation

Act was struck down by the U.S. Supreme Court on the grounds that marriage and

procreation are fundamental human rights (Coyle 1989: 259). Despite this

decision, sterilisation has continued to be "offered" through plea negotiation, and

has thus avoided the constitutional challenge that would result if imposed as part

of sentencing. Sterilisation is perhaps just the next step in a process of

punishment which has been shaped by the cultural mythology of idealising and

blaming the mother. This ideology both reifìes the maternal body, while

simultaneously being suspicious of, fearful and punitive towards, the reproductive

organs.
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ln Western culture, men commit about ten times more violent crimes than do

women (Lloyd 1995: 21, Sullivan et al 1999: 90). Male crimes are usually

punished with incarceration. lt is rare for the male criminal's reproductive body to

be associated with the crime itself. Otherwise, castration (or indeed genital

mutilation or removal) would be a common sentence for rapists and other sexual

offenders. This is not the case. Women's violent crimes are usually committed

within the domestic sphere, are not premeditated (although there are exceptions to

both these rules) and are usually directed either against the woman's spouse or

her children (Lloyd 1995). Women who commit violent crimes necessarily

challenge femininity norms, and society's historical treatment of such behaviour is

to scapegoat the womb. Sterilisation can thus be seen to feed into prevailing

myths about femininitY.

ln keeping with legal precedents in which the interests of the child "always come

first", and as part of a contemporary trend to extend children's rights to the foetus

in-utero, courts in the U.S. and Australia have the power to interfere with a//

women's reproductive choices. Whether it be to order a caesarean delivery

against the expressed personal/religious convictions of a mother (1981, Jefferson

Vs. Griffin Spalding County Authority, U.S., as cited in Coyle 1989: 259), or to

order the premature delivery of a baby if its health is perceived to be threatened,

the courts do in fact have almost uncontested power over women's bodiess.

lf this is true for the "average" woman who conforms to society's standards of

feminine behaviour, it is doubly true for the criminal woman who actively violates

femininity norms. lf that woman is a mother, and as is generally the case, that

mother is single and working-class with little formal education, she will experience

the full wrath of society as mediated through the criminaljustice system. With a

large proportion of Aboriginal women (in Australia) and African-American women

(in the United States) in custody, the stereotype of "black, evil, bestial mother" can

be reinforced and "punished" accordingly.
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susan Edwards, in her article, "Neither Bad nor Mad: The Female violent offendcr

Reassessed", argues that:

Whether as suspects, defendants or offender, women are dealt with in

accordance with the degree to which their criminal and social behaviour

deviates from appropriate gender role expectations (1986: 79)

ln the U. K., whe re 82o/o of female crime is constituted as "petty crime" such as

shoplifting, petty fraud and cheque forgery, women are treated leniently if they

conform to the appropriate domestic stereotype of "good wife and mother". ln the

case of violent crime (which represents only 6.2Vo of women's crime in the U.K''

and less than 5% in Australia),

[w]here the defendant does not conform to conventional crime patterns and

her gender behaviour is at variance with acceptable patterns of female

domesticity, of family and home-centredness, she is frequently regarded as

dangerous, in need of custody or even containment in a secure mental

hospital. A complete breach of paramefers is considered to have occurred

where women commit crimes of violence against their husbands or their

children. (Edwards 1988: 80, original emphasis)

Women who commit infanticide are, on the whole, treated leniently by the judicial

system6. However, exceptions to court-ordered clemency immediately come to

mind. ln 1996, in the United States, Susan Smith failed to secure the compassion

of the public or jury because of her unusual behaviour immediately following her

murder of her 18 month old and three year old sons. lf she had fallen prostrate,

confessing her guilt and begging forgiveness; if she had shown herself to be a

longtime victim of physical and sexual abuse (which in fact, she was); if she had

fitted the mould of a respectable, married, monogamous wife, rather than a
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sexually active single mother; if in short, she had played the role of the "sick"

woman, who has somehow found herself to have killed her children, history

indicates that she would most probably have received a light sentence. As it

stands however, smith violated all social expectations of motherhood when she

appeared to premeditate the death of her children; fabricated a bizarre story of

abduction and successfully seduced the American public into believing her; and

repeatedly and openly lied for nine days following the disappearance of her

children (Sullivan 1995: 7).

When the children were found at the bottom of a lake, Smith felt compelled to

confess, but it was too late. Any sympathy for her situation was swallowed up in

understandable outrage at her betrayal of public trust. Rather than the demure,

distraught mother she was portrayed as at the beginning of the drama, Smith was

now constructed by the media as the scheming, promiscuous, murdering mother

of popular culture. There were vociferous calls for the death penalty, despite the

fact that no woman criminal has received it since the Supreme Court upheld the

constitutionality of capital punishment in 1 976 (The Advertiser 1995). Found guilty

of murder, Smith eventually received thirty years' imprisonment.

Lindy Chamberlain, the woman who in 1980 claimed that "a dingo has taken my

baby", was epitomised in the Australian press as a religious fanatic, as heartless,

insensitive and unemotional, as conniving and deceitful, and most significantly, as

guitty. Despite the fact her baby Azaria was only eight weeks old, that

Chamberlain had two other healthy children, and that the whole Chamberlain

family were on a camping holiday and therefore under public scrutiny, the media

had no problem portraying her as the consummately bad, murdering mother. No

motive was ever posited but the media (and the public) were satisfied to judge her

primarily on her social and emotional appearance, which violated accepted ideals

of "motherliness".
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ln retrospect, it might be said that chamberlain's outward appearance indicated

deep shock, grief and fear. At the time, she was judged to be cold' hard,

unresponsive and unattractive (the worst possible crime for a woman in the public

eye). Her seeming invulnerability and her failure to cry - to show herself to be the

weak woman in need of sympathy and assistance - contributed to a conviction of

"guilty" and a prison sentence lasting three and a half years' By the time the

sentence was appealed and overturned, Chamberlain had been further punished

by the loss of custody of her baby daughter Kahlia, who was born in gaol'

This "double punishment", of both incarceration and the loss of custody of

children, is part of a continuum in the treatment of mothers who fail to conform to

socially constructed motherhood ideals. lf sterilisation has ensured that women

criminals and other deviants can no longer reproduce, the removal of custody

rights further reinforces the message that motherhood is a privilege, not a right in

Western culture, and one which can be given or taken away by the courts'

ln Australia in 1980, a study commissioned by The Army of Men. a men's rights

group, reported that of the 1 Oo/o oÍ men who petítion for custody of their children,

44o/o win, regardless of previous parenting arrangements, the father's history, or

the mother's fulfilment or otherwise of motherhood ideology (Graycar 1989: 163-

4). Just wantíng his child makes a man a good father, in contrast to the ever-

changing and impossible parameters of performance expected of women.

lf a woman is a mother and her incarceration extends beyond twelve months, she

will almost certainly lose custody of her child/ren7. Approximately 25o/o of women

prisoners' children are under state supervision (Broderick 1988 as cited in George

19g3: 242) and if a woman wishes to regain custody upon her release from gaol,

she must begin the long process of proving that she is a "fìt" mother. This is

almost impossible given her criminal record, lack of resources and support, and

more often than not, her PovertY.
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Having demonstrated her "inability" to care for her children (the logic beirrg that if

she was a competent mother she would not have committed the crime and been

gaoled in the first place), the female ex-offender must forever live with the brand of

"bad mother". such a multilayered punishment - incarceration, removal of

children, social labelling, and parole conditions which may restrict contact with any

children - results in a system of on-going surveillance in which the woman is

forever,'on trial", unable to escape the socially endorsed view, and one she has

perhaps internalised, that she is, in fact, a Bad Mother'

ln each of the three novels explored in this chapter, the "criminal mothers"

transgress motherhood ideology in the most socially unacceptable way, thereby

inducing society's most damning punishment. As already stated, once classified

as "bad" in Western culture, it is virtually impossible for a mother to "reconstruct"

herself. lf she is imprisoned, the legal system takes responsibility for punishing

her. lf allowed to remain free, society uses a variety of mechanisms, including

ostracism, to maintain her classification. The "criminal mothe/' may judge herself

to be "bad" and "unworthy" of social inclusion. Yet each of the texts discussed

here maps the social tenain in which the mothers commit violent crimes and

attempt to explain their actions in terms that defy the good/bad binary of

motherhood ideology.

Significantly, one of the narrative strategies common to each of the novels is a

subversive emphasis on the mother's bodily experience. The historical insistence

on women's reproductive organs as "all-powerful" is appropriated so that the

women's criminal actions are linked to their embodied connection with their

children. Rather than equate maternal experience with "sickness" and lack of

control, the narratives embrace the seeping, oozing fluidity of maternity and

refigure it as an integral, but not all-consuming part of the women's sense of self.
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ln Tony Monison's Beloved (1988) Sethe, an escaped slave, kills her nine month

old daughter and attempts to kill her three other children, as her only perceived

means of saving them from capture and a lifetime of slavery' The nanative

focuses on a unique maternal subjectivity in the face of overwhelming racial

oppression. sethe's experience of breastfeeding enables her to kill her baby' she

is not controlled by lactation, but rather celebrates it as a privileged and not to be

severed link with her children. After being tried for murder, sethe goes to gaol for

three months, and then is mysteriously given her freedom, only to choose a self-

imposed exile, literally haunted by the ghost of her dead baby.

Not Being Miriam (1ggg) by Marion campbell has as its central character a mother

who loses custody of her son, and who is eventually convicted of the

manslaughter of her male next door neighbour. The novel contefualises Bess'

own violence as a defensive response to the violence directed against her (and all

women) in patriarchal society. Her deviation from "Good Mothe/' ideology is

shown to be Bess' most serious "crime". She remains in prison at the end of the

narrative.

Alice slade, in Leslie wilson's novel Malefice (1992), has been convicted of

witchcraft in seventeenth century Europe. One of the most damning accusations

made against her is that she is an "unnatural mother" because she rejects her

newborn daughter. Alice's parrot-style self-denunciation, like Anna's in Sue

Miller's The Good Mother, cannot save her from imprisonment, torture and

hanging.

ln each novel, the mother is self-consciously represented as the'murdering

mothef', but in a way which draws attention to the artificial, imposed nature of

such a representation. The texts are characterised by the mothe/s struggle with

the dominant discourse. Although each woman strives to fìnd her own "voice",

none of the narratives unproblematically suggest that it is possible to do so, within
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the confines of hegemonic discourse. To articulate individual maternal

experience, however, is liberatory ln itself, and all of the novels may be said to be'

in Kaplan's terms, "resisting texts" (1992:12)'

Betovedis set in the intense and particular socio-historical context of slavery, and

responds to bell hooks' exhortation to challenge myths and stereotypes of black

female experience (1995: 78). Monika Elbert describes the novel as a "maternal

narrative" in that Morrison uses a "fluidy, birthing language" to undermine

dominant discourse (1995: 73). Marianne Hirsch posits that Beloved provides the

paradigm for a "maternal voice" by allowing an African-American woman, a slave,

to .speak, to assert and to probe, however tentatively, a maternal subjectivity, the

voice of both mother and subject" (1994: 95-96)

The mothe r in Beloved articulates a unique subjectivity, embedded as it is in the

institution of slavery. Hirsch argues that "slavery heightens and intensifies the

experience of family and motherhood, of connection and separation" (1994: 95).

This "intensification" of experience provides the impetus for a maternal

perspective, focusing on an intense bodily connection between mother and child'

which challenges dominant discourses on motherhood. Sethe is a murderer' She

kills her own baby in a barbaric and violent way. But the perspective provided by

the narrative makes it impossible to judge her according to "Good Mothed'

ideology.

As a young slave woman who begins her reproductive life at fourteen, and who

has had four children before she is out of her teens, Sethe sees motherhood as

central to her identity. More than that, Sethe's children are integral to her

experience of herself and the world. ln her view, she is them and they are her, in

the prosaic way that lris Young describes the experience of pregnancy:
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Pregnancy...challenges the integration of my body experience by rendering

fluid the boundary between what is within, myself, and what is outside,

separate. I experience my insides as the space of another, yet my own

body. (1990: 163)

This notion of fluid boundaries during pregnancy is extended in the text to portray

sethe,s lived experience of motherhood. sethe explains her maternal connection

in this way: "...when I tell you you mine, I also mean I'm yours. I wouldn't draw

breath without my children" (203). lmportanfly, the narrative's insistent focus on

sethe,s maternity is further highlighted by the repeated references to other slave

mothers who did not enjoy the privilege of raising their children' Motherhood

under slavery was produced either by enforced copulation with white landowners,

or short-lived, with black children forcibly taken from their mothers and sold as

slaves. Sethe's maternity in the narrative is portrayed as unique indeed'

paul D., Sethe's friend from her youth and current-day lover, is frightened by the

intensity of Sethe's relationship with her children. He interprets the metaphysical

connection as something which indicates that "Sethe didn't know where the world

stopped and she began" (164). on the contrary, sethe's identity is clearly marked

as separate from the world, in her symbolic and physical isolation from the rest of

the community. sethe chooses a reclusive life, refusing to engage with her black

neighbours, and unequivocably recognising that white people (and in particular,

white men) represent a threat to her self-integrity. ln short, freedom for Sethe is

an anti-socialfocus on herself - but as she defines her identity.

Ca¡ Malmgren argues that "sethe so identifies her self with the well-being of her

children that she denies their existence as autonomous Others [and] in so doing

unconsciously perpetuate[s]the logic of slavery" (1995: 103). I disagree. within

Malmgren's dualistic language, where one term is privileged over another, the

mother and child dyad becomes yet another example of self and other, Master
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and Slave, good and bad, man and woman, white and black. ln refusing to

participate in such hierarchical positioning, the narrat¡ve is not denying Setlre's or

her children's identities - rather, they are being redefined within a strategically

subversive maternal discourse. This new language is one which celebrates

interconnectedness and refuses binary oppositions, or as Marianne Hirsch

describes it, "a discourse of resistance to assert [Sethe's] own maternal

knowledge" (1994: 99).

Far from losing the self, it is Sethe's motherhood that enables her to explore her

own potential - to move beyond the category of "slave girl" to which she has been

assigned. Sethe describes the immense satisfaction she feels after rescuing her

children from slavery in a way which is far from a negation of her own self:

It was a kind of selfishness I never knew anything about before. lt felt good.

Good and right. lwas big...and deep and wide and when I stretched out my

arms all my children could get in between. I was that wide. Look like I

loved em more after I got here. Or maybe I couldn't love em proper in

Kentucky because they wasn't mine to love. (162)

Malmgren posits that the language Sethe uses suggests that "she has both

appropriated and depersonalized her children" (1995: 1O4). When Sethe says,

"The best thing she was, was her children...[they were] her beautiful magical best

thing" (251), Malmgren interprets this to be Sethe's objectification of her children.

He argues that Sethe makes a possession of her children in the way that whites in

the nanative appropriate black people. But the text makes it clear that Sethe

consciously recognises the centrality of selfhood, for both herself and her children.

It is the white theft of individual black identity that she struggles to save her

children from. She says:
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...anybody white could take your whole self for anything that came to mind'

Not just work, kill or maim you, but dirty you. Dirty you so bad you couldrr't

like yourself anYmore. (251)

Clearly the institution of slavery alters the meaning of "family'' and "motherhood"

for sethe, who must accept physical separation from her own mother, from her

husband, and ultimately from her children. But the narrative suggests that despite

the limitations imposed by slavery, or perhaps because of them, Sethe's

relationship to her children is a deeply felt embodied connection'

The story begins with Sethe and her eighteen year old daughter Denver, living

alone in a house which is physically and metaphorically occupied by the ghost of

Sethe's baby. Eighteen years before, Sethe had escaped the barbaric cruelty of a

man she calls Schoolteacher who had brutally whipped her while she was eight

months pregnant, and allowed his two nephews to suckle her. To Sethe, the theft

of her milk was an act far more humilating than the use of cowhide on her back.

Despite the grotesque scars left by the whipping, it was the invasion of her bodily

experience of motherhood which left the deepest emotional scars. Forced to

remain behind, Sethe had sent on ahead her two young sons and nine month old

baby girl, under the protection of a number of other slaves. She was still

breastfeeding her youngest, as well as expecting her new baby. ln a wonderful

passage, Sethe describes the centrality of breastfeeding to her own identity, and

as the link in her relationship with her baby:

All I knew was that I had to get my milk to my baby girl. Nobody was going

to nurse her like me. Nobody was going to get it to her fast enough, or take

it away when she had enough and didn't know it. Nobody knew that she

couldn't pass her air if you held her up on your shoulder, only if she was

lying on my knees. Nobody knew that but me and nobody had her milk but

me. I told that to the women in the wagon. Told them to put sugar water in
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cloth to suck from so when I got there in a few days she wouldn't have

forgot me. The milk would be there and I would be there with it' (16)

Havi ng full breasts" makes sending her children off doubly hard, and having her

milk ,,stolen" is a physical threat to sethe's connection with her baby' Historically,

women have been judged to be muddle-headed and irrational when breastfeeding.

sethe, on the other hand, is focussed and driven as she battles to get herself and

her milk to her baby. The narrative uses breastfeeding as the mechanism by

which to transform sethe from a disempowered slave into a protagonist of heroic

proportions.

central to the story is the fact that sethe had been denied this embodied link with

her own mother, and had been forced to make do with the milk left over, after the

white children had taken their share from the slave wet-nurse. sethe's mother was

recognisable to her daughter by only two markers - the felt hat she wore in the

fields (98), and the brand underneath her breast. The child sethe understands the

need for some unique sign that will bind mother and daughter, and naively asks if

she too can be branded. She says, "Make the mark on me too" (61)'

Marianne Hirsch suggests that "[u]nder slavery, where mothers cannot'own'their

children, they experience separation and loss all the more intensely''(1994: 99).

Grandma (Baby) Suggs, Sethe's mother-in-law, has had seven children taken from

her, which in part results in her feeling that "the sadness was at her center, the

desolated center where the self that was no self makes its home..." (140).

It is no coincidence that the one son she is allowed to keep, Sethe's husband

Halle, quite literally hands her "self' back to her - gives her "the map to discover

what she is like" (140) - by paying for her freedom with his labour. Halle's gift to

his mother reinforces her identity, while simultaneously strengthening the bond

between them.
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when sethe finally arrives at her escape destination, Baby suggs' house, she lras

walked for nearly a week and delivered her premature baby en-route. But to

sethe, the most imoortant element of her reunion with her children is that she has

,,enough milk for all" (100). This phrase is repeated many times throughout the

narrative to not only portray a uniquely feminine connection with her children, but

to emphasise Sethe's strength of purpose, her nurturance and her unshakeable

sense of her own worth. Having "enough milk" is integral to her identity.

Monika Elbert suggests that this metaphor of "inexhaustable milk as an unending

source of love and creativity is important in understanding the motivation behind

[Sethe]" (1995:73). Sethe's identity is described as "under, around, over' among,

but especially with" her children (93)- a subjectivity which Hirsch defines as a

.maternal self'(1g94: 103), and which Jean Wyatt says "reflects the multiplicity of

connections between mother and chidren" (1993:486).

The text repeatedly affirms the symbiotic relationship between Sethe and her

children, often in language more reminiscent of poetry than linear narrative.

lnterchanges between Sethe and Beloved such as "Your face is mine", "Shall we

smile at me", "You are my face; I am you" (215) and "You are mine, y6u are mine,

you are mine" (216 and 217), where the identity of the speaker is deliberately

arnbiguous, reinforce the notion of a continuous, embodied motherhood.

Marianne Hirsch argues that such language of possession is problematic, but

perhaps the insistent ambiguity of the possessives is an attempt to claim the

maternal subjectivity which Hirsch has described as combining contradictions and

erasures as well as interiority and depth (1994: 94).

Jean Wyatt suggests that Toni Morrison's "desire to regain the maternal closeness

of a nursing baby powers a dialogue that fuses pronoun positions and abolishes

punctuation, undoing all the marks of separation that usually stabilize language"
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(1993:474). I agree. lt is the narrative's conscious attempt to replicate

mother/child symbiosis which makes the novel an extraordinarily powerful one in

terms of the project of I'ecriture feminine.

After twenty eight days of freedom, sethe's bubble of security is shattered by the

invasion of Schoolteacher, one of his nephews, a slave catcher and the sheriff into

the yard. Baby suggs sees this not only as a threat to physical security, but also

as an attempt to claim her personal identity, too recently and too hard fought for.

she says, "They came into my yard" (179), which might be paraphrased to mean,

"They trespassed on my mind". What they have come for is to claim Sethe and

her children and return them to their property, ironically named "Sweet Home".

Sethe seems to become the murdering Medea of Euripidean tragedy' No

explanations or justifications are given, but a vivid, objective view of the murder

scene:

lnside, two boys bled in the sawdust and dirt at the feet of the nigger

woman holding a blood-soaked child to her chest with one hand and an

infant by the heels in the other. she did not look at them; she simply swung

the baby toward the wall planks, missed and tried to connect a second time-

(14s)

Unlike the Medea however, Sethe has been characterised as a heroine, not a

demon. To see Sethe killing her children is not to witness an evil murder, but to

observe a courageous, if misguided attempt at rescue. As Sethe explains to Paul

D., the act was an unconscious response to danger: "lf she thought anything, it

was No. No. Nono. Nonono. Simple" (163). Until her baby is reincarnated as

Beloved, Sethe refuses to apologise for killing her baby and attempting to kill the

others. She had wanted only to "put [her] babies where they were safe" (164), in a

way that is reminiscent of Sarah Ruddick's suggestion that maternal love centres
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on "preseryation". Given Sethe's interconnection with her children, and the life-

threatening context of slavery, it is not surprising that she says, "My plan was to

take us all to the other side where my own ma'am is" (203).

Sethe's plan is thwarted by her friend Stamp Paid, who intervenes and saves the

lives of the remaining children. In so doing, Stamp makes it impossible for Sethe

to follow her baby to the "other side", because her body is still so firmly rooted to

this world through the living bodies of her surviving children. Sethe explains to

Beloved the feelings she had while burying her baby, who she believes has come

back to life as Beloved:

I wanted to lay in there with you, put your head on my shoulder and keep

you warm, and I would have if Buglar and Howard and Denver didn't need

me, because my mind was homeless then. I couldn't lay down with you

then. No matter how much I wanted to. I couldn't lay down in peace then

(203)

The text intends for the reader to take Sethe's embodied, as well as metaphysical

connection to her children seriously. Similarly, we are expected to believe that the

baby's ghost is much more than a literary symbol or metaphor - it is a very real,

physical presence in Sethe's life, and one which she actually welcomes in her

home. How could it be otherwise in a text that explodes conventional polarities

including physical/spiritual and life/death?

However, with the exception of Baby Suggs, Sethe is unanimously judged by the

other characters to be the archetypal bad mother, and punished accordingly.

What is particularly damning is her Lindy Chamberlain-like aloofness as she is

taken away by the sheriff:
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she climbed into the cart, her profìle knife-clean against a cheery blue sky

A profìle that shocked them with its clarity. was her head a little too high?

Her back a little too straight? Probably. (152)

Sethe's dignity is interpreted as arrogance and she is immediately ostracised by

her community. When Paul D. learns of Sethe's role in the death of her baby, his

love for her is replaced by horror, outrage and an image of her as bestial. He now

considers her a "bitch" (164) and an animal with four feet, not two (165). He

judges her "too thick love", and the actíons it prompts, as "wrong" (164-5). He

says that there could have been "some other way" (165)'

Carl Malmgren concludes that the narrative does offer alternatives, including

suicide (an alternative Beloved's mother takes when she throws herself off the

slave ship) and the destruction of the master (as Sethe attempts to do when she

attacks Edward Bodwin 12611) (Malmgren 1995: 105). This interpretation is based

on a binary view in which the Self is always placed in opposition to the Other,

rather than a view that celebrates a maternal experience in which such boundaries

are not validated. lt also sets up an ethical hierarchy of crime in which suicide and

manslaughter are privileged over infanticide. I challenge this reading.

Denver, Sethe's only remaining child (her two boys are eventually driven away by

the ghost and by fear of their mother), is made uncomfortable by what she views

as Sethe's amorality. She saYs:

...there sure is something in her that makes it all right to kill her own. All the

time, I'm afraid the thing that happened that made it all right for my mother

to kill my sister could happen again. (205)

Despite her fear, Denver becomes Sethe's self-appointed custodian. She

concludes that the "thing" which prompted Sethe to kill the baby "comes from
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outside" (205) - unlike the historical view of the murdering mother as being

dictated by her hormones or her "internal" organs - and decides to "f rever leave

[the] house and [to] watch over the yard, so it can't happen again" (205) Denveds

per:ceptions are Proved riglrt . because the next time a white man appears to be

com¡ng into the yard, the same unconscious reaction of "Nonono" is prompted in

Sethe, but this time the violence is directed towards the white man, not herself or

her children

Terry Otten argues that in trying to save "her best thing" (272) by destroying the

enslaver, Sethe is able to exorcise her personal ghost and get on with her life (as

cited in Malmgren 1995: 105). l'm not convinced. sethe is practically paralysed

by her actions, and takes to her bed in apparent defeat when Beloved disappears

Denver confides to Paul D.: "l think I've lost my mother" (266), and Sethe says of

herself, "l don't have no plans. No plans at all" (272)'

So, if it is not an "exorcism" which frees Sethe from the pain of the past, what is it?

Malmgren concludes that Sethe learns a new kind of love with Paul D'; the type of

relationship described by another slave at Sweet Home: "She is a friend of my

mind. she gather me...The pieces that I am, she gather them and give them back

to me in all the right order..." (272-3). But the text seems to suggest a stronger

kind of love, a "thicker love", which the nanative has been careful to avoid judging.

It is not Sethe who leams to love, but Paul D. who must put his preconceptions

aside and ,'rub" Sethe's toes, not count them (272). lt is Paul D. who must learn to

nurture and "mother" Sethe, as evidenced by his new endearment for her, "baby"

(272). ln realising that he wants to "put his story next to hers" (273), isn't Paul D.

attempting to blur his boundaries with Sethe's, but in a way which ensures that his

"manhood" remains intact?

sethe can only respond to Paul D.'s claim that "You your best thing" with an

interrogative "Me? Me?" (272) because her maternal body is both inside and
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Outside, self and other, mother and child, Sethe's "me", as she has been

described in the narrative, is a "subject constructed in quest¡on and relation"

(Hirsch '1994: 103)

The "thicker love" made possible by Sethe's maternal subjectivity is not the

destructive love of the "phallic mothe/' demonised by psychoanalytic theory. As

Chodorow and Contratto, and Flax have noted, this notion of an "omnipotent"

mother is largely the construction of the child's perspective. Sethe's ghost-baby

Beloved, bloated and falsely pregnant, is the child who cannoUwill not be satisfied:

"Anything she wanted she got, and when Sethe ran out of things to give her,

Beloved invented desire" (Morrison 1988:240). As Beloved gets fatter, Sethe

begins to starve. Unlike the fluid boundaries that psychically and physically

connect Sethe to her children, Beloved's confusion of body boundaries is shown in

the narrative to be dangerous, cannibalistic and ultimately destructive. Sally

Keenan describes Sethe's and Beloved's relationship thus:

...the story that began with the mother's impassioned loving gift of her body

to her daughter turns into a story of the daughter voraciously devouring that

body; the mother and daughter's desire for the other has grown monstrous,

like an incubus feeding on itself. (1993: 73)

By emphasising the role of the child and her insatiable appetite, the narrative takes

the focus away from idealising/demonising the mother. Ultimately, Beloved must

return to her watery grave to allow Sethe to fully articulate her own subjectivity;

one which the story suggests will be strongly determined, but not contained by her

experience of motherhood.

ln describing the narrative techniques of the text, Marianne Hirsch says:
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Linear and cyclical narratives of family are replaced, in Morrisons' novel, by

another shape,...the gap in the sequence tlrat opens up spaces of

difference, upsets binaries, erases distinctions, reverses

sequences... distinctions and separations vanish and no one position

remains comfortably distinguishable, categorizable in schoolteacher-style

into separate characteristics. (1994:108)

Hirsch describes the maternal subject who emerges from the narrative as a

,,multiply interconnected embodied subject, one who is both multiply'subjected'

and a resisting agent in her own plot" (1OB). As numerous theorists have argued

(Rich [1976], Cixous [1980], lrigaray [1980], Blau du Plessis [1985], Stanford

Friedman [1987], Yaegar [1988], Palmer [1989], Daly and Reddy [1991] and

Bassin, Honey and Kaplan [1994]), emphasising the corporeal experience of

maternity is at once a protest against and a challenge to hegemonic discourse.

That Morrison focuses so insistently on this theme, in a novel which has as its

central character a "criminal mothe/', is further defiance of a socio-historical

pairing of female reproductive organs with "deviant" behaviour and crimes.

Keenan suggests that "by focusing her narrative of slavery on motherhood,

[Morrison] is able to delineate the particular inter-relationship between maternity

and the history of African-Americans and to undo the stereotypical mythologizing

of black women's identities" (1993: 61). The black mother, historically rejected

and pathologised by motherhood ideology, is reclaimedin Beloved. She is the

intimately entwined, protecting, nurturing mother, whose maternal experience is

crucial to her subjectivity. The nanative provides a space for her to explore and

celebrate what has historically been derided and punished. Her maternal voice

will not be contained. 'lt is alive, on its own" (274).

lvor lndyk acknowledges the theoretical existence of a "feminine discourse" which

allows the expression of the repressed through a "multiplicity of voices, rich in
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texture and association, and with a mythic resonance entirely its own" (1989: 127).

He is not convinced, however, that it can be done effectively irr practice, and is

therefore reluctant to attribute such qualities to Marion Campbell's novel Not Being

Miriam.l beg to differ. Not Being Miriam uses a linguistic apparatus which not only

decentres the narrative and the reader's perception of it, but also subverts social

constructions which place people (and in particular, mothers) in either/or

classifications. David English argues that the unusual narrative technique of the

novel is "part of a system of production of the 'feminine"' (1988: 6). lndynk also

recognises that Campbell's novel is'an attempt to probe the depths and reaches

of the feminine experience" (1989: 127).

Bess Valentine is called "murdere/' in a childhood game (20) and as an adult is

accused, convicted and imprisoned on the same charge. Prior to the crime, Bess

has already been judged to be a "bad mother" and has had her son removed from

her custody. The narrative suggests that both "crimes" are inextricably linked.

Having failed to fulfìl Good Mother ideology, Bess is considered to be deviant,

dangerous and capable of anything. However, the text presents Bess' life as a

drama which provides very little room for improvisation. The "parts" (the social

codes of feminine and maternal behaviour) are already written and she has merely

to read her lines - something that could be done by any woman. Bess is ultimately

punished because she dares to transgress the boundaries of her pre-determined

role.

Bess'Aunty Mamie teaches her and her sister Cassandra to act when they are

children, but they always enact the same play with the same characters and the

same plot. Bess immerses herself in her given role and resents the fact that

Cassandra learns to "improvise", to make the role uniquely her own (159). Bess

and Cassandra enact further dramas in their adult lives which are always based on

oppositions which reflect their sibling rivalry. Bess is the maid and Cassandra is

the mistress (158),and although Cassandra moves on, Bess feels that:
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She will never be able to give up [her] role, to stop playing out [lrer] sister's

anger, [her] maid's revolt. She's addicted to this repetition. To the

frustration of the revolt never fulfilled. (159)

Despite Bess'felt addiction to a particular role, the text implies that she does in

fact find ways to assert control. She insists that her childhood friend Sean should

act the part of the bride, while she assumes the male groom role. She says, with a

sense of her own command of the situation, "He accepts this; he accepts

everything' (11). Opposition, even revolution, is possible. She simply has to

initiate the change rather than passively accept her given role'

As a drama teacher who encourages "gender-bending" in the classroom, Bess is

concerned that acting and living for her have become intertwined. She suggests

that "[d]eep identification leads to terrible sympathies at times, a complicity with a

whole range of monstrous behaviours..." (71). Bess' recognition of her own

complicity with the predetermined plot, David English suggests, is'part of a new

anti-victim mentality" (1988: 6). Despite an insistence on the limitations imposed

on women/mothers by hegemonic discourse, the novel does imply that women are

not mere pawns of patriarchy. Resistance is possible, although not without its

price. When she confronts her neighbour Roger who is abusing his wife Elsie,

Bess consciously assumes an alterægo, ominously that of the Medea. ln

response to Roger picking up a pair of scissors, Bess grabs and hurls an

ornament at him, with the result that he falls, hits his head and dies. The "play"

must follow through to its logical conclusion, with Bess judged to be the evil

Medea, the "dark woman", "capable of anything", the "man-hatef", "the hafd-line

feminist", the career woman, the "recluse", the bad mother, and not least of all, the

murderer (149-50). Bess recognises that "[t]his is a script she's lived in for some

time", but worries that the other players will have a different script (148). She
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needn,t fear, because as the text illustrates, there is only one script, and deviation

trom it, although possible, is seriously punished'

Throughout the narrative, or as Delys Bird calls it, "labyrinthine stories" (1988: 33)'

the fìgure of the witch looms large. Each time, the witch and the mother are bound

together. Katerina Kepler, the historical "witch" in the text, is judged by her son's

heretical writings. She is called "vixen, bitch, harridan, whore, vitriolic poisonous

Kepler crone..." (119). The most damning evidence against her is that she has

been abandoned by both her husband and son'

Bess is likewise judged on this basis. She is seen to be a witch because: "Do you

know she gave up her son? Must've been something wrong. what normal mother

would give up like that?" (119). But Bess doesn't "give up" her son. He is taken

from her, and she must "accept that she is childless" (25). Rationalising her new

childless state affects Bess' sense of selfhood profoundly. She must forego the

relationality of her mothering experience and construct boundaries around herself,

not allowing other children to "get too close" (25)'

Lindy chamberlain, emblematic of a contemporary Australian witch-hunt, is also

referred to in language reminiscent of black magic' lt is presumably Chamberlain's

interiority that the reader is privy to in the following monologue:

I can only hear the spirit maps ringing, welling. I don't refuse the menace In

the mouth of beauty. The night yawning in the brightness can have dog's

jaws. I can accept that alone with tremendous yeamings at times. I can

hear through the hole of my calm the old blood gurgle. I know my child is

taken. Again, again. Who wills it escapes me. (122)
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ln accessing the subconscious of a well-known ureal" murdering mother, the text

attempts to merge fiction with "real life". lt suggests that literature is part of a wider

project to understand society, and to challenge its underlying ideologies.

Like Chamberlain in her life-script, and Sethe in the fictional narrative, Bess in her

story becomes the object of public scrutiny and surveillance. She feels the eyes of

the jury on her, ready to judge her guilty for the smallest infraction.

They can read each tiny motion, if she smiles, if she keeps her mask still, if

she trembles, if she looks the Prosecution in the eye, if she's too elegant, if

she's sloppy, bobbly cardiganed, and drooping at the shoulder, she's

capable of anything. (148)

This arbitrary judgement, based on compliance to femininity norms, is one that is

particularly applied to standards of mothering. When Bess' baby Rico is born, her

husband Fabio complains that he feels "shut out" of the experience (41). He asks

Bess not to "cut [him] off' (42), but that is precisely what he does to Bess when he

takes thirteen year old Rico on a trip to the beach, only to end up fighting Bess for

custody of Rico in the ltalian courts.

Bess'willingness to return to drama teaching to enable Fabio to establish his

career as a film-director becomes evidence of her "bad mothering". Bess

imagines Fabio "trumping up evidence" to the court by saying: "The mother is an

actress...you know their priorities: the stage before the bassinett..." (84) Bess

wonders if he even had to produce any proof of her inadequacy as a mother.

Simply being Rico's father and wanting his son is enough.

As numerous feminist theorists have pointed out, it is difficult to challenge

phallocentric discourse from within its structures. Bess' biggest obstacle is that

she is "fighting for her motherhood in his fathe/s tongue" (84). ln contrast, the
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'narrat¡ve uses alternat¡ve linguistic techniques, creating a new fictional utongue"

which subverts, among other things, the stereotypes of rltotlrerhood ideology.

Helen Elliot describes Campbell's writing as "diffuse, pretentious and difficult to

understand" (1988:13). Perhaps that's just the point. lt rs diffuse. Maybe it's even

a litle pretentious. lt needs to draw attention to itself. David Matthews says that

Campbell's narrative technique "attacks rather than tells the story" (1989: 96).

.Writing the maternal" is necessarily an attack on dominant discourse, and is

predictably unsettli ng.

Marion Campbell consciously uses a "splintered narrative" (Matthews 1989: 95) to

resist not only the conventions of linear narrative, but to open up a new place

where patriarchal ways of seeing are replaced by a feminine "blindness". ln this

"btind-sealed zen space", traditional binaries are able to be challenged.

Throughout the stories, good and bad women are juxtaposed, one against the

other. Bess believes that Lydia sees her in this way: "Blond Lydia to whom I am

the dark other one. What they used to call the Devil. The Dark One, the Othed'

(734).

Not coincidentally, Harry is also intigued by Bess' darkness, which he perceives is

more than a physical trait. For Harry, Bess' darkness becomes "savagery'' (51),

"dark recesses...false exits" and a secret that remains "locked" (53). Yet black may

be translated to mean white, "blank" or "blind". As Bess yearns to understand

Lydia and to achieve some intimacy with her, she begins to break down the

barriers which are based on nothing more solid than binary constructions: "...she

let blonds fuse, overlap their boundaries, features circulating in a constant and

random redistribution;...Blondness would blaze briefly in a nordic witch, melt dorvn

to madonna again, become as nothing..." (74).

This "blurring of boundaries", the focus of much recent feminist theory on

motherhood, is posited in Campbell's work as a potential project for relationships
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between women. Elsie, Bess'neighbour, is haunted by the image of her husband

Roger's dead wife Miriam. Roger keeps a poster-sized photo of Miriam in his

wardrobe and compares all women to her flawless beauty (106-7). Roger

constructs Elsie as Miriam's "Other", going so far as to refer to her in this way in a

memorial poem to Miriam. He writes: "[Though] I've made my home with another /

Deep at heart I'm still your love/'(106).

Elsie resents such classification and attempts to do her own bit of boundary

blurring. She carefully cuts out the photo of Miriam in orange-peelfashion, and

plans to "get under the [bed] cover with the picture of Her face wrapped around

Another's features" (1 1O). ln wrapping her own body (with whom Roger can only

make love in the dark, after a last glance at Miriam's photo) with the dead woman's

image, Elsie at once collapses the polarities of ldeal/Other and MadonnaÂlr/hore.

Such irreverence might also suggest that culturally encoded notions of "femininity''

are based on external appearances which, like clothing or make-up, can be put on

and taken off.

Elsie is also - at least initially - imagined as the "Othe/' of Aunt Mamie, who

makes an agreement with her late husband Ernest-Justin that she will not have

children and thereby remain "[his] little goddess/serene/lntact" (169) Motherhood

to Ernest-Justin represents sagging and dripping, stretch-marks and varicose

veins, soaking nappies and midnight screaming. lt is the corporeal experience of

motherhood, its very materiality, which so repulses him, and must therefore be

rejected. Aunt Mamie, like Miriam, remains locked in a "photograph" of enforced,

idealised youth. Her body is an object for hrs voyeuristic pleasure, rather than the

relational body she might become through motherhood'

ln sharp contrast, Elsie's huge body exemplifies maternity, with all its oozing and

leaking and out of control physicality. Her "breast is swollen, marbled with blue

veins and the milk oozes blue-white, squirts ... like a jet stream" ('101). Unlike
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Mamie, who is forever confined to her single bed and the limits of her body, Elsie

discovers a sensual extension of herself in breastfeeding her baby Kevin: "Kevin

draws on her whole body, the feeling comes up her legs and pangs sweetly

through he/' (101).

Elsie abandons herself to the pleasure of her own body and that of her baby' ln

Rich's terms of being "neither 'inner' or 'outer' constructed" (1976: 284) Elsie is

intensely "herself'at precisely the moment she is intimately connected to another

human being. Katarina Keplar, another mother in the story, calls this "body

knowledge" (124), and says that although she tried to teach it to her son it was

impossible (123). The text suggests that maternal knowledge, embedded as it is

in biological experience, is inaccessible to men.

lf Mamie and Elsie are initially constructed as polar opposites, they are eventually

joined together in a beautiful image of unifìcation:

[Mamie] gathered up her skirts and linked arms with Elsie. As they swayed

together, the lighthouse beam caught them and this four-legged shadow

danced for miles along the beach. (186)

Such an image suggests that women who are mothers, and those who are not,

have more in common than that which divides them. Motherhood and its

acceptance or rejection has historically divided feminist theory, but a conscious

feminist resistance to patriarchy requires the destruction of such barriers between

women

When Bess passively accepts the verdict of guilty and goes to gaol, it is as if she

has at last found a new space in which to rewrite herself. Earlier in the narrative,

playing on the word "prism/prison", she laments: "What she needs...ls an empty
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room. A white rectangular prism to inhabit, a blind-sealed zen space, cut free

the tugging world" (82).

The text treats Bess' passivity with ambiguity. Her yearning for an "empty room",

her need to remap her body (145) and to "start again" (145), outside the discourse

which has "presented her body like a press release" (147), is valid. But in

accepting her fate so passively Bess relinquishes the space already available to

her in which to fight. Her friend Billie asks, "What game are you playing?" (164)'

ls it possible that a prison cell, separated from the "real world", is the only place

that Bessie can construct herself? ls an artificial "separate space", in radical

feminist terms, the final resort?

It is Bess'feminist stance that is posited by the characters in the story as the

reason for her violence (155), and it is her resistance to dominant culture which is

ultimately the crime for which she must pay. Perhaps for this reason she is

prepared to accept her fate. She is not a murderer, but a cultural terrorist - one

who views the prison cell as less inhibiting than the kitchen or the marital

bedroom.

Lydia is upset that Bessie is "paying for all of us" (185), meaning perhaps that we

are all complicit in the constructions of good and evil, citizen and criminal. Or

perhaps she is refening to a culturally endorsed view of "maternal sacrifice", where

the woman/mother must suffer for the sake of the family? Cassandra ironically

picks up the pieces of Bess' life and canies on in her place - by living in her house,

caring for Aunt Mamie and befriending Elsie. As Elsie surmises, it "[m]ust make

Bess think sometimes she's no need to come out - she may as well let her sister

live her life for her" (183). No longer are the sisters locked in an unwinnable

struggle, with each posed in opposition to the other. lt is this merging of lives

which leads to the celebratory, although somewhat ambiguous and less than

conclusive, ending of the novel.
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Matthews describes Campbell's narrative strategy as a "kaleidoscopic perspective"

which tears apart the form of the novel (1989: 95), enabling meanings to become

fluid and boundaries to be broken down. This "spilling ovei' effect (Matthews 1989:

96) works to question the polarities of patriarchal metaphysics in general and

motherhood ideology specifically. Within the text the oppositions of blond/dark,

angel/witch, madonna/whore and good/bad cease to have meaning'

The plot and the narrative devices of Nof Being Miriam suggest that just as society

judges women first and foremost by their maternal behaviour, so too any attempt

to challenge culturally encoded femininity needs to begin with a reappraisal of

maternal experience. The maternal body, comprising breasts, nipples, uterus,

ovaries, vagina and fallopian tubes, is common to every woman, whether or not

she gestates a foetus or raises a child. lt is this body which needs to be reclaimed

and re-evaluated if complex representations of women, mothers and more

specifically "criminal mothers" are to be achieved'

It is the storyline and characterisations rather than the narrative strategies of

Maleftce (Leslie Wilson, 1992) which challenge motherhood ideology. The central

character Alice has a'bitter old face, one eyelid drooping, brown age-spots, folds

like carved wood, [a] brittle-sharp chin, tufts of orange-white hair about the

cheeks...[and] everyone hates [her]" (25). Alice Slade personifies the witch

stereotype, the ultimate deviation from Good Motherhood ideology. And it is not

only Alice's appearance that conforms to this classification. Alice is a baby-killer,

an adulteress, a seductress and lesbian. She abandons her daughter, and openly

admits to hating her - "the lumbering carthorse, stupid fat pig-face, worthless

undutiful sack of lard" (93). For her sins, Alice is imprisoned, tortured and

ultimately hanged until she is dead.
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The local vicar, Richard Berkely, locks himself up with Alice in her cell, the night

before her execution, with the purpose of coercing her to confess all her heinous

crimes. During the long night, he keeps Alice standing, arms tied, without food or

water. He tortures her by making her run between two guards, with her arms still

tied, for long periods. He has her whipped. Worst of all, he keeps up a relentless

monologue of accusation and harassment. The narrative uses this interrogation

process to investigate social constructions of femininity and motherhood.

The text explicitly states that the fantasy of the "witch" is a lie which "isn't less the

lie because fools have been telling it for years" (100). A falsehood or not, the

culturally endorsed view of "woman as witch" is shown to be a powerful force.

Alice wants to articulate her own subjectivity, but it is impossible given the

limitations of patriarchal discourse and society. She is physically imprisoned, but it

is her linguistic entrapment which most alarms her. She sees it as a theft of her

selfhood. Alice accuses Richard: "You're taking me away from myself' you're

making someone else of me, I shall never find her again, the one I was meant to

be" (153).

Despite her strong resistance to Richard's pressure to "confess" to abominable

acts, Alice is eventually made complicit in her own conviction. She recognises that

"the truth is not what Richard wants from [her]" (1 15) and begins to fabricate

elaborate tales of satanic rites and rituals which far surpass Richard's already vivid

imagination. These mocking flights of fancy become Alice's only mode of

resistance. She finds the spaces within hegemonic discourse which allow her to

ridicule her prison-warden, while seemingly sunendering to his greater authority.

The rather mundane "truth", if it can be called that, is that Alice is a well respected

and liked naturopath, with a knowledge of herbs, a skill at delivering babies, and

an uncanny insight into human nature. The "sin" which makes her a target for

persecution is not only her refusal to attend church, but the spiritual status she
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enjoys in the community, which has more social power than that of the vicar

himself. Judith, one of Alice's accusers, admits:

Nobody ever believed in the Church the way we believed in Alice. We

didn't understand either the church service or what she was doing, but she

gave us something to take away with us, she touched us and listened to us

without preaching (69)

It is the way that Alice thumbs her nose at the Church that makes Richard Berkely

determined to "master" her. lt is only by constructing Alice as wholly evil that

Richard can lay any claim to his own spiritual superiority. He thinks, "l will force

her to tell it as I want it. I must. Or I will die" (114).

The vicar and the witch play out an intricate game, with both compelled to adhere

to the established rules, while each is complicit in the othe/s deceit. Richard

acknowledges to himself that Alice "does not mean a shred of this. ... But there is

no time. I must take what she gives me, and pretend I believe it" (1 19)'

The "established rules" of the interrogation process extend in the text to include

the code of feminine behaviour that Alice has repeatedly violated. Her

appearance marks her out from an early age. Her face iS "pinched", her "green

eyes looked as if they were just about to pop out of it...[and] her hair stuck out like

untidy russet strav/'(163). With both parents mentally unstable and neglectful of

her, it is not surprising that Alice looks less than attractive. By the time she

marries, her fiancé boasts that she is "the ugliest woman in the kingdom" (136)'

and uses her appearance as an excuse to beat her.

It is acceptable for a woman to be ugly, however, if she is asexual' Passion and

physical intimacy are the domain of the beautiful; and it is Alice's insistence on her

sexed body which reinforces her alienated social status. ln addition, Alice further
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deviates from society's prescription for acceptable womanhood by pursuing a

lesbian relationship with her best friend Sarah. The lifelong friertdship between the

two women breaks down when Sarah rejects Alice. Sarah's sensuous response to

Alice, where she feels "something wriggl[ing] sweetly, deep in [her] belly" (28), and

through which she perceives that Alice is "beautiful, after all" (29), scares Sarah

because it challenges her narrow view of acceptable human relations. She is

shaken by the knowledge that Alice would have been "softer, more pleasant, than

anyone else" (98). Sarah takes the only course she believes is available and

rejects the "love in [Alice's] hands" by pushing her away (97).

When Alice runs off with a visiting circus performer, abandoning husband,

daughter and all social convention, Sarah asks:

What had I done to her then, to make her take off and leave me here? I

wish I could have run away with her myself; we could have dressed as men

and taken to the road. But I was a wife and mother with three sons...(122).

Sarah begrudgingly complies with motherhood ideology. She is a wife and mother

before all else. Alice, on the other hand, allows herself to yield to her sexual

passion and forsake her family responsibilities, further making her an outcast. To

do such a thing (and get away with it), is to sneer at the efforts of those who feel

they have no choice but to follow a pre-ordained path. lt is Alice's spontaneity and

apparent carelessness that sow the seeds of malice in the hearts of her future

accusers. Despite the fact that Sarah has rejected the opportunity for sexual

abandon offered to her by Alice, she is outraged at Alice's escapade. She muses:

'l hate [Alice]for it, how dared she, how could she? None of the rest of us could

have run off for ayear of pleasure" (26).

Sarah is particularly galled by the fact that she had "denied" herself, been "chaste"

and "kept her reputation clean" (26), and yet where is her reward? To accuse
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Alice of witchcraft is to ensure that Alice will be punished for her "crimes" - both at

her hanging, and later as she bunts in hell. As the introduction to this chapter

illustrated, deviation from Good Mother ideology/femininity norms has historically

been severely dealt with.

Richard Berkeley is fascinated with and appalled at Alice's sexual freedom. Her

relationship with the previous vicar, James Sykes, is constructed in Richard's

imagination to be part of a satanic orgy. Alice describes sex with Sykes as

,,making heaven right there in my bed" (1 19); but Richard insists that Alice revelled

in both Satan's and Sykes' "stinking fiery member[s]" in a type of supernatural

gang-bang (116). lt is Alice's innocent enjoyment of her sexuality and poetic

account of her love-making which enrages Richard. The brutal violence of Alice's

marriage is presumably given authority by the same "Holy scripture" which

describes her relationship with Sykes as "indecent" (118).

lf Alice challenges notions of acceptable behaviour by giving herself up to sexual

pleasure, she doubly invites the wrath of the community by abandoning her baby

Margaret. But as Alice dares to admit: "No, she was five years old, no baby' but a

great pig's bladder of a child. And I never loved her, and she hated me from the

moment she was born. I knew she wouldn't miss me" (120)'

This brazen hatred of her child contrasts with the declaration that Alice makes to

Margaret when she leaves her lover Daniel and returns home: "l came back for

you,...only for you" (132). Alice's shifting and at times contradictory subjectivity

challenges the binaries of motherhood ideology. The nanative suggests that a

"maternal subjectivity'' is not established once and for all time; feelings develop,

situations change, certainties crumble.

Like the fìction that unsettles the Good Mother, Malefice focuses on maternal

ambivalence as a way of rewriting the Bad Mother. Alice's ambivalence towards
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her daughter begins even before Margaret's conception. Having been rejected by

Sarah, Allce allows her husþand, to whom she ttas beelr ntarried for six months,

finally to take her maidenhead (139). He hurts her and makes her pregnant. His

brutality towards her in their marriage leaves scars which cause Alice's lover to

whisle in disbelief (122). To conceive a child in such violence and then to endure

a life-threatening labour lasting several days, causes the exhausted Alice to say at

Margaret's birth: "lt's alive...Why didn't it die? lt's like him" (142). Alice resigns

herself to feeding, clothing and "doing her duty" by Margaret, even though she

feels no rush of mother-love towards her. This is not "enough", however, as

evidenced by the brand of "unnatural mother" she is thereafter forced to wear

because of her initial response to the child.

ln contrast to the inside/outside blurring of boundaries described by lris Young,

Alice experiences her pregnancy with Margaret as a battle between opposing

forces. During the long delivery, Alice determines that she won't let "his brat" kill

her (141). "Right from the start, Margaret was her enemy" (141). This struggle

continues throughout their lives together, with the adult Margaret still wanting to

"subdue" her mother (12). The narrative repeatedly affirms the enmity between

Alice and Margaret, paying no lip service to any notion of mother-daughter love.

Their relationship is described as hateful (64, 76) and based on the desire of each

wanting to "thwart" the other. Margaret believes her mother to be " a liar, a cheat,

a disobedient whore" (109), and blames her for "unmanning" her father (109).

Yet hatred alone does not characterise their relationship. As if to compensate for

her inability to satisfy Margaret's emotional needs, Alice continually stuffs

Margaret's mouth full of food. Margaret, in her turn, discovers a great tenderness

for her mother, as she washes Alice's corpse. She wants to comfort her mother as

she herself had never been comforted, and because Alice had also been deprived

during her own childhood.
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Like so many other texts on motherhood, Malefice explores the "tragedy" of the

mother-daughter relationship as artlculated by Adrienne Rich (1976). However,

neither woman ultimately "loses" the other despite their tempestuous relationship.

Finall rief that binds the mother to her daughter, metaphysically connectingit is

them even beyond death. The burial of Alice may be likened to the one of Sethe's

baby in Beloved:

...though my tongue was harsh, my hands were kind - | washed her carcass

as if she was one of my babies. When we leave her down there and cover

her up, something of me will stay with her. Or will I have something of her

with me forever? (4-5)

Perhaps ironically, Alice experiences a more recognisably embodied motherhood

with Bridget, her adopted daughter. Bridget is Alice's beloved sister Juliet's baby.

While Alice was in London with her lover, Juliet was raped by their father Ralfe,

who later died in a mysterious fire. Juliet herself dies in childbirth, while the baby

Bridget is miraculously saved through Alice's skill as a midwife. ln another twist of

fate, Alice's recent loss of her own baby enables her to breast feed Bridget herself

and a strong link is forged between them.

Whereas Alice is unable to show affection towards Margaret, she is literally

overflowing in her tenderness for Bridget. Sarah comments: "Alice was forever

touching her, holding her, Bridget's head on her lap, Alice's hand stroking Bridget's

hair, you'd have thought the two of them were one person" (104).

ln freely sharing her body with Bridget, rather than having to endure an enforced

pregnancy, can it be that Alice is more able to relate to Bridget as "part" of herself,

rather than as an outside force to be reckoned with? The narrative suggests that

she is able to explore and express an intimate bond with her'child" when the

relationship is one she has chosen. No longer the angry, hating mother who sees
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her baby as a parasite, Alice chooses motherhood and enjoys an embodied link

with Bridget through breastfeeding her. She says: "Bridget was tr¡irle. I fed her on

the milk that my own dead baby would never suck. She was mine. She would

have died without me" (103).

This blurring of boundaries causes Alice to be criticised for trying to shape Bridget

"like a wax manikin" (103). Bridget's husband Robert "use[s] all [his] strength to

detach Bridget" from her mother (18), fìnally persuading her that Alice is indeed a

witch. Alice's neglect of Margaret is paralleled by a suffocating love for her

adopted daughter (allowing others to cast her as both the "rejecting" and the

,,phallic" mother), prompting Bridget to contemplate that "[a] mother's

hatred...might be better than her love...it is love keeps me prisoner..." (85). The

fluid boundaries have stultified and become "a fence around Bridget stronger than

any tower [Alice] could have shut her up inside" (92). Bridget finds the "way out"

(93) through marriage with the Churchwarden Robert, although she continues to

oscillate in the intensity of her feelings for Alice. She tells her mother, "l never

loved anyone but you, it was all a mistake. I only want you" (57).

The greatest "punishment" Alice has to face therefore, is the accusation and

renunciation of Bridget. Alice, who loved Bridget, was patient with her, and did her

best for her, cannot understand why Bridget has tumed away from her (86).

Having given testimony in court against Alice - in effect making a publíc

proclamation of the severing of her bond with her mother - Bridget falls down

dead. Of course, her death is taken to be further proof of Alice's guilt, rather than

evidence of a metaphysical connection between the two women.

Throughout the interrogation process Richard insists that Alice is a murderer; that

she is responsible for many people's deaths, most notably, Bridget's. He

pressures Alice to confess to the "crimes" in a non-stop barrage of accusations:
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"'Kill, he thought, kill, kill, the word loses its meaning with so much repetition.'

'Oh', Alice said loudly, 'lf only I'd been able to kill all of you."' (143).

Unbeknown to the Vicar, Alice rs guilty of killing a baby, but in her role as midwife,

not as sorceress. As she is delivering a baby, the mother, hungry and desperate,

says pleadingly to Alice: "'lt'll die, won't it?' Alice knew what she wanted- No one

had ever asked her to do this before, but she said: 'Yes. lt will be born dead."'

(127). lt is this killing which haunts Alice's conscience, and makes her believe that

she had "gone too far" (127). Perhaps it is her guilt that eventually causes Alice to

see herself as complicit in the offences of which she is accused.

Her initial resistance to Richard's interrogation had been based on her belief that

truth and falsehood cannot be "weighed like dried peas"; but by the dawn, she

comes to the conclusion that if she "believe[s] what they believe, [she]will not be

completely cast out" (153). She gives Richard what he wants - an "exemplary

confession" (159) - and in so doing, assumes the role assigned her of "criminal

mother", "slut", "evil witch". But as she climbs the scaffold, Alice realises that in

embracing the witch identity, the identity of the irredeemably evil woman, she has

forsaken the complexity of her own experience. She asks: "Wtlere is there a place

for me to say that I loved Bridget, I loved Juliet, I loved my mother, and I tried to

love my daughter?' (159).

The answer is "nowhere", because the dominant discourse is based on a binary

construction of good versus bad, angel versus witch, and Alice can only ever be

one or the other. Surrendering herself to the Vica/s demands is therefore a

surrender to the demands of hegemonic language. ln losing her own "voice", Alice

relinquishes any opportunity for resistance.

Alice's daughter Margaret, however, does not "surrende/'. Marked by the village

belief that "witchcraft runs in families" (3), she aims to recreate herself. She may
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be the "ugly daughter of an ill-favoured mother" (4), but she will not accept the

village judgement that she too is a witch. Margaret overturns the category

assigned to Alice by digging up her mother's corpse and burying it in the church

qravevard. There will be no interrogation for Margaret, no trips to the pond, no all-

night vigils with the vicar, and last minute confessions on the scaffold. Margaret

goes away to a new place where she creates her own identity. She becomes not

the Bad Mother, but the Good Daughter (4), while Alice remains forever silenced in

her holy grave.

The narrative implies that resistance to the dominant discourse is possible. Like

Anna in Sue Miller's The Good Mother, Alice's struggle is cut short when she

begins to doubt the authenticity of her own experience. Her uncertainty is

translated into unwitting compliance with the voice of the oppressor. Anna the

"bad mothe/' and Alice the "criminal mother'' both become complicit in their own

punishment. However, small challenges are shown in the text to have long-term

effects. Alice may be dead, but her model of defìance enables her daughter to

explore an altemative view of herself, her mother and the world.

Beloved, Not Being Miriam and Matefice all provide "resisting" characterisations of

mothers, but without suggesting that these mothers enjoy a relationship with their

children, with society (or with themselves), unfettered by a hegemonic discourse

which classifies them as guilty, failures and criminals.

Each of the novels questions the view that "all women are subconsciously trying to

kill their children", despite the fact that each of the mothers represented is in fact

guilty of killing another person. The texts also illustrate that deviation from Good

Mother ideology is considered to be a'crime" in itself. ln combination with legally

defined crimes such as violence or murder, such deviation results in strict censure

and punishment.
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However, the novels suggest that a strategically explored and articulated

"maternal discourse", which emphasises intimate, corporeal relationality, is one

means of challenging motherhood ideology. lf society has historically blamed

women's reproductive organs for all transgressions, large and small, it is logical

that contemporary women writers should reclaim the maternal body as a site of

resistance to hegemonic discourse. To celebrate the unique, biologically-based

elements of female experience need not be a return to essentialism, but rather the

starting point for a rethinking of how women are perceived and treated -
particularly those women who deviate from motherhood ideology in the most

profound way by killing another person.
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Chapter 4

"Unnatural" Mothers

ln Europe, Australia, and North America, feminists are currently engaged in

heated debate over whether new reproductive technologies present a threat

or an opportunity for women. Do they simply reinforce the age-old

pressures on women to bear children, and to bear them to certaín

specifìcations, or do they give women more control? (Petchesky 1987:286)

This chapter will address the above question by examining the often conflicting

views of feminist theorists on the subject of new reproductive technologies. The

chapter will trace links between feminisUsocial concems and fìctional

representations of women who become mothers outside the strict parameters of

current day motherhood ideology, which is based on heterosexuality and in-body

gestation. lt will suggest that a new motherhood paradigm is emerging which has

the potential to alter existing parenting and motherhood arrangements. The

successful cloning of the sheep "Dolly" in 1997 points to a time in the not too

distant future where sexual behaviour and reproduction will no longer be linked.

Despite the emancipatory potential of NRTs, this chapter will also argue that

alternative technologies could likewise be disempowering, as women hand

reproductive control over to scientists, doctors and commercial organisations.

At the "Come Together Conference - AID and Sunogate Parenting" (1982) Bill

Handel, Director of the Sunogate Parenting Foundation in North Hollywood,

argued that "[w]e don't know what [the] long term problems are, [but]we're not

going to stop just because we don't know yet." (1982.14). Handel wholeheartedly

supported the concept of artifìcial reproduction and the "end of biological
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motherhood" (1982:14), and his comments were typical of a techno-medical

climate in which reproduction no longer centtes on the birth of a child from a

woman's body, but on technology and economics'

When Shulamith Firestone theorised in 1971 that extra-uterine gestation would

free women from the tyranny of reproduction, she was not suggesting the sort of

technological and social leap from "natural" childbirth towards laboratory

incubators to which research in reproductive technologies seems to be heading.

1g70s feminism, with its emphasis on women gaining control of their bodies, was

initially largely uncritical of science and technology. The contraceptive pill and

self-insemination seemed to offer women hitherto unknown reproductive freedom

and control. lncreasing technological interventions, including routine foetal

monitoring, hormonal drips, ultrasound, inductions, episiotomies and

amniocentesis passed more and more control into the hands of the

science/med ica I profession.

Undoubtedly, the so-called "rìew" technologies such as ln-Vitro Fertilisation (lVF),

egg or embryo transfer, egg, sperm or embryo freezing, embryo flushing and

embryo experimentation, have resulted in conceptions and pregnancies which

would otherwise have been impossible. Such practices have also made surrogacy

almost commonplace in the United States, and been responsible for the

establishment of scores of "infertility clinics" and surrogacy agencies.

However, generally speaking, most techniques used to "help" infertile couples

achieve conception are problematic for women's health, both physical and

psychological. Even low-tech artificial insemination carries risks of HIV or other

sexually transmitted diseases. ln the United States, for example, sperm donations

have a monetary value, and donor records are, at best, incomplete. According to

Rita Arditti, IVF in particular, carries numerous health risks because it utilises

"hormonal cocktails" to superovulate women. These risks include: burst ovaries
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(where up to 47 eggs have been collected at one time, cited in Arditti et al 1989:

xii), ovarian cysts, septicaema and tut¡al arrcl ovarian adhesions, in addition to

lesser, day-to-day side effects such as migraine, dizziness, vision problems,

weight gain and depression (Arditti, 1989: xiii)'

A number of deaths have also been associated with IVF treatment. The Zenaide

Project at the lnstitute of Women and Technology in the United States is currently

involved in documenting the incidence of IVF-related deaths of women worldwide.

ln 1gg5 a forty year old New Zealand woman died, eleven days after in-vitro

fertilization, due to superovulation from the drug Buserelin (Gunn 1995:3).

However, criticisms of NRTs move beyond the risks to individual women's bodies.

Michelle Stanworth concludes that the new reproductive technologies reflect

prevailing social practices in which low priority is given to women's healths. Even

at the "simplest" levels NRTs raise bioethical questions. Amniocentesis, a

seemingly benign technology, has made sex selection (or foetal femicide) a reality,

not only in countries like lndia, where selective abortion ensures the birth of sons,

but also in western developed nations such as Britain, the U.S. and Australiae.

Other technologies currently under research include: transgenesis (the mixing of

genetic material of different species); cloning (splitting of the early embryo to

produce genetically identical individuals, already achieved in mammals); eugenic

practices and genetic counselling (based on the principle of reproducing

genetically "superio/'traits/individuals); and perhaps most significantly, the

technology which in 1982 Handel predicted would be a 'Tact" within ten years,

ectogenesis - conception and pregnancy outside a woman's body in an artificial

womb (Hanmer 1993: 231).

NRTs have the potential to eliminate male reproductive alienation, as Mary

O'Brien theorises in The Potitics of Reproduction (1981). O'Brien argues that men

are distanced from and in fact alienated by the reproductive process. Unlike
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women, who are intimately connected to reproduction and assured of "their

essential partrcrpation in genetic continulty" through mertstluatiolt, pregnancy and

labour (Rowland 1987. 514), the male role is limited to the ejaculation of sperm

nine months prior to the birth of a child from the woman's body.

Andrea Dworkin has suggested that in "letting nature take its course" men have

historically applied a "farming model" to motherhood. Under this model, "men

plant women with their seed and then harvest the crop of babies. This is

inefficient. There are too many uncontrollable elements" (Corea et al 1985: 38).

According to Dworkin, the new reproductive technologies allow men to apply the

"brothel model" to reproduction. '\lúomen can sell reproductive capacities the

same way old-time prostitutes sold sexual ones" (Dworkin 1983: 182).

Reproductive "prostitutes" are dehumanised and fragmented into body parts for

sale: wombs, ovaries, eggs. Elizabeth Kane, the first woman in the United States

to enter into a commercial surrogacy contract, expressed a similar view by

referring to the surrogacy process as "Reproductive Prostitution" (1988).

Robyn Rowland has also noted the way that a woman's body has ceased to be

viewed as a unified whole, particularly in discussions on surrogacy. ln the

National Bioethics Consultative Committee on Surrogacy (1989), women's bodies

were referred to as "endrocrinological environments", "alternative reproduction

vehicles" and "therapeutic modalities" (as cited in Rowland 1989:3), But if women

are dehumanised by "reproductive prostitution", ironically "the foetus takes on a

life of its own and is described as exercising'gestation of choice', an absurdity in

what is not yet a living and independent being" (Rowland 1989:4).

Carol Pateman argues that surrogacy arrangements have little to do with

motherhood, and much to do with control over women's bodies. She sees

surrogacy "as another provision in the sexual contract, as a new form of access to

and use of women's bodies by men" (1988:209-21O). However, Pateman's
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argument does not explain Surrogacy agreements between women, which may

involve issues of power, l¡ut not necessarily of sexual control. Patemen posits that

the surrogacy contract separates motherhood from womanhood. she suggests

that it is ironic that "a woman can be a'surrogate' mother only because her

womanhood is deemed irrelevant and she is declared an'individual'performing a

service" (1988:217)

As a reproductive "prostitute" however, the woman is no longer an individual, but a

"womb for rent". Or perhaps more correctly, one woman is a womb, another the

egg provider, and yet another is the nurturer or social mother. According to Gena

Corea, "[u]nder this system of dismembered motherhood, none of these three

women will have a compelling claim to her child" (1988: 290). The male

experience of discontinuous reproduction has been somewhat alleviated for those

men who "flush" and culture ovum, transfer embryos, and surgically "birth" babies.

paternity need no longer be an "act of faith", while the maternal experience has

become fragmented and the role of "mother" questionable. Corea argues that

reproductive technologies are "transforming the experience of motherhood and

placing it under the control of men. Women's claim to maternity is being loosened;

men's claim to paternity strengthened" (1988: 289).

According to this line of argument, the early feminist agenda for women to gain

control over their bodies has been misconstrued. New reproductive technologies

give infertile women the right lo give up control of their bodies - to relinquish

themselves into the hands of "technodocs" who will treat their infertility as an

illness, and who will use their bodies as experimental sites for often inadequately

tested drugs and procedures. ln addition, women's bodies become human

laboratories of genetic material - eggs, ovarian slices, uterine samples, cells -

material which is often "retrieved" without the knowledge or consent of the woman

(Corea 1984: 45).to
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Naomi Phoenix and Anne Woollett (1991) argue that infertile women have just as

much "right" to have children as those fertile worÌìeu who claim the "right" not to

have them. However, in a pronatalist culture, where childbearing is seen as

fundamental to women's fulfilment, seeking infertility treatment has been viewed

by many feminist theorists less as a conscious choice and more as a yielding to

all-pervasive pressure. Margarete Sandelowski challenges feminist theory that

depicts infertile womenll as helpless pawns of patriarchy. She contends that:

the plight of the infertile woman exposes the problematic place of

motherhood in feminist thought. Feminist literature re-emphasized women's

experiences of maternity as the basis for women's empowerment and

solidarity, the uniqueness of the maternal-foetal bond, and the mother-child

relationship as the prototype for all human relationships....lf feminists, like

theír pronatalist counterparts, make childbearing and motherhood so

central, why is the infertile woman suspected for wanting it? (1990 44-45)

Sandelowski makes a good point. This thesis has argued that although dominant

motherhood ideology is based on the stereotype of the Good Mother, women can

and do challenge that paradigm. ln consciously choosing to use NRTs, while

recognising the potential health risks, women are able to step outside culturally

endorsed models of motherhood based on heterosexual marriage. Artificial

insemination in particular allows women who are single, lesbian, disabled or

otherwise outside the mould to embrace motherhood as a self-chosen lifestyle.

Sandelowski argues that to dismiss wholeheartedly reproductive technologies is to

deny infertile women the opportunity to share in and contribute to the maternal

epistemology.

ln focusing on the consequences of reproductive technology for women as a social

group, rather than on individual experiences of infertility, some feminist discourse

has unintentionally silenced a significant proportion of women. Zipper and
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Sevenhuijsen have suggested that "we have to develop concepts that do not

subsume individual worth under a supposed collectivity of wortrerl" ('1987: 126).

Unmitigated opposition to reproductive technologies potentially abandons infertile

women to services that have hitherto shown little concern for the health and well-

being of individual women. Stanworth suggests that in opening up dialogue,

feminists can put pressure on infertility specialists for "better research...disclosure

of information...stringent conditions of consent...[and] means of access for poorer

women..." (1 990: 295-6).

Since the 1970s, motherhood has undergone continual reinterpretation through

feminist theory. To be a mother at the turn of the millennium is to be involved in a

complex sphere of meaningful work, which does not necessarily begin with

biological conception, gestation and birth, and by no means ends there. Michelle

Stanworth argues that "[t]he attempt to reclaim motherhood as a female

accomplishment need not mean giving the natural priority over the technological -

that pregnancy is natural and good, technology unnatural and bad" (1990: 290).

For many women, the new reproductive technologies offer the chance to fulfil one

of their deepest desires: biological pregnancy and childbirth. Given prevailing

motherhood ideology and the emphasis placed on motherhood both within a

patriarchal context and in feminist theory, wanting a genetically related child is an

aspiration not easily dismissed. Yet in acknowledging indívidual women's desires,

as well as the potential of NRTs to create alternative motherhood paradigms, the

threat that the medicalisation of reproduction presents to women's health and to

society generally needs also to be considered.

Janice Raymond calls for a new feminist ethics which "does not encourage the

adaptation to manmade femininity that is reifìed by such technologies" (1984:

433). She argues for a thorough examination of the context within which

reproductive technologies have emerged. She asks why it is that'Women are
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channelled, at such a cost to themselves, into reproducing" (1984: 435). Jalna

Hanmer suggests tlrat wonren need to reclaim control over female reproductive

processes and motherhood, because, "[if men] take our reproduction from us,

what do they want next? An even more enslaved caste? Our lives?" (1985. 106).

However, J. Sawicki contends that the crucial issue involved in determining the

implications of NRTs is not a narrow focus on dominating men and their drive to

control women. Rather, she asks "how [does] one characterize ...'patriarchy'?

What are its origins? What are its primary means of exercising power? Who are

its principal agents?" (1991 :73). Sawicki refutes the radical feminist view of

women as "innocent or ignorant victims" or as "unwitting colluders" (1991: 73) and,

through a Foucauldian analysis, suggests that medical/patriarchal control is not

uni-dimensional or total. She asserts that "women and feminists have played a

role in defining past and present practices, for better or worse" (1991 : 80). Sawicki

further argues that not only is resistance possible (indeed, it already exists), but

that "some men, even physicians, are potential allies in struggles against

domination" (1991: 86)

Do the new reproductive technologies represent a threat or an opportunity to

women? For some women, notably lesbians, technologies such as sperm banks

and artificial insemination are the only way to achieve biological motherhood if

sexual integrity is to be maintained. Sunogacy agreements, carefully and

sensitively negotiated between women, may enable disabled and infertile women

to participate in maternity. lnfertile women who want to be mothers see NRTs as

nothing short of miraculous.

Whether or not reproductive technology is seen to be a patriarchal imposition on

women as a group, or an opportunity for indivídual women to embrace motherhood

on their own terms, NRTs create a situation in which the power to reproduce lies

outside women and their biological bodies. Motherhood is no longer a taken-for-
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granted biological function largely in the hands of women. So, what next?

Petchesky herself suggests that "[w]e should pursue tlre discourse now begun

toward developing a feminist ethic of reproductive freedom that complements

feminist politics" (1987: 287).12

As so many theorists have argued, fiction is a legitimate means of resistance to

hegemonic discourse. Petchesky's callfor a "new discourse" and Sawicki's

exhortation for creative resistance has been taken up by a number of writers, who

consciously use the forms of the novel and the short story to explore the issues

inherent to the NRTs debate. Representations of surrogate mothers, egg-

providers, social mothers and biological mothers all highlight the shift that new

reproductive technologies have created in conceptions of motherhood. Writers

discussed in this chapter are less obviously concerned with experimental narrative

techniques than with the political project of exploring feminist responses to and the

potential dangers of the new reproductive technologies.

However, "[t]he danger of creating fiction with a polemic is that it can cloud and

misrepresent the issues it deals with" (Dunn 1991: 39). A number of the stories

explored in this chapter are founded on a radical feminist analysis which views

NRTs as patriarchal imposition, with little or no opportunity for resistance. ln

particular, Angets of Power and Other Reproductive Creations (1991), edited by

Susan Hawthorne and Renate Klein, presents a one-sided argument which loses

some of its provocative authority by concentrating so emphatically only on the

negative and oppressive elements of the NRTs. Heartland by Nancy Corbett

(1988) imagines a utopian future where women control the new reproductive

technologies, enabling the redefinition of both fatherhood and motherhood. Marge

Piercy's Woman on the Edge of Time (1978) explores the way that society

punishes so-called deviant women. Piercy's novel suggests that the new

reproductive technologies have the potential to transform gender roles; but without

conscious feminist intervention they may result in a future where women are
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defined by their sexual and reproductive roles, and where mothering has no social

value. Written in 1987, The Handmaid'S Tale by Margaret Atwood imagines a

world where the idealisation of motherhood dictates all female roles. Finally,

Gabrielle Lord's view of the NRTs in Sa/f (1990) is very bleak. With reproduction

firmly in the hands of scientists, a "mothe/' becomes a disembodied uterus with

literally no other function.

Caroline Williamson suggests that many of the characters in the Angels of Power

collection are caricatures, with little "resemblance to the real world" (1991 : 6). She

criticises the text because in it "there's no room ... for the adult making a conscious

and difficult decision" (1991:6). Williamson's observations are well-founded, but do

not detract from the purpose of the book which is to "contribute to the debate and

foster international resistance to reproductive technologies... [by using]

imagination, vision and a good joke..." (Klein and Hawthorne 1991: xi). Kerryn

Goldsworthy suggests that there is "an actively reciprocal relationship" between

creative and critical feminist writing (1985: 509). Given that the editors of Angels

of Power are both respected feminist theorists, and notably Renate Klein has

written extensive critiques of the NRTs, this anthology is an embodiment of the

interrelationship between fiction and theory. The work deliberately sets out to

provide a link between the creative and critical writings of feminists who are

opposed to the NRTs.

The play by Sandra Shotlander from which the collection takes its title raises some

key ethical issues which dominate any discussion of the NRTs. Gena Corea's

cautionary research which has exposed many infertility scientists as "egg

snatchers" is evident in the central action of the plot. Marta, wife of reproductive

scientist Thomas, agrees to undergo superovulation during IVF procedures. She

is then implanted with a fertilised ovum, which she later discovers is not genetically

related to her. Her own ovum has been replaced by an egg taken posthumously

from another woman's body. ln addition, the sperm used to fertilise the egg is not
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her husband's. Marta is outraged by the manipulation of her body, her genetic

tissue and her reprotiuctive organs. She accuses Thomas: "You're nothing but a

vet, a baby maker, an egg snatcher, a poacher" (20). ln contrast, Thomas sees

the procedure as "a major scientific breakthrough" (21) that will make him

"famous" (22). Marta refers to the process of super-ovulation, ovum flushing and

transfer as a "game of musical babies" (22) in which the medico-scientists

manipulate ovum and embryos for purposes which have nothing to do with the

treatment of infertility.

Male alienation in the reproductive process, as theorised by Mary O'Brien, is

posited as an underlying reason for the (male) scientific interest in reproductive

technologies. Thomas argues that "science is simply equalizing the situation" (23)

when the woman, as well as the man, is uncertain of their genetic connection to

the embryo. Thomas attempts to use the feminist agenda of "equality" to justify

his manipulative experimentation. His mother Mary counters with: "Equality my

arse. Why don't you just try living with the doubt. lt sounds like a case of womb

envy to me." (23)

Thomas tries to depersonalise the reproductive process by referring to the embryo

as "a child of science" (23), which makes Marta, as she correctly points out,

nothing more than a "cow" (20) or an "incubator" (23). Child of science or not, it is

Thomas as the human (male) representative of science who claims "ownership" of

the developing embryo, despite the fact that it is a part of Marta's living body.

Pateman's theorisation of the surrogacy contract as a new form of male control

over the female body is evident in Thomas's presumed right to deny Marta an

abortion. He says of the embryo: "lt's mine. I created it" (24). He speaks of "a

whole new concept of motherhood" (19), when in fact he is referring to a whole

new concept of fatherhood based on genetic certainty, patriarchal control and

ownership, and the dismemberment of women into reproductive organs and

tissues. The issue of reproductive control is also explored in Susan Hawthorne's
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pseudo-journal¡st¡c story "Just Another Bit of News". ln this unapologetic exposé

of the medical risks involved in lVF, the women characters sign contracts which

give the scientists permission to use their bodies as neomort surrogates should

they die during IVF Procedures'

Other more suble issues are raised in Angels of Power, such as the fact that even

when the man is infertile it is the woman who is most often the recipient of infertility

treatment. She is the "failure" (25)who must undergo IVF or be labelled by that

"damning word...infertile" (43). Janice Raymond has argued that the NRTs

emphasise the rights of the foetus over the rights of the mother. when Marta is

accidentally pushed in the conidor by overzealous reporters, Mary speaks about

suing them for "bodily assault" to the foetus, not to Marta herself (33)'

ln setting himself up to "help the infertile" (42) Thomas is in fact establishing a

base from which to acquire power, rather than knowledge (42); lo make babies,

not treat infertility (44). He exposes the real impetus behind his research when he

says: "The next step is to grow an ovary, and of course the artifìcialwomb" (22).

To gain complete control of the reproductive process is, in Jalna Halne/s

argument, just another step in the drive to enslave women.

Diana, another character in the play (and one with an intentionally powerful name),

asks: ,Why do women consent [to intrusive IVF procedures]?" (43). As J. Sawicki

would argue, women are not helpless victims of patriarchy. Despite feminist

theory,s emphasis on the negative elements of the NRTs, there are many women

who willingly undergo invasive medical procedures because of their individual

desire to participate in maternity. Thomas' mother Mary admits that she freely

consented because of "that voice in the night like an angel of power" (43). Mary

mystically complies with the angel's voice, just like her counterpart in christian

mythology, the Virgin Mary, who submissively accepts the Angel's news that she

will bear the Son of God.
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Mary's acceptance of her "divine destiny" may be paralleled tu Tlrolllas' wife

Marta's surprising attachment to her newborn daughter. The birth of a girl refutes

Thomas' careful genetic engineering with its goal of producing a boy. Marta wears

a "secret smile", is "determined to be the good mother" (55) and most significantly,

takes out a restraining order on Thomas to prevent him from even seeing the baby

(SB)who, despite being his scientific "creation", has no genetic relation to him.

Marta embodies Sawicki's notion of feminist resistance within a patriarchal system,

in which she is both complicit and subversive.

Shotlander's play and Hawthorne's story are both so informed by feminist theory

that it is difficult at times to separate the imaginative fiction from the academic

research in the field. Although both focus emphatically on the patriarchal control

and metaphorical dismemberment of women's reproductive bodies, neither story is

ultimately negative or defeatist. At the conclusion of "Angels of Powed', Marta

"sees herself in the baby'' (55) (who is named Angela and therefore symbolic of a

spiritual creation, rather than a scientific one), Thomas is disempowered both as a

scientist and as a husband/father, and the group of women characters

representing the variety of female experience are able to unite together to outlaw

further scientific use of women's bodies. As Thena says: 'There will be no more

truces [with patriarchy]" (61). The villain of Hawthorne's "Just Another Bit of

News", Tom Muxworthy, who has the power to 'do so many terrible things for such

a long time to so many women and get away with it" (78), is fìnally investigated

and imprisoned. He ultimately commits a cowardly suicide.

Shotlander and Klein, although pessimistic in their views of the new reproductive

technologies, clearly believe that they can write a different ending to the present

situation. Both writers use fiction (in this case a play and a short story)to expose,

highlight and finally disarm the growing power of reproductive medicine.
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ln "Mother-of-All" by Lucy Sussex, altruistic surrogacy is shovrn to exploit women's

bodies, in a form quite separate to Pateman's theorisation of it being part of the

sexual contract (1988: 2Og-21O). ln a testimony compiled by the U.S. Sister-to-

Sister group (1g88), one surrogate mother described the decision to carry a child

for her sister as the result of being "trapped by [her] very nature of loving and

bonding to [her]family" (as cited in Kane 1988:2). The anguish this woman

experienced in relinquishing her newborn child is mirrored in the experience of the

fictional surrogate mother Kate in "Mother-of-All". The real-life surrogate mother

said, "l thought I could give my sister hervery own baby, but I gave her my very

own baby" (as cited in Kane 1988:3). Similarly, Kate and her family find it difficult

not to form an attachment to the twins who are growing inside Kate's body (118).

ln addition to manipulating her sister into a surrogacy arrangement, Kate's sister

Ysabel uses IVF techniques to completely disempower Kate. Three embryos are

implanted in Kate's womb, despite her expressed wish to have only one. A male

IVF "expert" replaces Kate's chosen female midwife, and Kate is coerced into a

Caesarean Section instead of her prefened natural delivery. From the beginning

Kate loses her ability to control the functions of her own body. She is referred to

as an "incubatol' (1Og) and as a "basket" for Ysabel's eggs (112). When Kate is

sick, it is the health of the embryos which is "at stake" (1 18), and unnecessary

technological intervention is justified on the grounds that "[t]hey really can't risk

losing the babies" (116). Throughout the pregnancy, Kate receives a strange mix

of solicitude (always in reference to the foetuses) and easy dismissal. For forty

weeks she effectively loses her status as an individual with the rights to accessible

information and self-determination. And like so many women who have

"altruistically" allowed their bodies to be used in surrogacy, fìctional Kate

concludes: "l know I've done wrong" (124).

As narrator of her own story, Kate seeks to reclaim the power which she believes

her sister "stole" during the surrogacy arrangement. Part of that reclamation is
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Kate,s search for the meaning of motherhood. she begins a collection of

motherhood symbols, including Russian dolls, clay fertility goddesses, newspaper

articles and stories about the first surrogacy, the Baby M case. ln addition to

going back to college, Kate takes a class in creative writing, which enables her tell

her own story. She even discovers that her word processor has a "motherboard",

thus making it part of her collection too. No longer "slow moving and content", she

now "moves incessantly from one activity to another, her eyes hollovl' (125).

The conclusion of "Mother-of-All" suggests that Kate has ceased to be a passive

recipient of and colluder with motherhood ideology. From believing that surrogacy

was a reasonable avenue through which Ysabel could experience motherhood,

Kate comes to recognise that'[t]o have another carry your child, nurturing it from

microscopic grain to viable human being, is false parturition, a mockery of the

Mothed' (126). lronically, it is Kate's own experience of pregnancy, labour and

childbirth and the on-going connection she has with the twins delivered from her

body that enables her to reject motherhood ideology. She refuses pronatalist

assumptions (Ysabel did not need children and it was not her right to obtain them

at any cost), while simultaneously insisting on the value of maternal bodily

experience. "Mother-of-All" posits that motherhood is far more complex than

simply implanting another woman with an embryo and collecting a baby nine

months later.

Rosaleen Love investigates the consequences of male-dominated artificial

reproduction in her short story "Tanami Drift". Like Hanmer, Love seems to be

asking, 'What next?". Her prediction, like Hanmer's, is not reassuring:

'Charles was the first all-male mother! Charles, the first masculine warm,

nourishing, extra-uterine environment!'

'Ahh,' says Glory,'so that's what it's all about!...\Mry bother? When you've

got all those perfectly adequate surrogate bottles?'
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'Why bother? The male pregnancy, that's been the toughest nut to crack!

We've done everything else - artificial insemination, the baby in the test-

tube, the baby in the bottle, the manufacture of the baby to desired

specifications...The male pregnancy was the ultimate challenge'' (250)

This story also questions the ethics of creating people who do not know their

biological relationships with either of their parents, siblings or extended families.

At a conference on Artificial Donor lnsemination (AlD) and Surrogate Parenting,

Suzanne Rubin spoke of her psychological need to "kn[o]w who my parents [are],

...kn[o]w where I came from, ...kn[o]w what my heritage [is]" (as cited in Kane

1988:1 1). Like Rubin, fìctional Glory needs to know her biological background.

She says: "l do not know my biological parents. They could be anyone famous.

They could just be waiting for me to turn up to trace my biological inheritance"

(22e).

Like Bill Handel, the Director of the Surrogate Parenting Foundation, who refuses

to acknowledge potential future problems (1982), Dr Neville in "Tanami Drift"

argues without scruples, 'Who need ethics...?" (250)

Barbara Brook suggests that the anthology Angels of Power and Other

Reproductive Creations is "a useful companion" (1991: 6) to Test-Tube Women

(Arditti, Klein and Minden 1984). The collection is an imaginative blend of feminist

theory and fiction, one which aims to provide more for the reader than a science

fantasy escape. lts motive is strongly political, which as the editors note, is to

"carry us into a different future" (xi).

Do writers need to be consciously drawing on theory to provide provocative

critiques of the NRTs and the implications for motherhood? Nancy Corbett opens

her futuristic novel Heartland (1989) with the following quotation by Jane Miller:
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Women's rewriting of the human adventure is part of a necessary rewriting

of history and of the future, which they witl share with men. A politics which

concerns itself with the future of the human race will need to refuse the

blandishments of simple or single theories or solutions. (1)

Every chapter begins with a pertinent quotation, which more often than not

theorises gender relations. Chapter Two starts with another quotation from Jane

Miller: ,,Women are transforming themselves from men's heroines into the tellers of

their own stories" (8). Margaret Mead provides the introduction for Chapter Five:

"The recunent problem of civilisation is to define the male role satisfactorily

enough" (34). Clearly, Nancy Corbett is trying to imagine and create a feminist

future, but the conclusion of Heaftland avoids proposing a future which consists of

women VerSuS men, us Versus them, Or any other simple "we're right, you're

wrong" solution.

The opening setting oÍ Hearttand encapsulates binary oppositions.

Geographically, the society is split. Men live in one community on the west coast

of Australia (Phoenix) and the women live in five separate but cohesive tribes on

the East coast (WomanRight). lntellectually they are extreme opposites. The men

value academic research, the formal arts, technology and competitive sport. The

women live holistically, with an emphasis on traditions, music, fun, celebrations,

craft, and above all else, intuition. Despite the historical privileging of the male

position in contemporary patriarchal culture, women in Hea¡tland have inverted the

binaries, making the female the privileged position. Countering Firestone's theory

that it is their reproductive capacities that keep wopmen oppressed, Heartland

women use their procreative power to free them from the tyranny of patriarchy.

Where women have been traditionally viewed as "simple breeders" (21), men in

Hearttand become "abstractions...not individuals; simply genetic reservoirs,

sources of a commodity needed by the WomanRight" (324).
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Contrary to the radical feminist theory that all forms of reproductive technology

threaten to disempower women, the WomanRight use a variety of the NRTs to

establish and maintain their position of authority. These women do not reject

technology completely because to do so would make them, and all humanity,

vulnerable. lnstead, "they...decided to retain only enough technology...to meet a

single need: a small electrical plant provided the refrigeration necessary for the

sperm bank" (1).

ln fact, the WomanRight uses many other aspects of reproductive science to

safeguard women's position: f¡ozen sperm and the techniques for thawing and

insemination, amniocentesis and abortion (to ensure that a woman's first child will

always be a girl) and surrogacy, where the woman agrees to gestate a boy child to

be handed over to an unknown man at the Biennial Exchange. Each of these

procedures has come under attack by radicalfeminists who come close to an

essentialist positíon in arguing that "natural" conception, pregnancy and childbirth

are the only ways that women can claim the power of motherhood. By using the

NRTs (under strict female control), the "new" women oÍ Heartland ensure "a world

in which men were neither needed nor wanted" (42).

The narrative suggests that it is not motherhood which disempowers women, but

heterosexuat relations and practices. Gestating, birthing, raising (and even

relinquishing) children become a source of power, motivation and social unity

when men are removed from the reproductive process. Female controlled

reproduction has long term effects on how children are perceived and raised in

both the male and female societiesin Heartland. Commercial surrogacy, with its

resultant commodification of children, is non-existent, despite the fact that women

do allow their reproductive organs and tissues to be used to propagate boy

children for the men in Phoenix. Surrogacy arrangements are based on the

ideology that
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...nothing exists which is as valuable as life, or can be conrpared with it,

[and therefore] the women would accept nothing in exchange except the

men's assurance that the children would be cared for with the utmost

enlightenment and love the men could manage. (46)

The psychological trauma associated with relinquishing a child is only partially

resolved by aborting boy embryos if conceived before a girl is born. The "strong

natural attachment that is painfulto break" (296) is rarely acknowledged except as

the necessary sacrifice to ensure a "secure and happy way of life for

both...societies" (296). This "happy way of life' is ultimately shown to be flawed.

When Eingana is reunited with her adult son Lysander, they both experience a

"feeling of wings, of rising lightness" (286). Both recognise the unbreakable bond

which thirty years apart has been unable to sever or diminish. Sunsarah and her

son Jason also experience an incomprehensible bond when they meet for the first

time as adults. The novel's conclusion suggests that despite the effects of NRTs

on the experience of motherhood (including the possibility that "mothering" need

not be based on the sharing of genetic material) it is still important to recognise the

profound and ongoing connection between mothers and the children they have

gestated in their own bodies.

ln the new society founded by the WomanRight, male alienation in the

reproductive process is deliberately compounded by refusing men the right to

contribute their own sperm to conception. To allow men's personal involvement in

reproduction would be to reinstate patriarchy, where'[each] self-clrosen father

would claim his son like a possession, and the WomanRight would soon be

inextricably tied, biologically, to Phoenix' (142). As the women argue convincingly,

"They're not real parents, like women are. They don't give birth!" (143). The

question arises, as it does in the contemporary debate - who is the real

father/mother? The one who donates his/her genetic material? Or the one who

nurtures and raises the child?
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Despite the women's intention of creating "a new world, [where] unity would

replace duality" (43) the WomanRight in practice inverts the binary oppositions

rather than destroying them. Their over-dependence on technological

reproductive methods places their authority in a precarious position. As soon as

the sperm banks begin to fail, they have no other choice than to fìnd a way of

communicating with the group that have until now been subordinate. Five young

women decide to kidnap some men and "steal" their sperm. Like the men of

patriarchal history, these young women commit moral rape in imagining that they

have a right to the men's genetic material not only for the purpose of reproduction,

but for maintaining their own positions of power.

However, the badly planned and poorly executed kidnapping paves the way for the

possibility of a dialogue between the sexes. Rachel and Delphine are surprised to

find themselves sexually attracted to the men. Rachel has a brief sexual

encounter with Jason, which she believes is a sunendering to "something much

older than both Phoenix and the WomanRighl" (221). Later she makes love with

Lysander as a conscious choice and they both conclude that although nothing is

solved, there is also nothing missing (241). Similarly, Delphine discovers a new

kind of love with Jason in whiclr each barrier disappears (253). Sex and

communication become inextricably bound together and the narrative hints at the

transformative power of sexuel love, even as it insists that "[r]eproduction has

nothing to do with love" (315).

Like the fluid boundaries of maternal experience, which challenge binarised

thinking, the sexual relationships which develop between the women and the men

begin the process of breaking down the baniers between the WomanRight and

Phoenix. ln discovering the pleasures, joys and complexities of a heterosexual

union, each of the protagonists is able to question and reimagine the current social

arrangement. The novel concludes with a new cooperation between the
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commun¡ties, one which is based on continued separateness, but with the

recognition of inter-relatedness (326), mutual need and respect. Yet although it

seems as if the dualities have been finally smashed, the women make clear that

they will still retain the reproductive power. lntimacy is to be initiated by women;

the mechanics of reproduction will remain a female domain; and abortion will still

be the individual woman's choice (328-9).

Hea¡ttand is a nanative of "creative resistance". Corbett's primary tactic is to draw

on well-known theorists (feminist and othenuise) to illuminate the key conceptual

threads of each chapter. The author self-consciously inverts gender binaries to

show the inevitable failure of such a strategy, and then posits an alternative vision

which allows for mutual respect between the sexes. Although the narrative

concludes that reproductive technologies are not necessarily oppressive to

women, it insists that control of that technology must remain firmly in the hands of

women. Women's unique physical relationship with children is acknowledged,

although the text is carefulto illustrate that "mothering" can be undertaken by

anyone, man or woman, regardless of sexual orientation, who respects the value

and fragility of human life. New reproductive technologies in Nancy Corbett's

Heaftland not only redefine motherhood, but imagine a whole new concept of

fatherhood.

Marge Piercy's novel Woman on the Edge of Time (1979) also attempts to destroy

the binary oppositions of patriarchy and create new parenting paradigms. The

author draws on a range of feminist theories to create two altemative futures that

may emerge through the use of new reproductíve technologies. Some of those

theories view NRTs as the means through which motherhood will be transformed

and revalued. Others insist that women's experience of maternity will become

fragmented and ultimately disempowered.
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The central character Consuelo (Connie) has been incarcerated in a mental

hospital because of her "violent outbursts'. Having endured the death of her first

husband in gang warfare, domestic violence and abandonment by her second

husband, and the death of her most recent partner while he was in jail, Connie is

understandably shaken and withdrawn. Trying to raise her four year old daughter

Angelina on welfare further alienates her. When she loses her temper and hits

Angelina, breaking the child's wrist, Connie is punished by being sent to a mental

hospital. While there she embraces the doctor's prognosis that she is a "bad

mothe/' and accepts the deprivations, drugs, seclusion and physical abuses which

constitute her "treatment". She also unwittingly signs a form relinquishing custody

of Angelina. Woman on the Edge of Time opens with Connie, now living in a slum

apartment, engaging in another act of violence, but this time it is to protect her

niece Dolly who is being beaten by her pimp Geraldo. Connie smashes a bottle

on Geraldo's nose, and fìnds herself back in the mental hospital.

Unlike her fìrst incarceration, Connie cannot understand why she is being

punished. She refuses the label of violent or ubad" and in so doing invites the

wrath of the medical staff who will not regard her as anything else. Connie's

enforced imprisonment and her highly sensitive subconscious enable her to

imagine and explore an alternative social arrangement, where mothering is not the

sole responsibility of women, is not done in isolation and in poverty, and where

mothers are not under constant surveillance by social welfare, government and

medical practitioners.

Luciente is a "sender" from Mattapoisett in 2137 and Connie is a 'catche/' from

New York in 1976. They break through the baniers of time and place, through

either extraordinary mental powers, Connie's capacity for visions (367) or her

drug-induced hallucinations. The nanative does not insist on Luciente's "real"

bodily presence, but nor does it discount its possibility. Luciente explains to
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connie that "[w]e can only know what we can truly imagine. Finally what we can

see comes from ourselves" (328).

Connie's tragic life, which has included sexual, physical and emotional abuse, an

enforced abortion and hysterectomy, and repeated abandonments, ironically

provides her with the ability to imagine a better, more humane society in which to

mother. This transformation is only possible when both men and women

experience the responsibilities and joys of mothering, without the different status

accorded to the parent with the biological connection, or to the person whose body

gestates the baby. Luciente suggests that the new order is a direct result of the

feminist movement:

It was part of women's long revolution. When we were breaking all the old

hierarchies. Finally there was that one thing we had to give up too, the only

power we ever had, in return for no more power for anyone. The original

production: the power to give birth. cause as long as we were biologically

enchained, we'd never be equal. And males never would be humanized to

be loving and tender. So we all became mothers. Every child has three'

To break the nuclear bonding. (105)

ln this futuristic world, envisaged only a few years after Firestone's ideas of extra-

uterine gestation were published, and ten years before Corbett's Heartland, babìes

are born from artifìcial "brooders". Connie sarcastically refers to the mechanical

device as ,,Mother the machine" (102) (which is perhaps not coincidentally similar

to the tifle of Gena Corea's book The Mother Machine [1985] ) and its products as

,'bland bottlebom monsters" (106). Like the future imagined in Heaftland, and

perhaps in response to Dinnerstein's hypothesis of the "monster mothe/', children

in Luciente's world have three parents. Connie is apprehensive about the idealistic

arrangement and resents the fact that men have seemingly stolen women's

procreative power.
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She felt angry. Yes, how dare any man share that pleasure. These women

thought they had won, but they had abandoned to men the last refuge of

women. What was special about being a woman here? They had given it

all up, they had let men steal from them the last remnants of ancient power,

those sealed in blood and in milk. (134)

Luciente's society does seem to be the fulfilment of Firestonian theory. ln this

community '[e]veryone raises the kids" (251), and both men and women

experience the joys of motherhood (including breast-feeding, through the use of

artifìcial hormones), and the "dignity [which] comes from work" (251). Despite the

almost utopian aspects of this future, Connie needs a space to voice her own

maternal subjectivity. Her sense of self has been profoundly affected by the

embodied experience of pregnancy, childbirth and breastfeeding. She sees it as

an "ancient powe/', something "special", and not easily given up. Connie

recognises that this is not something that can be produced by a gestating

machine. The blurring of body boundaries which occurs during in-body gestation

and childbirth, although achieved to some extent for the men through chemically

induced breastfeeding, is a crucial part of maternal subjectivities. Sarah Ruddick

says that

When a birthgiving female engages in this bodily/social, sex-expressive

project [pregnancy and birthing] she may acquire, and then through

reflection articulate, distinctive metaphysical attitudes, cognitive capacities,

and values. (1994: 41).

lf, as Ruddick argues, in-body gestation has the potential for such a transformative

experience, to replace it with a machine could have a profound socio-cultural

impact (although that impact may indeed be positive as illustrated by the society of

Mattapoisett in 2167).
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However, Luciente's world is not the only future imagined in Woman on the Edge

of Time. After Connie's skull is implanted with a device to monitor and control her

behaviour, her ability to "catch" or "send" into the future becomes confused and

unpredictable. She stumbles into a nightmare that is a combination of Rowland's,

Dworkin's and Pateman's theorisations. Not only are the women classified

according to their procreative functions (for instance, only the fat "moms" have

children [2gO]), but they are enslaved in hierarchical "contracts" with men, ranging

from one night to ten years. These contracts are completely controlled by men

who stipulate all reproductive activities. The lowest group on the social scale for

both sexes is the'\rvalking organ banks" (291). The narrative suggests that if

permitted to develop unchecked, reproductive technologies could produce such a

society. As Luciente's friend Barbarossa explains, "At certain cruxes of

history...forces are in conflict. Technology is imbalanced. Too few have too much

power. Alternate futures are equally or almost equally probable...and that affects

the... shape of time" (1 97).

Luciente encourages Connie to understand that she has a role to play in the

present which will direct and shape the future ("No one is helpless. No one

controls" t1961). Connie stops seeing herself as the passive victim of power-

hungry scientists and starts to view her situation as a "war", one which she has to

'Tight the only way [she can] see" (366). The novel implies that a number of

futures are possible, and that individuals have a responsibility to be active agents

in their own lives. Yet despite the text's insistence on Connie's "fight", the novel's

conclusion is less than liberating. Connie remains trapped within a mental

institution, utterly powerless, her vision of the future lost in ahaze of prescribed

drugs. Neither of the futures envisaged in the nanative incorporates a society that

respects women's corporeal maternal experience. The "choices", it would seem,

are either to sacrifìce the uniqueness of the female body, or to be completely

dictated by that specifìcitY.
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Marge Piercy successfully uses science fiction to explore the implications of new

reproductive technologies for motherhood. Rather than create a feminist utopia,

wherein women are unproblematically freed from the physical limitations of

biological motherhood, Piercy draws on the often conflicting views of feminist

theorists to suggest two alternatives, neither of which is completely satisfactory.

The two futures which exist side by side in Woman on the Edge of Time are made

possible because Piercy allows the subconscious of her main character, a woman

classified as "mentally ill", to direct the narrative. lt is a highly imaginative and

successful strategy, which insists at all times on the agency of the individual, while

also highlighting the pervasiveness of institutional power. Although the electronic

device used to control Connie's behaviour does not have a reproductive effect, it is

technology which is deemed appropriate because of Connie's status as a Bad

Mother. Piercy seems to be suggesting that many scientifìc/medical practices (in

addition to the new reproductive technologies) are part of an ongoing culture of

controlling and manipulating the bodies of women/mothers.

While the uterus has been made redundant in Piercy's novel, it becomes a key

component of motherhood in Margaret Atwood's novel The Handmaid's Tale

(1987). ln the fictional world of Gilead, "motherhood" is divided into various

functions in a "system of dismembered motherhood", which as Gena Corea

argues, will result in none of the women having "compelling claim to her child"

(1988: 290). "Handmaids" provide the genetic material and gestational

environment, "Marthas" are responsible for household tasks and 'Wives" are the

nurturers who raise the child, and provide social and sexual services to the father

of the child. "Econowives" are traditional women who take responsibility for all

three elements of the domestic sphere. Notably, there is no role for women to play

outside the home.
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Unlike feminist theorists such as Dworkin, Pateman, Rowland and Corea, Gilead's

tutor in femininity, Aunt Lydia, sees the new division of female functions as a step

forward for women. She teaches her students that "The striped dresses [of the

Econowivesl are worn-looking, as are their faces. Some day, when times

improve...no one will have to be an Econowife" (55). Aunt Lydia's recognition that

isolated, full-time mothering is debilitating is a parody of the early feminist

theorisation of motherhood. She rejects the mundane domestic tasks associated

with mothering, without acknowledging the positive aspects of giving birth to and

raising children. Rather than seek to change the social context within which

mothering occurs (the "institution"), Aunt Lydia assumes that it is motherhood itself

which must be be redefined.

Despite the biblicalfoundation accorded surrogacy, and its "position of honour" in

Gilead society (23), the Handmaids are reduced to subhuman status. The doctors

use intersecting sheets when examining the Handmaids, so that they "deal ...with

a torso only" (70). Many of the Marthas see the Handmaids as diseased (19), and

the Wives are open in their hostility and resentment. Serena Joy, far from being

the "motherly figure...who would understand and protect [her]" (26), tells Offred: "l

want to see as little of you as possible" (25).

Predictably, the men (the "Commanders") use the Handmaids' bodies, not only for

the socially prescribed role of procreation, but for their own sexual gratification. As

foreseen by Andrea Dworkin, Gileadian society applies the "brothel method" to

reproduction, and this is achieved by gaining complete control over the woman's

(Handmaid's) body. lt is not just their sexual and reproductive lives which are

controlled, but every minute detail of their existence. The Handmaids have

become social hostages or prisoners. Offred fantasises about regaining even

miniscule personal power: "l think about laundromats. What I wore to them:

shorts, jeans, jogging pants. What I put into them: my own clothes, my own

money, money I had earned myself. I think about having such control" (34).
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The feminist notion of freedom is revised in Gilead, and women are told that it is

not freedom fo (be employed, have financial independence, have reproductive

choice) which is as important as freedom from (34). But if women have seemingly

won freedom from male violeneÆ, rape and unwanted pregnancies, such

oppression has only been replaced by an all-pervasive male control that renders

the former male aggression unnecessary. The Commander is not the only man

who can manipulate Offred's life. ln a society which values Offred for her womb

only, she is acutely aware of the power of male technodocs, who can "fake the

tests, report me for cancer, for infertility, have me shipped off to the colonies with

the Unwomen" (71).

To be an "Unwoman" is to commit crimes that strike at the heart of Gilead's

definition of Woman. These crimes include: protesting patriarchy, "leading men

on" to rape (and not accepting responsibility for it), voluntarily becoming sterile,

aborting an embryo/foetus, having intercourse with a man not your "Commander",

using contraception, being old, being infertile, being sick. ln other words, being

"Unwoman" means being anything which does not contribute to or uphold the

zenith of patriarchy which is Gilead.

The narrative mockingly celebrates the distinctive female labour of childbirth. ln-

body gestation rs a transformative experience. But unlike Chris Weedon's

suggestion of assuming a strategicfemale identity, the women in Gilead are

always and only identified according to their biology. lt is Gileadian society's

acceptance of an essential female nature predicated on Woman's (reproductive)

body which turns the celebration into a farce.

Technology is renounced and "natural" childbirth is posited as the only birthing

option. ln labour and delivery women are allowed to use their "female powe/',

both as a cohesive support group, and as individuals. Male doctors who "used to
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be in charge" (124), are no longer involved in the birthing process, except in

extreme emergencies. Drugs, inducements and surgery are replaced by

communal swaying, panting, chanting, breathing and even a'Joint b¡rth" where the

Wife sits on the birthing stool behind and above the Handmaid as she delivers the

baby. Offred says to her mother, who was a feminist and is now probably dead:

"you wanted a women's culture. Well, now there is one. lt isn't what you meant,

but it exists. Be thankful for small mercies" (137). The text suggests that rejecting

reproductive technology outright is potentially just as dangerous as naively and

thoughtlessly embracing it.

Aunt Lydia envisages a female utopia in Gilead where women "walk the path of life

together, each performing her appointed tasK' (171), although this is difficult for

Offred to imagine, given her reduced status as "two-legged womb...sacred

vessel...[and] ambulatory chalice" (146). The notion that each woman has an

"appointed tasK, rather than a self-determined, evolving life is what ultimately

makes Gilead society the embodiment, rather than a transformation of, traditional

motherhood ideology.

Feminist theory is comprised of multiple, often conflicting models of thought.

While Firestone blamed biological reproduction for women's oppression, Adrienne

Rich explored the positive elements of mothering and its potential for creativity and

joy. The new Gileadien society is a patchwork of various feminist insights

operating within the tyranny of patriarclry. Aunt Lydia points out that in the past

motherhood and children were undervalued (123) and the Commander tries to

persuade Offred that the new system

has given [women] more than [it has]taken away...Money was the only

measure of worth, for everyone, they got no respect as mothers. No

wonder they were giving up on the whole business. This way they're
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protected, they can fulfill their biological destinies in a peace with full

support and encouragement. (231)

Another feminist fantasy might be said to be fulfilled when the Handmaids unite to

kill with their bare hands a man accused of rape. Offred recognises a "bloodlust"

in herself - the desire to "tear, gouge, rend" (291). lf women are objectified by

rape, the act of vengeful murder evens the score. "He has become an if' (292).

Offred realises the illusion of such score-settling and doesn't participate in the

man's death. lt is the objectification and destruction of the man that causes Offred

to give up the battle to retain her sense of self. She says: "l want to keep on living

in any form. I resign my body freely, to the uses of others. They can do what they

like with me. I am object. I feel, for the first time, their true powe/ (298).

Who are the "they" to whom Offred refers? They are certainly not just the men

who, despite wielding great power, do not uphold the system alone. They are the

Marthas, the Wives, the other Handmaids and the Aunt Lydias who provide "the

best and most cost-effective way to control women for reproductive and other

purposes" (320). "They" include kind Cora, who sees Offred as her only hope to

assuage her own childlessness (307), Serena Joy who aims to control Offred, the

reproductive process, and "thus...the final product" (104), the Commander who

refers to women as "evening rental[s]" (245), and the male doctors who "treat"

menstruation as a'Tailure" (83).

But if every individual is "complicit" in the crimes of its social system (288), the

narrative admits the opportunity for individual subversion, resistance and even

escape, which is Offred's ultimate but as yet unfulfilled plan. The model of

motherhood presented in The Handmaid's Tale is not a liberating one. The

narrative suggests that reproductive technologies, although not evil in themselves,

potentially reinforce a motherhood ideology based on biological essentialism. ln
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Gilead, whether or not a woman experiences motherhood (in any capacity), she is

only ever categorised according to her reproductive function.

Sa/f by Gabrielle Lord (1990) is a science fiction novel which further probes the

socio-cultural implications of the new reproductive technologies in an horrifìc vision

of the future. Transgenesis, or cross-species fertilisation and propagation, which

Jalna Hanmer and other feminist theorists have argued is an inevitable step in

reproductive technology research, is the "Demon" project around which the action

centres. Dr Rosemary's "life work" has been to uSe human, lemur and

chimpanzee genetic material to create "[b]eings who are much tougher and

stronger than we are, who are intelligent. And expendable" (188). Her work is

temporarily interrupted when the media publishes "distressing" photographs of

experiments on advanced human embryos (191). The research, which had

previously centred on the treatment of dementia and AlDs, becomes the secret

playground of powerful male government officials, who use her "new people" as

"spare parts" providers (251). One man obtains a new heart, another a new penis,

while another intends to restore his sight with the eyes from one of the "biobanks"

(237).

But if the genetically engineered people become little other than "lab rats" (251),

their "mothers" are reduced to "endrocrinological environments" in an extreme

fulfilment of Rowland's predictions. Not only has Woman's body ceased to be

viewed as a unified whole, but the bodies of the women in this story are

physiologically as well as metaphorically dismembered. Six headless neomorts

gestate parahuman foetuses in uteruses which are kept functioning through an

artificial hydroponic system (253). Dr Rosemary congratulates herself on the

perfect blend of science and nature. She says: "No need for fiddly in vitro

equipment. This was the best way because it was nature's way" (253).
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The women used for the experimentation are felons who now "[pay] the state

some of the debt they owe..." (253). ln current western culture, the "bad" mother

must pay for her crimes by relinquishing or having her children forcibly taken from

her; and at worst, being sterilised. lt is an ironic twist of fate that in Gabrielle

Lord's genetically engineered future, women's ultimate punishment is to be made

into continually pregnant, artifìcially functioning wombs.

"Mothers", any mothers, in this narrative are given an almost deified status.

Myson, a feral man who has known nothing but savagery and cannibalism,

enshrines the body of his own dead mother. He refers to the body as "fhe mother"

and gives it reverential, almost ritualistic attention. Dr Rosemary similarly "felt an

almost religious awe" in the presence of "her six mothers" (253). She uses a

pronatalist argument to defend her research: "How could a person be against

motherhood?" (190).

The only "natural" mother in the story is Hedda, who despite her ambivalent

feelings, is made "breathless with fearful excitement" (101) by her unplanned

pregnancy. She enjoys "a míghty surge of power...and [n]ow she could feel her

ovaries and her womb; her heart and lungs working" (2O4). ln tapping her

primordial power, Hedda is able to escape "civilisation". She returns to the desert

to become "tall and strong...wild and beautiful", alongside her children who "[shine]

with fortitude and grace" (279). Sentimentalthough such a description is, the

narrative is attempting to reclaim embodied maternal experience in a technological

environment that has attempted to drsembody motherhood.

Predictably, it is this vision of 'natural" motherhood which the text presents as the

ideal model, even though it reinforces traditional motherhood ideology and its

inherent idealisation of the maternal body. The narrative ends with the six

headless neomorts remaining locked in the "mothers' room" which is eventually

"sealed up...like Pharoah's tomb" (278). Gabrielle Lord's novel is a celebration of
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"natural" motherhood and a frightening (if one-sided) exposé of the repercussions

of continued research in the NRTs. Individuals in the nanative continually

challenge the new order and in the end are allowed (limited) victory. But as one

character concludes: "...the scientists and the soldiers only do what we want them

to do. lt's no use blaming them. We've all helped make the terrible mess" (281).

The nightmare vision of motherhood presented in Sa/f is the most extreme of any

of the texts explored in this chapter. Gabrielle Lord hypothesises not just about

how the new reproductive technologies may assist individual women in their desire

for a child, but about the logical consequences of manipulating human genetic

material. Her prophesy of scientifically controlled motherhood based solely on the

ability of the uterus to gestate artificially created, para-human foetuses is

frightening because it is surprisingly easy to imagine.

The representations of a "nev/' contemporary motherhood made possible by

reproductive technologies reflect an on-going debate in feminist theory and in

society at large. Some of the authors, notably Hawthorne and Klein (Angels of

power), consciously set out to link theory and fictional writing, with a highly political

agenda. Other writers are less deliberate in their project. Rita Felski argues:

The evidence of underlying affinities between the structures and themes of

contemporary women's writing and particular forms of feminist ideology

does not necessarily imply that the ideology in question can in all cases be

imputed to the author of the literary text as a consciously held political

position. Rather, literary and political domains interact with each other and

with the broader cultural sphere, often reflecting general trends within

society. (1989: 834)

It is clear from each of the texts explored in this chapter that there are

"interactions" between the literary, political and cultural spheres, and that this
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interaction works to explore the effects of new reproductive technologies on

society's concept of "motherhood". The play and each of the stories in Angels of

Power present a strongly polemic and negative view of the NRTs. Nancy

Corbett's novel Heafttand explores the potential of the "simple" reproductive

technologies, strictly under the control of women, to redefìne both fatherhood and

motherhood. Woman on the Edge of Time posits that the development of NRTs is

part of an ongoing system of surveillance and control of women's bodies, but that

with feminist insight and activism, they may provide the means to change gender

relations in society. The many and varied feminist responses to reproductive

technology are parodied in the imagined future of The Handmaid's Tale. ln this

novel, Margaret Atwood creates an image of dismembered and disempowered

motherhood. Gabrielle Lord takes Atwood's prophecy one step further by

suggesting that continued developments in reproductive medicine may result in a

concept of motherhood that centres on simultaneous idealisation and physical

dismemberment of the maternal body. Although some of the works explored in

this chapter imagine utopian futures made possible through the use of new

reproductive technologies, none of the texts suggest that NRTs should be

wholeheartedly embraced.

Strongly ínformed by a number of feminist theories, each of the fictions explores

the paradoxical implications of reproductive technology. On the one hand the

NRTs reinforce motherhood ideology by insisting that all women can and shoLlld

mother. Medica l/scientifi c man i pul ati on of women's reproductive bodies

simultaneously idealises the idea of "natural" motherhood (it is better to give birth

to a baby than adopt a child), while it devalues the embodied maternal experience

(who is the mother, the one who donated the egg or the one who gestated the

foetus?). On the other hand, reproductive technologies have the potential to

transform motherhood ideology by removing two previously characteristics

previously considered "universal" and "unchanging": pregnancy through

heterosexual relations, and in-body gestation of the foetus. The fiction explored in
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this chapter contributes to the crucial, on-going debate about the implications of

new reproductive technologies for the future.
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Ghapter 5

Lesbian Mothers

This chapter will look at representations of lesbian mothers in contemporary fiction

by women. Although the chapter is not specifically about the representation of

mothers in lesbian fiction, my reading has led me to conclude that some of the

more interesting and challenging representations of lesbian mothers are by lesbian

writers. "Lesbian" in this text will refer to a woman who is sexually attracted to

other women, whether or not she is sexually active.

The chapter will consider fictional representations of lesbian motherhood in

relation to the way lesbian mothers are represented in other discourses,

particularly law. The purpose of looking at representations in both contexts will be

to examine the way lesbian motherhood challenges the dominant maternal

epistemology; the way maternal experience is reshaped through lesbian

motherhood; and the fictional devices that some women writers use to disrupt

conventional motherhood representations.

Until relatively recently, "lesbian" and "mothe/' have been thought to be mutually

exclusive. ln a homophobic, heterosexist culture it was simply inconceivable that

a woman who enjoyed sexual relations with women, rather than men, would also

participate in maternal activity and childrearing. Women who "came out" as

lesbians after a heterosexual relationship, bringing with them the offspring of that

union, were more often than not considered "unfit" as mothers (Falk 1992).

As other chapters in this thesis have demonstrated, non-conforming women are

especially vulnerable to the judgement that they are unfit to fulfil maternal

responsibilities. Motherhood ideology insists on a narrow definition of "good"

mothering. Central to this definition is the taken-for-granted heterosexual, married

status of the woman. lncarcerated women, single mothers, women on welfare,

"unfeminine" women, working mothers and lesbian women all challenge

motherhood ideology. By their insistence on having and raising children alone, or
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n a community of women, lesbians challenge patriarchal norms. Lesbians, by their

very existence, are subversive.

Until 1839 children were considered the property of their fathers (Maggiore 1992:

xix). tn 1885 the Criminal Law Amendment Act in Great Britain outlawed

homosexuality between men, although lesbians were excluded from the Act

because Queen Victoria insisted that "no woman would ever do that" (Castle 1992:

128). Historically, lesbians simply didn't exist and men owned the children. How

then, following the breakdown of a heterosexual relationship, could a lesbian

woman obtain custody of her children?

According to one forum, "approximately three million gay men and lesbians in the

United States are parents and between eight and ten million children are raised in

gay or lesbian households" (Editors of the Harvard Law Review 1992: 157).

Setting aside for the moment the problem of lumping and gay men and lesbian

women together, there are clearly a large number of lesbian mothers who do have

custody of their children. Rivera (1979) estimates that between 1 .5 and 5 million

lesbian women reside in the U.S. with their children (as cited by Falk 1992: 55).

Although lesbian mothers now have a better chance of obtaining custody than

their fore-sisters,13 judges are still plagued by misconceptions and myths about

lesbians and lesbian parenting arrangements. According to Dolores Maggiore,

these myths include the belief that lesbians are man-haters. Lesbians are

apparently seething with bitterness towards all men whom they regard as the

"enemy". ln this environment, the court suggests, children are unlikely to grow up

with adequate male role models. Lesbians are thought to rnolest children, despite

the ovenryhelming data that shows that most child abuse is committed by

heterosexual men. ln a lesbian household it is thought that women will "convert"

their children to a homosexual lifestyle through deviant sexual models. "lnverts",

as lesbians were known until well into the twentieth century, are considered to be

mentally ill. Counselling and intensive therapy are thought to be necessary for

lesbians to lead well-balanced, psychologically healthy lives. Finally, a myth which

influences court decisions concerning child custody is that lesbian women are

more promiscuous and have more unstable relationships than their heterosexual

counterparts (Maggiore 1992: xxv). ln addition to these widely accepted myths
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about lesbian women is one that is ironically reinforced by the court. lt is assumed

that children will be stigmatised by their peers, despite the fact that the stigma of

race, disability or class is not usually cited as a reason not to award custody to a

parent (Falk 1992: 59).

Despite the court's concern that children raised by lesbian mothers will themselves

grow up to be homosexual, the research of Golombok, Spencer and Rutter (1983)

was unable to identify one family pattern associated with the development of

homosexual orientation.la lnstead, along with numerous other studies, the

research suggests that sexual orientation is influenced by a wide variety of inputs.

The mother, far from being the omnipotent monster of Dinnersteinian imagination,

is just one influence in her child's life.

Falk argues that although the situation has certainly improved, the biggest

obstacle to lesbian women winning custody of their children is still their sexual

orientation. Lesbian mothers have to prove that they are just as "maternal", just as

"instinctively" nurturing as heterosexual mothers. Lawyers have to prove that the

lesbian mother is not psychologically unbalanced, that she doesn't spend all her

time at lesbian bars, and that there isn't a different partner in her bed every

weekend. ln short, her sexuality is considered to override every other aspect of

her life, work and parenting. To obtain custody, the lesbian mother must prove

that she is "just as good" as a heterosexual mother.

ln short, lesbian mothers have historically been forced to conform to traditional

ideals of femininity and motherhood if they were to remain primary caregivers.

More recently, some lesbian feminist theorists have argued for a complete

rejection of motherhood ideology, because of its embeddedness in heterosexuality

as the norm. Dolores Maggiore suggests that lesbian mothers need to define

themselves, not according to culturally endorsed models, but according to new

models which emphasise the positive aspects of their sexual identification and

lifestyle (1992: xxi).

Michele Graham agrees, suggesting that "fl]esbian families are at the cutting edge

of our struggle for equality because they embody the very destruction of patriarchy

which is dependent on the systemic abuse initiated within the family structure"
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(1992:41). However Nancy Polikoff refutes such idealisation. She says that

"lesbianism does not negate or transform the institution of motherhood.

Motherhood, like marriage, is too loaded with this patriarchal history and function

to be an entirely different phenomenon just because lesbians are doing it" (1992b:

9). Many mothers, fighting for custody of their children in the homophobic court,

may not feel that they have the freedom or the courage to be spokespeople for the

liberating aspects of a lesbian lifestyle. Too much is at stake.

While the statistics suggest that more and more lesbian mothers are winning

custody battles, some commentators believe that the situation is actually getting

worse. Prior to the attention given to "alternative'family anangements in the

1g36s and 90s, the courts, the social worker and the publlc were ill informed, but

"[t]oday, informed judges feel free to act on their prejudices with impunity" (Davies

and Weinstein 1992: 39).

Until recently, most lesbian mothers had been in a heterosexual relationship. By

far the issue of most importance to lesbian mothers continues to be child custody

lf a lesbian woman is able to win custody of her children, the next major hurdle to

overcome is the establishment of an alternative family arrangement with her

female partner.ls

Adoption and alternative reproductive technologies provide the opportunity for

lesbians to embrace motherhood, without any participation in heterosexual

practices or relationships. Fiona Nelson argues that the ideology of reproductive

choice, with its initialfocus on choosing not to have children, is especially relevant

for lesbian women because it allows them consciously and responsibly to create a

new family form. She says that the lesbian-headed family "must be understood on

its own terms, not as an aberration or deviation from traditional family forms"

(1ss6: 6).

It is clear that the growing number of lesbian families will have to be acknowledged

by popular, scientific, medical and legal definitions of the family. ln particular,

Donor lnseminated (Dl) lesbian co-mothers pose a challenge to social definitions

of "mothe/', as demonstrated by the fact that sperm for the purposes of self-

insemination has only recently become easily available to lesbian women.ro
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Nelson suggests that the "maternal epistemology'' shared by many mothers is not

accessible to non-biological mothers. She says that:

The experience of giving birth and the social role of mothering place women

in particular social spaces inhabited mainly by other mothers. Maternal

epistemology springs from these spaces, the concepts of which are the

foundations of maternal discourse. By sharing the details of birth and

mothering, women weave and reweave the connections between

themselves, not only in the present but also in the past and in the future.

(1996:100)

Through numerous, detailed discussions with the women in her 1996 survey,

Nelson concluded that non-biological mothers in lesbian co-parenting relationshrps

felt that they were less welcome in the maternal discourse than the women who

had given birth. Non-biological mothers in blended lesbian families felt that they

were rarely allowed a real claim to maternal authority, despite the extensive

mothering work for which they were responsible.

Nelson's research, and the recent availability of new reproductive technologies to

lesbian women, illustrates that motherhood is not an innate, unchanging

experience which transcends sexuality, culture, class, geography and time' For

the lesbian co-mothers in Nelson's study, the role of "mothe/' does not necessarily

begin with in-body gestation and birthgiving. "lt is a state of being, a perspective,

an emotional connection, and a set of activities. lt is a status whose achievement

depends on validation by others that one ls a mother" (1996: 135). Nelson argues

that when lesbian Dl mothers insist that they are both "mothers" they potentially

alter the existing maternal discourse (1996. 101 ).

However, Ruthann Robson, in her essay "Mother: The Legal Domestication of

Lesbian Existence" (1995), suggests that although more lesbian mothers are

winning custody of their children, motherhood ideology, with its emphasis on good

versus bad mothering, has largely gone unchallenged. Robson contends that the

very category "mothe/' is too restrictive and punitive to be usefulfor lesbian legal
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theory. Like other theorists, Robson exhorts lesbian women to openly defy the

dominant discourse rather than fearfully conform to it.

What then, would such a challenge look like? To consider this question, it is

necessary to recognise the historical shifts in feminist lesbian theory. The

introduction to this clrapter stated that "lesbian" would refer to a woman who is

sexually attracted to other women. Monique \Mttig maintains that the category

lesbian is "beyond the category of sex" (as cited in Palmer 1993: 22), and

Adrienne Rich's definition of a "lesbian continuum" represents lesbian existence as

a form of resistance to patriarchal power, regardless of sexual orientation.

According to Paulina Palmer, historically there have been two main approaches to

defining lesbianism. The first is known as the "Woman ldentified Woman", and

was prevalent from the 1970s to the early 1980s. This definition took Rich's

"lesbian continuumo as a basis and centered on female camaraderie and

companionship, and on the connections between lesbianism and femínism. The

second approach, from the mid-1980s to the present, is a libertarian one which

foregrounds the importance of sexual practice and lesbian erotics. Neither

approach is unproblematic. Palmer suggests that:

By simply inverting the political, woman-identified view of lesbianism

adopted by their predecessors, [radical lesbians] perpetuate the

phallocentric system of binaries and, more often than not, become locked in

a set of attitudes which are similarly dogmatic and one-sided. (1993: 25)

Fictional representations of lesbian mothers in novels written in the 1970s tend

therefore to be very different to contemporary representations, although both

provide the means to question and expose myths and stereotypes. The myths of

lesbian existence that continue to dominate child custody battles are manifest as

deeply entrenched stereotypes in literature. Lesbians are pictured as "vampires,

witches, predatory beasts, sadists, murderers, lonely spinsters and sexual

conquests" (Gever and Magnan 1991 :67).

Rewriting lesbian motherhood is not, however, a simple inversion of stereotypes.

The appropriation of patriarchal images can further inscribe stereotypes. As a

feminist reader seeking to read from a lesbian positionrT, I personally find it difficult
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to read sadomasochistic representations of butch/femme lesbians. Although

intended as parodic, the cover of the 1994 Penguin Book of Lesbian Shorf Sfories

(edited by Margaret Reynolds) replicates the hierarchy of clichéd heterosexuality.

It depicts two women, naked from the waist down, one affecting the style of a

wealthy, domineering male, and the other wearing lurid make-up and gaudy

clothes, and an expression of beaten submission. lt appears that the new

emphasis on sexuality and fantasy in lesbian theory often ignores or dismisses the

variety of other issues relating to lesbian existence, and in particular issues to do

with lesbian Parenting.

The lesbian in contemporary fiction seems to oscillate between extremes. She is

either a "deviant, erotically transgressive figure" or a "heroic, politically right-on

feminist who leads her sisters to challenge male oppression" (Palmer 1993: 4). lf

she is neither of these of these characterisations, she is invisible. A lesbian in

name only, contentedly participating in the heterosexual culture, her sexuality

and/or politics are a non-issue.

paulina Palmer suggests that specific linguistic apparatus may be employed to

create new representations that do not reinforce the binaries of hegemonic

discourse. These include multiple narrators and an emphasis on traditional

"feminine" modes of writing such as diary entries and letters (1993: 48). Some

writers use "ironic inversion" whereby the image of the lesbian as monster and

transgressive is re-evaluated and subverted (1993: 90-98). Palmer posits that

satire and humour are particularly useful tools in the representation of lesbian

characters.

Alternative plots can create what Marilyn Farwell describes as a "lesbian narrative

space". Farwell suggests that this can occur

when two women seek another kind of relationship than that which is

prescribed in the patriarchal structures, and when it occurs in the narrative,

it can cast a different light on the rest of the novel, even on those portions

that seem to affirm heterosexual patterns. (1990: 98)
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Complex representations of lesbian mothers reflect a wide variety of experiences,

including race, class, socio-economic background, parenting status and method of

reproduction, as well as sexual practices and fantasy. Fictional representations

that debunk stereotypes, resist creating new ones, portray complex, shifting

subjectivities, and ensure that the "nevy" lesbian mother is not an exotic version of

her heterosexual counterpart, will ultimately affect the treatment of lesbian mothers

in the courts and on the street.

Margaret Reynolds suggests that the idea that women experience a fluid and

shifting subjectivity is doubly true for lesbians (1994: xxxi). Many lesbian writers in

the anthology explore the intertwiníng of identities which potentially happens when

sexual sameness is the source of attraction. Like Palmer, Reynolds recognises

narrative strategies, including experimentation and word-play, as identifying

features in representations of lesbians. She argues, with Jay and Glasgow (1990),

that whether or not the writer identifìes as a lesbian is irrelevant. She says, "Who

knows? Who cares?" (1994: xxxii). What is important in the representation of

lesbian women, and for the purposes of this thesis, the representation of lesbian

mothers, is that the writer "knows the power of writing. How it can change ideas,

how it can challenge the world, how it can let in more light" (xxxiii).

This chapter seeks to "let in more light" on the issue of lesbian motherhood.

However, for a variety of reasons, including a rejection of heterosexual plots by

lesbian writers, an adherence to stereotypical representations in mainstream texts,

and a contemporary emphasis on lesbian sexuality and fantasy, motherhood is not

a common subject in fiction that deals with lesbian themes. There is a vast arraY

of novels with mothers as the protagonist, and a relatively large number of nove,s

with women who identify as lesbians as the central character. However, it proved

to be a difficult task to find novels that focused on the experiences of lesbian

mothers. Novels which fall into this category include: Barbara Burford's The

Threshing Ftoor (1986), Jan Clausen's Mothe4 Srsfe¿ Daughter, Lover (1981 ),

Michele Roberts' A Piece of the Night (1980), Kate Stimpson's C/ass Nofes (1979)

and Jane Rule's If,is,s Not for You (1982). Each of these novels has a strong

lesbian mother at the centre of the plot, and any one of them may have been used

as an example of representation that subverts and challenges dominant

motherhood disc¡urse.
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However, I was intrigued by portrayals of lesbian (maternal) subjectivity as shifting

and evolving, which Paulina Palmer sees as exemplary in Jeanette \Â/interson's

Oranges Are Not the Onty Fruit, and consciously sought out similar

representations. Palmer says that Oranges

...reject[s] a unitary model of subjectivity in favour of a delineation of

fantasy identities and multiple selves, [and] also in true postmodernist spirit,

envisages and depicts subjectivity itself in terms of narrativity. ...Il]nstead

of uncovering a single, static identity, ...[Winterson] constructs a series of

shifting, fluid selves by means of the acts of storytelling and fabulation in

which she engages. (1993: 101)

The three novels discussed in this chapter, Aquamarine (Carol Anshaw 1992),

Sotution Three (Naomi Mitchison 1975) and Ïasfrng Sa/f (Stephanie Dowrick

1gg7), all focus on mothers who demonstrate a shifting identity that incorporates

both lesbian sexuality and a constantly evolving maternal subjectivity. Neither

element is portrayed as definitive, although the narratives explore the ways that

being a lesbian and a mother question and defy heterosexual models of

motherhood. Carol Anshaw's novel is less specifically concerned with

representing lesbian motherhood than with creating a "lesbian narrative space"

which evolves through the three alternative plots. Stephanie Dowrick's chronicle

of grieving and loss is interrupted by the voice of a lesbian mother who strives to

articulate the interconnection between her sexuality and her maternal experience.

The last novel by Naomi Mitchison focuses on a feminist utopian vision, in which

lesbian motherhood is the social norm.

The narrative structure of Aquamarine, with a prologue and epilogue framing the

three alternative plots, uses lesbian desire to frame the experience of motherhood.

The main character Jesse exceeds categorisation - she is variously portrayed as

a lover of women, a mother, a daughter, a heterosexual lover and a wife. The te'm

"lesbian" is not specifìcally used and so this category is de-categorised and de-

stereotyped. A limitation of the text, however, is the simplistic, stereotypical

representation of the other mothers in the narrative.
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The story begins with the Mexico City Olympics in October 1968. Jesse Austin is

an American contender in the '100 metres freestyle event. Her chief rival is her

Australian lesbian lover Marty Finch. The opening scene emphasises Jesse's

complex subjectivity, which is at once psychologically focused, and yet intensely

physical. ls she the girl who has "swum this race in her head every day since she

was fourteen" (4) or is she the competitor who "needs to leave herself behind and

become purely what she can do"(S)?

This conflict between who she is and what she can do plays itself out in the

following three alternative "lives" presented by the text. The opening section

culminates in Jesse finishing second place in the race. She reconciles her

apparent failure with the fact that Marty has won the Gold medal, and together

"they have attained a great height... [which] they will inhabit foreve/' (7). Jesse

imagines "limitless possibilities" (7)that the reader is then able to explore through

the narrative(s).

The fìrst possibility, in the section called "skywrited' is that Jesse returns to her

hometown of New Jerusalem and immerses herself in heterosexual marriage and

suburbia. lt is 1990 and Jesse is enjoying a late, surprise pregnancy. ln addition

to being the "courier of valuable goods" (13), Jesse is also the caregiver of her

retarded brother Willie, the wife of Neal, and the lover of Wayne, the local UPS

carrier and sometime skywriter. However, the "truly gruesome love" she feels for

Wayne, her longed-for pregnancy, the calm provided by her husband, the

responsibilities of caring for her brother, and her mildly successful career as a real

estate agent, all do little to distract Jesse from the affair she had with Marty Finch

over twenty years ago.

In the second narrative, "Old Souls", Jesse is a Professor of English in New York,

and after a series of failed lesbian relationships, is six months into a committed

relationship with Kit, an actress from a daytime television soap. The narrative

explores the effects of this relationship on Jesse's sense of self. Until Kit, Jesse

had spent twenty years "grounding" herself (87). ln allowing herself to love Kit,

Jesse feels that:
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It's the first time since those hundred meters in Mexico City that she hasn't

felt any buffer between her and the sequence of events she walks through

which make uP'her life'. (87)

The laSt "alternatiVe life", entitled "6'5, 7'S & 9'S", is Set in Venus BeaCh, Florida'

Jesse is the divorced mother of two adolescent children and owner of a run-down

swimming academy, which she established with her ex-husband, Tom Bellini. She

is also the sometime lover of Oscar, a black Toyota salesman. As in the other

narratives, Mexico City and memories of Marty Finch continue to plague her. ln

hindsight, she recognises that it was around that time that she "had to make all the

crucial decisions" in her life (160). Like her own son Anthony who "will defend

anything Jesse attacks" (141), Jesse engages in conscious rebellion against her

mother by choosing to marry Tom Bellini and move to Florida.

Throughout each of the narratives, Jesse returns again and again to that defining

moment in her life, when she lost the Olympic gold medal. The loss is inextricably

bound up in Jesse's sense of abandonment by Marty, who never called or wrote to

Jesse after the Olympics.

Unlike many texts dealing with sexuality and lesbian relationships, Aquamarine

does not explicitly explore the lesbian aspect of Jesse's affair with Marty. At no

point does Jesse define herself as either "lesbian" or "heterosexual". Such

classifications are meaningless in this novel. lnstead the narrative focuses on what

drew Jesse and Marty together, and the effect of that relationship on Jesse's

future life, including her marriage and motherhood.

Maternal subjectivity is not a central theme in the first narrative. However, when

baby Olivia is born, Jesse believes that she has discovered a new sort of love.

Jesse is nuts about the baby. She couldn't have guessed this. She had no

idea she had this particular set of feelings inside her. A lot of the time it's

as though she is drunk with love. And it's a right love, about something real

and permanent. Not some riling thing making allthe hairs on her neck

stand up and setting everything else on edge. (71)
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ln embracing motherhood, Jesse imagines that she can put her past behind her

and move on. However, the "shadows' continue to haunt her. Wayne continues

to intrude on her life; Neal persists in his ignorant love; and Marty Finch's love and

betrayal remain embedded in Jesse's memory. This first narrative hints at the

impact of maternity, but resists suggesting that it is an antidote for any of the

complexities and inconsistencies of Jesse's life. Discovering a "right love" for her

child does not erase the disruptive power of all her other loves.

,,6's, 7's & g's" concentrates more directly on Jesse's experience of motherhood.

Jesse is acutely aware that she is replicating aspects of her own mothe/s

parenting, although she feels powerless to create an alternative paradigm (156).

She desperately wants a connection with her son; to get back to the relationship

they had when Anthony was an adventurous toddler and she was his proud

admirer. But as an adolescent with a drug habit and a petty criminal record, he

recedes further and further away from her. Jesse contemplates that:

...somewhere along the way, he slipped from surprises into secrets, started

becoming this elaborately unknowable person. Which makes Jesse crazY.

She sits quietly next to him and wants to tear him open and crawl inside,

find out who the hell is in there. (141)

It is this yearning for an embodied connection that makes this story so interestíng.

Unlike'skywritei'which gives little attention to Jesse's maternal experience, and

"Old Souls" which places Jesse outside of motherhood, "6's, 7's & 9's" focuses

explicitly on Jesse's interconnection with her children. She agonises about her

son ¡n particular, who she feels she can do little to help. The only time they spend

together is when Anthony finds himself in trouble, and Jesse has to "rescue" him.

ln a scene ironically reminiscent of a mother washing her newborn baby, Jesse

allows herself to express her maternity.

Because he's in a weakened state, messed-up and full of vague regrets, he

usually lets Jesse take him home. She turns the shower on full blast and

holds his wasted, marked-up body in front of the spray, tumed to as cold as

you can get water to run down here. She lets her love for him show while

he can't notice. (144)
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The narrative however, is careful not to portray Jesse in clichéd Madonna images

Despite her intention to provide text-book maternal support to Anthony, she finds

herself responding to his various crises with "wry but kindly responses", or with

"whatever comes out of her mouth" (140). Comically, she says to him after she

has bailed him out of jail, "You really fucked up this time" (139). Her need for

intertwining with her son in no way diminishes her own identity.

Unlike Anthony, who refuses to swim to spite his mother, Jesse's 17 year old

daughter Sharon is talented and persevering in the pool. Jesse debates with

herself about whether she should send Sharon to Pompano for serious training,

while self reflectively recognising that to do so would not only curtail her daughter's

freedom, but perhaps be a shallow attempt to erase her own failing at the

Olympics. lt is Jesse's ability to separate her own needs from those of her

children that prevents her from losing the essence of her self.

She can't bear her daughter's suffering; she feels it too acutely. Sharon

knows this, which makes her feel guilty on top of being depressed. The two

of them get tangled up in looping lariats of each other's feelings. Jesse has

to get her out of here. Sharon has one more year of high school, then

Jesse is going to make sure she goes away to college. Way away. (151)

The maternal subjectivity portrayed in "6's, 7's & 9's" refutes a Freudian analysis

that would cast Jesse as the over-protective, over-involved mother who smothers

her children. She is at once entwined, and yet separate.

"Old Souls" is the only narrative that places Jesse in an openly lesbian lifestyle. lt

is also the only story that does not include Jesse as "mothe/, although it centers

in large part on Jesse's ambivalent relationship with her own mother, who is

portrayed as cold, demanding and undemonstrative. Although the multiple

narratives combine to represent Jesse in all her complex and varied permutations,

Jesse's own mother is a caricature. Jesse says of her mother. "Of course she's

very tricky in giving approval and holding it back. She gives just enough so you

understand the other ninety-nine percent is being withheld" (92). Frances Austin is

described as unaffectionate, petty, ultra-conservative, hypocritical, rejecting,
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disparaging and insulting. ln addition, her appearance is severe, and worst of all,

she is a bad cook. Representing the mother as an inept housekeeper is often

used to break stereotypes, but in this story, her lack of culinary skills further

exemplifies her alienation from her gourmet cook daughter (97-8).

Although the text does reinforce the stereotype of the bad mother, it also suggests

that it is Jesse's own lack of insight that characterises Francis in such a way.

When her mother wins the affections of a musician ten years her junior, "Jesse

has...to rethink her notions of who her mother really is" (107).

Aquamarine ends with a short epilogue entitled "Sandgate". After twenty years of

reflection, obsession and agonising, Jesse makes a secret trip to Australia to visit

the woman who has defined her life, Marty Finch. The ending suggests that,

regardless of different paths, careers or family choices, it is Jesse's first (lesbian)

sexual experience that dictates the ultimate course of her life. She imagines that

she has no illusions about the outcome of the meeting, and yet the novel's ending

- "[Marty] moves straight into a smile of pure pleasure, her eyes fìlled with lies.

Jesse waits to, wants to, hear them" (197) - suggests that Jesse is as vulnerable

to Marty's sexual power in 1990 as she was in 1968.

Carol Anshaw's novel, far from being a linear narrative, is an intertwining of stories

with alternative directions. Common threads woven throughout the stories, such

as Jesse's habit of driving fast, her mother's new beau, the party to celebrate her

mother's retirement, Jesse's loving relationship with her aunt Hallie, the varying

presences of Tom Bellini, Kit and Alice, and the different appearances of Pratt's

Caverns, create a picture of overlapping and interconnected destinies. The reader

is left to decide which'life" Jesse chooses, although her defining moment and her

final destination are not negotiable.

The non-negotiable elements ol Aquamarine establish a "lesbian nanative space"

which informs each of the alternative life stories. As Marilyn Fanrell would argue,

Jesse's relationship with Marty casts a 'different light" on the rest of the novel,

including the plots of heterosexual romance and motherhood. The framing

structure of the novel suggests that the heterosexual motherhood of the other

alternatives is deeply influenced by, even defìned by Jesse's lesbian experience'
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It is the narrative's refusal to classify Jesse once and for all that enables it to

portray the "fluid and shifting subjectivity [which] is doubly true for lesbians"

(Reynolds 1994: xxxi). Jesse is not the "Woman ldentified Woman"; nor is she the

libertarian lesbian exploring sexuality and erotica. ln addition, Jesse's various

incarnations as wife/mother and divorcee/mother are not portrayed according to

heterosexual motherhood ideology with its binary of good versus bad. ln positing

three alternative life directions, Aquamarine allows the main character, regardless

of her (shifting) sexual orientation, to be unfettered by stereotypes.

Although Aquamarine does not ostensibly focus on lesbian motherhood (the only

"out" lesbian is the childfree English professor), it does bring lesbian desire and

motherhood alongside each other. The novel suggests that lesbian mothers have

the potential to live both lives, as lesbians and mothers, and that neither one need

negate the other.

Tasting Sa/f by Stephanie Dowrick (1997) is "a novel of infinite layers" (Penguin

Nofes 1999:2), spoken in different voices, by two different women, and it

addresses a wide variety of topics. Ostensibly, it is the chronicle of the first year of

Cordelia's widowhood, after 50 years of married life with her accomplished, well-

travelled and visionary husband, George. During the first twelve months of her

grief, Cordelia reassesses her marriage, relationships, work, sexuality and sense

of self.

The plot itself is less intriguing than the multiple conversations that Cordelia

enjoys, with Laurie, her nevyfound friend and eventual lover, with herself, with her

beautiful house, and with the reader. Much of the interior dialogue in the novel is

barely disguised proselytising. Long diatribes on third world hunger, first world

responsibility, environmental damage, Ëastern mysticism and spiritual

dissatisfaction clutter the nanative.

However, one of the key points of focus is motherhood. The novel provides a

complex, fresh perspective on the maternal experiences of Laurie, a lesbian

mother of two pre-pubescent children, as she sees herself, and through the eyes

of 73 year old, childfree Cordelia. As in Aquamarine, the various other mothers in
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the text are most often portrayed as stereotypical caricatures. Laurie's biological

mother Kate and her adoptíve mother Anita, Cordelia's mother, George's mother,

Cordelia's grandmother, and Laurie's ex-husband Guy's mother, are various

combinations of abandoning, emotionally absent, cold, bitter and controlling

Dinnersteinian monsters.

Because motherhood has historically been inextricably linked with men and

patriarchy, Marianne Hirsch, in her book The Mother/Daughter Plot. Narrative,

psychoanalysis, Feminism (1989) suggests that one strategy to write a "maternal

discourse" would be "to erase the plot of heterosexual romance" (1989: 190).

Tasting Sa/f seems to do just that. Each of the heterosexual, married mothers in

the text replicates hegemonic patterns of representation. lt is only Laurie (and,

perhaps ironically, her ex-husband Guy and his male partner V!!nston), who in

shunning conventional heterosexuality and models of the family, manage to create

an alternative paradigm. Only Laurie is permitted to articulate her own maternal

subjectivity in the nanative. Every other mother is spoken for, compartmentalised

and disparaged from the daughter's perspective. Hirsh posits that:

The sympathy [feminists] could muster for ourselves and each other as

mothers...we could not quite transfer to our own mothers. Although as

mothers we were eager to tell our stories, as daughters we could not fully

listen to our mothers' stories. (26)

This pattern of daughters struggling to express'difference" from the feminine

norm, while paradoxically expecting their own mothers to conform to notions of the

Good Mother, recurs again and again in many of the narratives explored in this

thesis. lt becomes particularly apparent in this chapter because of the blatant

transgression of motherhood ideology inherent in lesbian motherhood. While

choosing an alternative family model, lesbian mothers are evidently still sufficiently

affected by the hegemonic discourse on maternity that they represent their own

mothers in terms of a good/bad binary.

Divided into four parts and 40 chapters, Tasting Sa/fs most frequent speaker is

Cordelia, and it is her perspective, given in either the first or third person, to which

the reader is privy. However, on three occasions, the narrative changes voice and
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it is Laurie who speaks directly. These sections strive towards the articulation, not

only what of Hirsch calls a "maternal voice", but of a lesbian maternal subjectivity.

It is Laurie's own voice that successfully challenges culturally entrenched

stereotypes of lesbian mothers.

Cordelia observes of Laurie that "Not only her own children but her sense of her

self as a mother quite obviously dominates her thinking. lt's through her maternity

that she seems to experience the world" (55). Laurie concurs with this observatìon

and describes her two children as "life itself' (70).

Chapter 31 is devoted almost entirely to an exploration of Laurie's maternal

subjectivity. From a position of "not daring" to contemplate motherhood, Laurie

becomes desperate to be pregnant (224). As she absorbs and observes the

physical changes during pregnancy, Laurie becomes distracted from her other

relationships. She devotes "every atom of energy" to preparing herself to be a

"superior mothed' (224). The birth of her first child Gregory is described as

"inevitable, miraculous", and "wonderful" (225). Gregory is now at the "centre" of

her life, and Laurie revels in "touching his exquisite skin, breathing in his

enchanting smell, seeing again and again tiny fingers and toes crowned with

paper-thin nails" (226).

The reader is drawn into Laurie's ecstatically sensual experience of motherhood.

Laurie describes in minute detail every aspect of Gregory's body and her

appreciation of it, just as Cordelia delights the reader with vivid, detailed

descriptions of her spacious, colourful house. And just as Cordelia's house is both

her sanctuary and her prison, Laurie battles with conflicting feelings about her new

baby. She cries with confusion "that the baby [she] desired utterly, and now had,

also left [her]feeling tremendous loss" (227).

Part of the loss that Laurie experiences relates to her dormant lesbian sexuality

Society's prevailing view that mothering is part of a heterosexual lifestyle leads

Laurie to contemplate that:

I was lonely for the mate I clearly didn't have, and lonely too for the women

I had loved who seemed, now, to occupy territory to which I could probably
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not return. Even if I were to fìnd my way back, I told myself, I would

probably be tolerated rather than welcomed. (226)

ln choosing to place a child at the centre of her life, Laurie is nervous that she has

given up the lesbian community in which she once felt so comfortable. She seems

to be asking herself if it is possible to be intimately connected with her child, and

intimately entwined with a woman. However, the question is even bigger than

that. Laurie is also asking whether she can be an openly lesbian mother.

Although "grateful every day" to be the mother of Gregory and Rhea, Laurie feels

like an outsider "with her nose pressed up against the glass" (228) when she

observes two women together. She comes to see the lesbian community as a

place she had "no right to ented' (228). Paradoxically, Laurie resumes her active

sexual life with another mother, Marcella. Wife, mother, and well-known fabric

designer, Marcella is much "straighte/' than other women Laurie has known

intimately. The two women are drawn to each other through mutual compassion

and empathy. The sensuousness they enjoy together is strongly located in their

shared mothering experience.

We fell on [the bed] and then on each other like ravenous beasts, attached

at the mouth, moaning with anxiety and pleasure and need - while still also

listening out for our children. lt was one of the most specifically located and

erotic encounters I have ever had...l kissed her, and as she kissed me I

kissed her back. And while we kissed - like free, reckless girls - and while

we existed only for that kissing - like free, reckless girls - we listened out

like mothers. We listened through our ears and through our skin; through

all our senses. (237)

Having read through a vast anay of fiction dealing with the experience of lesbian

motherhood, I believe the above scene is the most challenging to culturally

accepted stereotypes. The sex-obsessed, abandoning woman who seeks only

her own gratification is absent. So too is the bitter, lonely woman who has been

forced to'give up" her lover and her sexuality for the "sake of the children". ln

their place is a sexually alive woman, whose embodied connection with her
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children is integral to her sense of self, and yet does not prevent her from seeking

intimate connection with others

Moreover, this scene suggests that it is each woman's maternal subjectivity that

makes lesbian sexual experience a possibility. Laurie muses that "l guess I knew,

unambivalently, that Marcella and I had kissed ravenously because we were

mothers, but that maternity also halted me" (242). Despising Guy's abandonment

of his family because of what she sees as his insatiable sexual appetite, Laurie is

determined not to "loosen the tight reins of [her] obsession with [her] children"

(242). She views her life up until motherhood as the "bad old days" (241), where

sex was the way to ease her restlessness. So, although Laurie is still a sexual

being, her sexuality is inextricably bound to her maternity.

Laurie suspects that "Marcella had never kissed a woman before that day'' (238),

although the narrative does not focus on the conflict of sexual identity so central to

many other works dealing with lesbian themes. Laurie never asks, "ls Marcella a

lesbian?","Am l?"; just aS she neVer askS "Am I a mother?" Such queStions are

irrelevant in a plot that refutes classifications of heterosexual/homosexual and

sexual/asexual. lndividual subjectivities blur, evolve and change without Laurie's

conscious introspection (which contrasts sharply with Cordelia's obsessive self-

reflecting).

ln the same way that Laurie is able to articulate a fulfìlling, all-consuming passion

for her children, she is able to express her parallelfrustration and fatigue. This is

not portrayed as confusion or conflict, but as co-existing elements of her

motherhood experience. She describes the day to day tasks of mothering,

common to many women:

...feeding them, cleaning up after feeding them, running this house such as

it is, pulling the occasional weed from the garden, washing every single

day, ironing when I absolutely must, running to get the shopping' worrying

about who'll eat what and how to combine that into one affordable meal,

listening to each of them separately or more often together, remaining on

top of who's who in all their dramas, attempting single-handed crisis

management, personal development and conflict resolution while also
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putting piTzas into the oven or taking them out, supervising homework that

must be done but may never be marked, being a cheerful Mummy around

their friends and teachers, getting them to and from their sports, parties,

shopping expeditions, tutoring, and in between times - in tiny crevices of

time - dreaming up and making the ceramics that we actually have to live

from. (259)

ln this scene, Laurie is "every mothe/'. Lesbian or otherwise, such a catalogue of

daily responsibilities links Laurie with other mothers, regardless of their sexual

preferences. ln so doing, it challenges dominant motherhood ideology based on

heterosexual relations, in which the lesbian mother is pathologised and

demonised. Like many other mothers, including those discussed in this thesis,

Laurie's exhaustion with the details of raising children in no way diminishes the

pleasure which she also articulates.

Cordelia interprets such fatigue as Laurie's uncertainty concerning boundaries

between herself and the children, between the children and her work, and between

her needs and theirs (55). But it is the "boundaries" which childfree, widowed

Cordelia has fastidiously established in her own life that initially results in her

loneliness and virtual imprisonment in her beautiful house. ln contrast, it is Laurie's

"fluid" boundaries that make it possible for her to explore both heterosexual and

lesbian relationships. lt is her sense of connection with other people that enables

Laurie to enjoy a strong relationship with Wynston, the male partner of her ex-

husband. And it is Laurie's refusal to see people in defined categories of young or

old, sexual or asexual, which permits her to become intimate with 73 year old

Cordelia.

Cordelia spends huge chunks of time contemplating her body, her sense of herself

aS a woman, as a wife, as a potter, as a friend, and as a heterosexual lover.

However, it is interesting that although she has strong sexualfeelings towards her

friend Laurie, Cordelia never uses the word "lesbian" or "gayn in relation to herself

or to Laurie. Their sexual relationship is portrayed, not as the result of a distinct

sexual orientation or preference, but rather as the logical extension of their love

and respect for each other.
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"Unknown to [herselfl as lover to anyone except George"(291), Cordelia

overcomes her self-imposed barriers and reaches out to Laurie, both spiritually

and physically. ln learning to merge with Laurie, who is a "foreign territory'' (290),

Cordelia also begins to connect with the other people in her life, including her

colleagues, the retarded woman who works in her garden, Laurie's children and

Wynston. lt is the lessons of Laurie's motherhood which eventually provide a

framework of sorts for Cordelia's life. Her gaze shifts from obsessive introspection

towards a life that embraces not only other people, but a calm acceptance of her

own place in the world. ln a description reminiscent of lris Marion Young's

"pregnant embodiment", Cordelia says "standing on my own two feet, I am neither

inside the house nor outside it" (341). The house ceases to contain Cordelia, as

She "moves outwards". ln choosing to make mint jelly as she used to do many

years ago, Cordelia metaphorically accepts the same sort of paradoxical

happiness that Laurie experiences through her motherhood. lt is "sweet and sharp

all at once" (342).

Stephanie Dowrick has said that what she is "really interested in is that a certain

kind of feminine consciousness is very hard to find, is very easily ridiculed and is

very under understood" (1995:3). She goes on to describe this sort of "feminine

writing" as "allusive...uncertain and exploratory...also unbelievably exciting" (1995:

3). Whether or not Dowrick was deliberately attempting to create this sort of

writing, Tasting Sa/f does achieve a representation of lesbian maternity that is

exciting, exploratory and challenging to dominant motherhood ideology. Laurie is

not the man-hating, sex-obsessed lesbian who leaves her children alone at night

while she cruises gay bars. Nor is she the celibate, self-effacing woman who

betrays her own sexuality for fear of losing custody of the children. ln solne ways,

she has a lot in common with her heterosexual counterparts. ln other ways, she is

a world apart.

ln bringing together Laurie's open sexuality with her embodied connection to her

children, Tasting Sa/f explores what it means to be a lesbian, what it means to be

a mother, and how those two elements of identity can be intertwined and yet

separate. This motherhood paradigm is largely made possible because the

narrative makes space for Laurie to tell her own story, in her own words. Her

experience is not mediated solely through the voice of Cordelia. As Chris Weedon
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concludes, "power is invested in and exercised through her who speaks" (1987:

173).

Solution Three by Naomi Mitchison (1975) differs quite markedly from the other

novels discussed in this chapter. lt does not utilise alternative narrative strategies,

consciously break stereotypes, or articulate a "maternal epistemology'. Like many

other feminist visionaries of the 1970s Mitchison uses science fiction to challenge

hegemonic discourselE. The "feminist utopia", in which patriarchy no longer exists,

women can reproduce without the need for interaction with males, and where

mothering is a chosen and highly esteemed occupation, was a preoccupation of

the early Women's Movement, and not surprisingly manifests itself in feminist

science fiction. According to Frances Bonner, "the feminist utopia in particular

provide[s] ways of talking about better (or worse) futures in terms derived from the

theories and arguments of the Women's Movement. '. " (1 996: 3). Bonner further

says that feminist science fiction takes what is seen as a masculine genre and

transforms it "by unsettling some of its most basic assumptions" (1996:3)'

ln Chapter Four, two feminist science fiction novels, Heartland by Nancy Corbett

and The Handmaid's Tale by Margaret Atwood' were explored for their

representations of mothers who use new reproductive technologies. lntersecting

with issues of NRTs in this genre are novels which explore issues of lesbian

sexuality and motherhood.

Originally written in 1970, published for the flrst time in '1975, and recently

reprinted (1gg5), Solution Three by Naomi Mitchison creates a feminist utopia

which is both emancipatory and self-critical. The narrative consciously erases

heterosexual romance to envisage a reproductive regime which "consists of three

sweeping edicts: heterosexuality is forbidden, homosexuality is mandated, and

reproduction occurs primarily by cloning..." (Squier, Afterword to 1995 edition:

172). Finally, however, a society based on the establishment of an obligatory

sexual/reproductive "norm" is shown to be incapable of sustaining itself.

Like Nancy Corbett's Heartland (1989), Naomi Mitchison explores the potential of

new reproductive technologies to create a society based on feminist social and

political practice. The causes of instability in the twentieth century, notably
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sex¡sm, racism and war, are replaced by a stable, peaceful and egalitarian society

two hundred years in the future.

Written eight years before the birth of the first IVF baby, Louise Brown, and 27

years before the first successful clone of a mammal (the sheep "Dolly" in the UK),

the narrative is extraordinary in its reproductive vision. ln contrast to contemporary

social practice, where mothering is primarily esteemed within the strict parameters

of heterosexual, monogamous marriage, it is lesbian motherhood that receives

honour and privilege in Solution Three.

This new society consciously seeks to reject the old patterns of heterosexuality,

and is based on the following philosophy:

Inter-sexual love, resulting in the birth of children, had been necessary.

When it not only ceased to be necessary, but was seen aS a menace, then

the logic of history made itself felt. The challenge to aggressive inter-sexual

love came first from Her; then the challenge was made still clearer in the

Code which He homologated and by the Council itself. \A/hen that age-old

sexual aggression changed to non-aggressive love of man for man and

woman for woman, overt aggression dropped in the same curve as the still

dropping popu-curve. (80)

Not only is heterosexuality deemed "unnecessary", it is regarded aS "deviant",

"distasteful" and socially unacceptable. Those few people who continue to

practise heterosexuality, notably those in the'Professorial" class, are social

pariahs who are actively discriminated against, in the same way that gay and

lesbian people are discriminated against in a homophobic society. ln Ulan Bator,

the scene of violent uprisings in the novel, "deviants" are publicly humiliated,

whipped and branded.

The only acceptable mothers are "Clone Mums". They are specially chosen by the

governing Council to be surrogates to clones from two unnamed world heroes, one

a black American man ("He"), and the other a white woman from the Shetland

lslands ("She"). Like all good surrogates, the Clone Mums are expected to

relinquish their babies once they begin to show "signs" of individualistic and
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creative play. The children are then subjected to "strengthening", a process meant

to replicate the life experiences of Him and Her, in an attempt at social as well as

biological cloning.

The relinquishment of clone children is an essential ingredient to the new order.

Clone Mums receive intensive training and incentives both during pregnancy and

later, to ensure that they understand that the clone babies do not "belong" to them,

but rather are onlY "on loan".

The system begins to break down when Lilac, a Clone Mum, refuses to give up

her son. "Ninety'' (who, like all clones is recognised by number only) is "her own

child". She says, "He was mine... Fed on my milk. My little mammal. My own"

(95). To such assertions, the Councillor Jussie responds:

... he was only lent to you and you know that, Lilac. You know it is wrong

for one person to assert ownership over another, even a lover, but most of

all over a little child. A little Clone. (95-96)

Jussie refuses to acknowledge the sunogate mother's embodied connection to her

baby through the experience of pregnancy, childbirth and early childcare.

Surrogate mothers are regarded as ucarriers" or "nests" only. When Lilac sees her

role as more fundamental than this, Jussie admits that research does show an

inexplicable connection between mother and baby, regardless of genetic material.

She says, "lt is not merely the physical difference between one uterus and

another, but there is also considerable interchange of fluids between the foetus

and its host' (99). Although this information does not restore her son to her, Lilac

is empowered by the knowledge that her experience is not unusual or "deviant".

ln fact, other mothers in the narrative express a sense of loss for the children they

were never allowed to raise. Early in Solution Three babies were taken from their

mothers for "strengthening" and future contact was prohibited. ln the current

version of the new order, "top mums" see their children again, and may be

permitted the honour of naming them (from a prescribed list).
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Mutumba was a Clone Mum in the early days, and knows nothing of her daughter

until the adult-child is killed by members of a religious sect. Anni, the Clone

woman who reports on the murder, attaches herself to Mutumba, because she too,

misses having a daughter/mother relationship. As Mutumba watches Anni sleep,

she thinks to herself, "[My] own lovely baby would have been like this" (111).

Throughout the text small comments attest to the fact that Solution Three

reproduction and socialisation has not been able to eliminate maternal influence,

both in-utero, and in the first two years of a baby's life.

Juxtaposed against the conflict experienced by Clone Mums, are heterosexual

Miryam and her husband Carlo. They have two biological children, Lu and Little

Em, both of whom live with Miryam in her tiny living space. When Miryam

requests additional living space because she "can't concentrate" (43), Jussie

responds by suggesting that the children could be removed and cared for in a

nursery. Miryam is emphatic that the children should remain with her. She says,

"l can't be what I'm not" (46), implying that not only is she heterosexual, but that an

important part of her identity is her intimate, daily relationship with her children.

Her motherhood experience is integral to her sense of self. However, the society

of Solution Three refuses to validate Miryam's alternative motherhood paradigm.

Lilac's and Miryam's experiences of motherhood become metaphors for the rigidity

of a society based on binaries: homosexual versus heterosexual; clone versus

biological; "loaned" versus related; normal versus deviant; separate versus

connected. Both women attempt to break down these binaries: Lilac by insisting

on her embodied connection with her clone baby, and Miryam by articulating her

needs, not as an individual, but as a mother.

ln a parallel plot, Miryam and Carlo discover that the plant genetics program has

resulted in a virus in wheats and roses which threatens to destroy the entire genus

unless variant species can be found. Through a dangerous overseas mission,

Miryam does succeed in fìnding varieties that have survived despite strict plant

breeding. Her research leads her to draw conclusions about artificial human

reproduction.
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The wheat we grow almost everywhere is the best we know of. And

artificially constructed. lf anything should happen to it, we might have to go

back to something less worthy...We knock out more and more human

genes,...And some might have values hidden in them which we don't know.

(138)

Although such thoughts are considered by her colleagues to be "critical of the

popu-policy'' and therefore "deviant", Miryam's conclusions are ultimately shared

by the Head Councillor Matumba. ln addition to civil unrest, crop failures, Lilac's

rebellion towards Council Policy and Miryam's insistence on heterosexual

motherhood, Solution Three is further challenged by two Clones who choose a

heterosexual relationshiP.

One of the techniques employed in Solution Three is to attack homophobia by

replicating the same prejudices concerning heterosexuality. Miryam and Carlo

cannot take their children out in public for fear of upsetting the neighbours. Certain

areas are segregated so that heterosexuals can feel "safe and ordinary".

"Deviants" are whipped and branded in outlying rural areas. Children of

heterosexuals are subjected to strident "education" because of fears that they too

will grow up to be deviant. And "normal" people engage in long discussions on

"distasteful" deviant sexuality. Perhaps only possible in science fiction, Mitchison's

strategy is highly successful in drawing the reader's attention to contemporary

stereotypes and myths surrounding homosexuality.

The feminist utopia in So/ufion Three is self-consciously presented as flawed. The

narrative avoids being polemical by drawing attention to the problems of simply

inverting the binaries of heterosexual ideologyle. Lesbian motherhood in Solution

Three is founded on genuine respect for both the woman and the baby, including

recognition of the woman's sexual needs outside her mothering role. However, it

cuts short a vision of lesbian social utopia, in which maternity is an acknowledged

aspect of individual female subjectivity, by refusing to validate Lilac's desire for an

embodied and on-going connection to her child. The narrative points to the

necessity of another social upheaval which will be characterised by "flexibility

rather than rigidity, collaborative creation rather than competition, [and] the
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acknowledgment that paradigms not only can but must shift in response to new

voices and new needs" (Squier, Afterword to 1995 edition: 175).

Motherhood in this alternative future may include biological, life-long motherhood,

as well as both homosexuality and heterosexuality as social norms. The final

scene, where Matumba stops trying to persuade Miryam to change her sexuality,

and instead offers her a larger living space so that her chosen lifestyle will be

easier, points to a future where "Clone Mums" may also be permitted more

choices. lt hints at the possibility that motherhood will have less to do with

sexuality, and more to do with individual women's experience and desire.

Because "lesbian" and "mOthef' ale considered to be antithetical, any

representation of women who love women and who raise children outside of

heterosexual relationships unsettles established paradigms of motherhood.

The fìctions explored here challenge the dominant motherhood ideology, but

without simply inverting stereotypes or creating new ones, by rejecting a stable

model of subjectivity and replacing it with a flexible, shifting subjectivity which

incorporates both maternal and lesbian experience. Aquamarine by Carol Anshaw,

Tasting Sa/f by Stephanie Dowrick and So/ufion Three by Naomi Mitchison are

three completely different texts, but each succeeds, in varying degrees, to bring

lesbian sexuality and motherhood into alignment in new and complex ways2o.
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CONCLUSION

This thesis has argued that one means of challenging hegemonic discourse is the

,,rescripting" of motherhood using fiction, either in the form of the novel, the short

story or the play. Although male writers are also capable of challenging dominant

discourse, this thesis has looked at the work of women writers exclusively because

of the underlying feminist philosophy of the project. This philosophy maintains that

it is politically imperative for women to claim and articulate female experience,

rather than to be "sPoken fo/'.

The representations of mothers examined in this thesis are "subversive" in that

they defy, unsettle, undermine and fragment the binaries of contemporary

motherhood ideology. Some of the strategies used to that end include: the

articulation of a "maternal perspective" (including the exploration of corporeal

experience); the use of alternative narrative techniques; and the coming together

of feminist theory and fiction.

Textual production does not occur in a vacuum, and for that reason, the thesis has

explored the social/cultural/political landscape as it relates to representations of

motherhood. I have posited that women writers use the model of the Good Mother

as the departure point for representing maternal subjectivity as complex and

shifting. The thesis has examined openly transgressive models of motherhood,

including those that occur outside of a heterosexual, biological paradigm. While

technologically assisted and lesbian motherhood both have the potential to

redefine motherhood on feminist terms, this thesis has argued that the new

reproductive technologies risk reinforcing dominant motherhood ideology.

Adrienne Rich concluded in 1976 that:

We need to imagine a world in which every woman is the presiding genius

of her own body. ln such a world women will truly create new life, bringing

forth not only children (if and as we choose) but the visions, the thinking,

necessary to sustain, console, and alter human existence - a new

relationship to the universe. Sexuality, politics, intelligence, power,
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motherhood, work, community, intimacy will develop new meanings;

thinking itself will be transformed. (285-6)

Twenty three years after Of Woman Born, motherhood is yet to be "transformed",

although many women writers of fiction have responded to Rich's exhortation to

re-imagine motherhood in new and liberating ways. ln subverting culturally

entrenched ideas about motherhood, the texts discussed in this thesis have

contributed to the process, already begun, of changing the way mothers are

perceived, and perceive themselves in contemporary society.
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ENDNOTES

t Ann phoenix and Anne Woollett also argue that most psychologicaltheories and other

investigations around mother-child relations have concentrated on the developmental needs of the

child (1991: 44).

, Fo¡ asummary and critique of lrigaray, Cixous, Kristeva and Wrtting, see Ann Rosalind Jones in

Showalter (ed) 1986: 361-377 .

3 This observation of the motherthat demands an assessment of the self can also be found in

Drusilla Modjeska's Poppy (Penguin 1990).

o A t g7S tudy by the Cornell University Medical Centre indicated that 787,000 hysterectomies

were performóO ín tfre U.S. in that year, resulting in 1700 deaths. Surgery was considered

unneóessary in 28o/o of the cases and in this group there were 374 deaths (as cited in Dally 1 991 :

221).

5 Aminatta Forna gives the following examples of the court's intervention on behalf of "foetal rights':

A pregnant cancer patient is forced to undergo a caesarean section in an attempt to save the life of

tfrò cn¡tO she is carrying; both the mother and child die ( RE: AC 533 A.2d 611, DC Ct of App.,

1987). Another pregnant woman is charged with child abuse for drinking alcohol ( State v.
pfanñenstiel, No.1-90-8CR, Wyo Cty Ct Albany Cty, 5 January 1990). A court rules in favour of a

husband who wants to force his wife to undergo a cervical operation so that she won't miscarry
(reported in the Eosfo n Globe 2 May 1989). A thirty year old crack addict is sent to prison for ten
years for taking drugs while she is pregnant on the grounds of child neglect (reported in the
WashingÍon Times,13 August 1992). (Forna 1998: 160)

u The lnfanticide Act of 1938 (U.K.) was based on the premise that women who kill their own

infants under 12 months old are not really responsible for their actions, because of stresses

associated with childbirth and/or lac{ation. Ratherthan being seen as murder, infanticide has

historically been judged as manslaughter (and sentenced accordingly). The medical presumption

of puerperal psychosis on which the Ac1 was based has now been refuted, with the result that

lacta¡on is no longer associated with mental illness. However, social and economic pressures on

mothers consequènt to childbirth are still regarded as sufficient to provide for leniency in infanticide
cases, and mothers who kill theír babies are lill regarded as "sick" rather than "bad". Edwards

notes that from 1960 onwards, probation rather than incarceration became the most common

sentence forwomen convided of infanticide (1988: 82).

7 Between 50% and 75% of women in prison have one or more rlependent children living with

them prior to their conviction (Koban t19831 cites 66% and George [19931 cites 74%). A 1980

study in the U.S. indicated that the majority of male prisoners' children lived with their mother prior

to the fathels conviciion. The study found that:

610/o oÍ the men's children remained with their mother in an environment basically
unaffeded by incarceration, whereas only 26% of the women's children had the chance to
remain in a stable household with a continuous primary caretaker. (Koban 1983: 175)

The inequity exists before women criminals go to gaol, but it is exacerbated by the fact that over

50% of women prisoners who are mothers, are single parents, and therefore do not have partners

to assume care for their children while they are in gaol. ln addition, one 1967 study in the U.K.

indicated that of those women who did have a relationship, "cohabitees and stepfathers very rarely

maintained responsibílity once the mother of the children wíth whom they had been living was

imprisoned" (as cited in Dobash, Dobash, Emerson and Gutteridge 1986: 193).

I Stanworth summarises women's experience with reproductive technology as follows:
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The health risks and the side-effects of existing means of contraception, and the fact that

we weren't informed of these dangers beforehand;the escalating use of aggressive

medical intervention in childbirth; the tendency to relegate matemal welfare ín the broadest

sense to third place, after the safety of the fetus and the convenience of medical
personnel; the linking of reproductive technology to medical models in which menstruatiott
is seen as a failed production and pregnancy as a pathological state; and finally, the

management of reproductive technologies in such a way that access depends powerfully

on women's age, ethnicity, socialclass, sexual orientation and physical abilities... (1990:

28e-s0).

n ln NSW it is legal to use IVF procedures to ensure the birth of a child of a pre-determined sex (for

social reasons), although sex-selection teling is only legal in SA and Victoria for medical reasons

such as to avoid passing on gender-specific diseases (Farrant 1999: 3)

1o Gena Corea refersto scientists involved in ovum research as "egg-snatchers" (1984:45) and for
good reason. The 400,000 immature eggs which every woman is born with are needed for genetic

éngineering experiments. Techniques are being developed to mature these eggs in-vitro (in the

labãratory)1nd.then fertilise them with sperm. But how are the eggs obtained? One method is to

remove a wedge of ovary during "routine" ovarian surgery (with or without thepatient's consent).

Another is to piovide incentives such as discounted medical costs to those IVF patients who

"volunteef'their extra eggs for research. lmmature eggs have been successfully removed from

fresh animal coçses, and there seems to be little reason not to assume that this practice could

eventually become commonplace for humans (after all, Alan Trounson, the Australian IVF expert,

began work as a sheep embryologist [Raymond 1991 : 30]). There is an increasing market for fetal
lissue, eggs and embryos for medical research. As at 1989 over 200,000 embryos were

"stockpiled" in Europe (Raymond 1991: 32).

tt Who exactly is "infertile" and is the media representation of "infertility on the rise" an accurate

one? Studies in the United States (US National Center for Health Statistics and the US Offìce of
Technology Assessment) suggest that although new variables to fertility including environmental
pollution, sexually transmitted diseases and medically induced infertility such as pelvic
inflammatory disease, are more apparent, there has been no increase in the number of infertile

couples between 1965 and 1982 (Raymond 1991: 29). Raymond contends that the definition of
infertility has changed. ln the past, the inabilityto conceive afrerfive years unprotected sexual
intercoúrse was thè medical consensus. Today, one year without contraception and the woman is
classifìed infertile, despite the fact that 25% of women, particularly in IVF programmes, are there
because of male partners' "infertility" (Raymond 1991 : 29).

t2 A space f¡as been created where new reproductive technologies can be challenged. ln 1984, a

feminist network of inlernalional resistance - FINNRET - was elablished to resist, critique and

analyse the NRT's. ln 1985, it was renamed FINRRAGE (Feminisl lnternational Network of
Resistance to Reproductive and Genetic Engineering), and the last decade has seen numerous
national and intemational conferences to address feminist concems about reproductive
technologies (Arditti, et al. 1989: >o<).

tt Falk suggels that lesbians have less than a 50% chance of obtaining custody (as cited by

Maggiore 1992: xix). Although this figure doesn't appear to be unbalanced, Goldstein (1986)

argues that when custody battles go to court lesbian mothers are only awarded culody of their
children in 15% of the cases (as cited in McCandish 1992: 141).r, as compared to the 56%

success ratc of their heterosexualsisters (Graycar 1989:163-164.) ln 1970 lesbian mothers won

less than 1o/o of custody battles (Goldstein 1986 as cited by McCandish 1992: 141).

to ln 1983, Golombok, Spencerand Rutterconducted a systematic, empiricalstudy of the mental

and psychological health of children reared by lesbian mothers. They compared2T lesbian and

heterosexual families and found no significant differences between the two groups of children (as

cited by Falk 1 992: 61 ). Although the researchers were unable to establish any detriment to the
children raised in lesbian households, they did ascertain that the stigma that so concerns the court

might actually have a long term positive affect. Lesbian mothers tended to have a close

relãtionship with their children (in fact, the study showed that lesbian mothers may actually be more
child-centered than heterosexual mothers), and the children had a more mature and flexible
outlook than their cosseted peers. The key result of the research was that the sexual orientation of
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the parent is irrelevant to the psychological health of the child. Much more important is the loving

relationship beween parent and child (Falk 1992:68).

tt ln a study of 27 lesbian mothers/couples, 15 of whom had children from a previous heterosexual

relationship, Fiona Nelson (1996) found that the stepparent found her new role especially difficult

because oithe tack of sociètalrécognition. Lesbian co-parents are not automatically regarded as a

parent in the way that stepfathers are. Nelson concludes from her research that 'one of the

6¡gg"it problemó facing låsbian stepfamilies has to do with terminology. There is no name for the

second adult.'

A lesbian co-parent also has no legalstatus in relationtothe children forwhom she is caring.

Ànnougn the first lesbian wedding was performed in Denmark in 1989, in many countries (including

Canadã and Australla) lesbians cãnnot be married and therefore couples do not receive spousal

and tax benefits. ln addition, the non-biological co-parent is in a precarious legal position- lf she

iàf"r"t"r from her partner, she has no recògnised status in relation to the children. Even visitation

"ct"ss 
would be difficutt to obtain, and custody impossible. lf her partner dies she has no right of

inheritance.

t. Until 1992, Canadian infertility clinics adhered to a policy of helping only married. heterosexual

couples achieve pregnancy. nñhough lesbian wor en now have access to sperm banks, the costs

"r"'ofrrn 
prohibitive.- lt usúally takeð a number of cycles to become pregnant, with each cycle (in

Canada) costing $500, the initial fee $1000 and no Health Care rebate'

Despite the costs (including social and familial disapproval) many lesbian couple¡ do use sperm

from an anonymous donor to start a family. Like the stepparent in blended lesbian families, the

non-biologicai mother in a Donor lnseminâted (Dl) family has no legal authority, despite the joint

"motherin!'done by both women. Although as early as 1973, a Michigan court awarded child

custody tJtwo lesbian mothers (Lewis 1992: 85), it wasn't until 1992 that a Manhattan Surrogate

Court jldge granted a second parent adoption. The child, conceived through alternative

inseminatlon, was adopted by his non-biological mother, the lesbian partner of his birth mother

(tvtaggiore t dSZ: n<ix).' For the first time, leibian partners who used Dl were regarded as equal

ùetore the law. lt is iíonical that a non-biological mother must petition the court to "adopt'the child

she is raising.

t' J^y and Glasgow, in their anthology Lesbian Texts and Confexts (1990/, suggest that it is not

n"""ir"ry to identify as a lesbian either to read or to write about lesbian experience. 'Lesbianism

is a position from which to speak" (1990: 6).

,. publ¡shed just two years after Solution Three, Angela Carter's novel The Passion of New Eve

has a similar vision of lesbian sexuality.

,t Jane Rule's short story "His Nor Hers" (1985) also draws attention to the inadequacy of simply

inverting stereotypes. The lesbian mother in this story, like the 'fathef of so many heterosexual

plots, uães both her husband and her lesbian lovers for her own needs. Her husband is stuck at

hom", discontented and never refened to as anything other than 'Daddy", while Gillian is free to

pursuå her own interests out in the world. After she divorces, however, Gillian finds herself alone

and miserable. The nanative suggests that Gillian's model of lesbian motherhood is just a parody

of heterosexual fatherhood.
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